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Chuaigh an Cathaoirleach i gceannas ar 10 a�m�

Machnamh agus Paidir.
Reflection and Prayer.

kGnó an tSeanaid - Business of Seanad

06/07/2022A00200An Cathaoirleach: I have received notice from Senator Victor Boyhan that, on the motion 
for the Commencement of the House today, he proposes to raise the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and 
Science to make a statement on his plans to progress a cross-Border apprenticeships pro-
gramme as part of his apprenticeship action plan and, in particular, to prioritise apprentice-
ship programmes in the areas of healthcare, construction and climate change mitigation�

I have also received notice from Senator Fiona O’Loughlin of the following matter:

The need for the Minister of State with special responsibility for disability matters to 
make a statement on plans to address the waiting list for access to the children’s disability 
network team in Kildare�

I have also received notice from Senator Tim Lombard of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine to make a statement on 
plans to review the aquaculture licence application process to improve processing time-
frames�

I have also received notice from Senators Lisa Chambers and Paddy Burke of the following 
matter:

The need for the Minister for Social Protection to make a statement on the rural social 
scheme and Tús, in particular on the eligibility criteria, an increase in top-up payments and 
greater flexibility in the operation of the schemes.

I have also received notice from Senator Mary Fitzpatrick of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Social Protection to provide an update on the ongoing con-
sultation with the Office of Public Works regarding the future of the Intreo office in Dublin 
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I have also received notice from Senator Malcolm Byrne of the following matter:

The need for the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment to make a statement on 
the Government’s approach to artificial intelligence and to provide an update on the imple-
mentation of the national artificial intelligence strategy.

The matters raised by the Senators are suitable for discussion and will be taken now�

06/07/2022A00300Nithe i dtosach suíonna - Commencement Matters

06/07/2022A00400Apprenticeship Programmes

06/07/2022A00500An Cathaoirleach: I welcome the Minister of State, Deputy Feighan, to the House�

06/07/2022A00600Senator  Victor Boyhan: I thank the Cathaoirleach for selecting this matter�  It focuses not 
exclusively on general apprenticeships but on cross-Border apprenticeships.  This follows on 
from someone in Queen’s University Belfast, QUB, sending me a copy of a speech delivered in 
that university by the Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Sci-
ence, Deputy Harris�  It was an impressive speech, which I acknowledge�  The speech was given 
in the context of the one island approach, which is something the Government has promoted.  
The policy is being driven by the Taoiseach and he is very committed to it�

This issue centres on how we can use cross-Border connectivity and synergies and relation-
ships in respect of developing an apprenticeship programme that spans the two jurisdictions�  
I acknowledge the enormous work that went into the apprenticeship action plan drawn up by 
the Minister�  When he puts his mind to anything, he is driven, committed and determined�  I 
acknowledge that as well.  In all his announcements in this context since, and particularly in his 
speech in QUB, he has talked about his ambition to create an additional 10,000 new apprentice-
ship places every year up to 2025�

I was particularly interested in his reference, and I am particularly interested in hearing 
more about this detail if it is not available today, to a new funding call under the PEACE PLUS 
programme to do with collaboration for cross-Border apprenticeships�  He is committed to do-
ing this and to sourcing the funding for this programme�  There is great potential for this type 
of programme�  We must work together and encourage apprenticeships�  I am old enough to 
remember when people left the tech with a group certificate and other people laughed at them.  
Those people with the group certificate went on, walked around and met construction workers, 
tilers, electricians, plasterers and stonemasons to beg for an apprenticeship, or to serve their 
time with them, as it was then called�  Indeed, apprentices then did not get very much money�  
Most of them, however, went on to be successful entrepreneurs and businesspeople in the con-
struction sector.  Therefore, I value and respect apprenticeships.  We learn at different levels.  
We are not all academic and we can also learn through a hands-on approach on-site, be that in 
stonemasonry, construction, glazing or whatever�  A noble way to learn a trade and a profes-
sion is to serve time with a master of a craft�  It enables people to have a craft and a skill that 
they can use to bring in an income for themselves and their family�  Equally, it allows people to 
contribute to meeting a need�
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In that regard, we are aware that we have a real issue with a shortage of construction work-
ers and, therefore, I wish to examine the issues relating to work-based learning on-site.  We all 
acknowledge its importance�  I also wish to have a greater focus placed on supporting appren-
ticeships, as well as on providing greater support for employers in this context and on how we 
can match apprenticeships with employers�  More important, however, is the question of how 
we can address the current shortage of skills, particularly in the construction sector and, specifi-
cally, in retrofitting.  We need apprenticeships in these areas now.  It is all good news in respect 
of the apprenticeship programme for the Government�  The PEACE PLUS initiative for cross-
Border collaboration on apprenticeships, North and South, is exciting.  This is how we have to 
build relationships between the North and South.  We must find common needs and common 
issues and work with them�  I do not doubt the Minister’s commitment in this regard�

I ask that the Minister of State bring back to the Minister an issue to be reviewed in the 
context of apprenticeships, which is the green certificate in the context of agricultural train-
ing�  There is a great shortage of people in the agricultural sector�  I spoke about Teagasc and 
agricultural training here some months ago�  I received an email from a woman who had major 
concerns regarding her apprenticeship with Teagasc, where she was serving her green certifi-
cate time�  We have issues in this regard, and we must continuously evaluate apprenticeship pro-
grammes�  I thank the Minister of State for coming to the House, and if he could shed some light 
on these issues, or perhaps send on some follow-up information, that would be very helpful�

06/07/2022A00700Minister of State at the Department of Health  (Deputy  Frankie Feighan): I thank the 
Senator for his question on these important issues for the Department of Further and Higher 
Education, Research, Innovation and Science�  He mentioned two important words in this con-
tribution, namely that he “values” and “respects” apprentices�  I could not agree more�  We are 
moving into a space now where we need to value and respect them much more�  The Senator’s 
analogy with growing up was very appropriate and I share his view on it�

As part of the Action Plan for Apprenticeship 2021 to 2025, the Minister for Further and 
Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science, Deputy Harris, committed to cross-Bor-
der apprenticeship programmes to enhance Ireland’s ability to respond to skills needs with an 
all-island ability in an all-island economy�  Ireland operates as a small, open economy and the 
ability of our graduate apprentices to operate on an international stage is to be encouraged�  The 
opportunity for international mobility as a component of apprenticeships programmes will be 
piloted during the lifetime of this plan, either in the workplace or in education and training in-
stitutions.  The Government’s commitment to cross-Border apprenticeships is reaffirmed in the 
revised National Development Plan, NDP, 2021 to 2030, which sets out an enhanced level of 
ambition for collaborative cross-Border public investment to build a more connected, prosper-
ous and sustainable island for all the communities and traditions that share the island�

Under the NDP, the Government, through the Department, will work with our Northern 
Ireland and UK counterparts and other education and research stakeholders to support more 
strategic co-operation, realise more opportunities and shape further and higher education and 
research sectors that will meet the needs and capacity of this shared island into the future�  This 
will include enhanced co-operation on higher and further education through collaborative ap-
proaches to programmes such as developing cross-Border apprenticeships�

A programme area skills development strategy is being developed as part of the PEACE 
PLUS programme strategy�  This is aimed at delivering economic regeneration and transforma-
tion and identifying areas for investment�  It will help to address evident skills gaps and result 
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in increased productivity and employment as well as cross-Border labour mobility�  It will also 
enable cross-Border collaboration between education and training-based providers to address 
existing and emerging skills gaps and opportunities for reskilling in key disciplines such as 
ICT and digital, science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics, or STEAM, the green 
economy, entrepreneurship, leadership and management, among other key areas, and promote 
uptake of apprentices in key areas such as ICT�

We will shortly launch a new funding call for PEACE PLUS, with collaboration on cross-
Border apprenticeships as part of that.  Working together, we have already identified one area, 
construction, where we can look to collaborate.  We will explore this in detail in 2023.

Apprenticeships are a demand-driven, employer-led offering based on a contract of employ-
ment between the apprentice and the employer.  The number of apprenticeships in any specific 
sector is, therefore, determined directly by employer provision�  The Department is working 
with SOLAS examining the demand for construction workers between now and 2030.

The Senator spoke about difficulties with green certificates for agricultural training days.  I 
will raise that matter with the Minister�

In recent years, the annual intake in construction-related apprenticeships has been steadily 
increasing�  In 2020, there was a total of 3,370 construction apprenticeship registrations�  This 
rose by 60% to 5,400 construction apprenticeship registrations in 2021 and to date in 2022, 
there have been 2,137 such registrations�  As I said, when I visit community training centres 
they have useful trades�  I hope they make plenty of money because they are providing a great 
resource to an ever-growing Irish economy�

06/07/2022B00200Senator  Victor Boyhan: I thank the Minister of State for his detailed response�  The take-
away from that is that the funding call for PEACE PLUS is about to be announced�  I welcome 
that�  The PEACE PLUS cross-Border initiative is amazing and fantastic and we need to tap 
into it.  We can mutually benefit from that cross-Border relationship.  I also acknowledge the 
ongoing work with SOLAS�  That is important and I am delighted to hear it�

The Minister of State also mentioned healthcare assistant practitioners, of which we have a 
shortage�  That is a noble profession with skills and we need to acknowledge and support them 
with respect to training and pay�

Before coming to the House, I had a call from a person in the construction education sector 
who told me there were now approximately 9,000 students doing leaving certificate construc-
tion studies.  I do not want to hold the individual in question to that exact number.  These stu-
dents chose to do construction studies at secondary level, which indicates there is an interest�  
I ask that we ascertain whether students leaving secondary school having taken construction 
studies are being matched up to apprenticeships�  It is not a question of it being a job�  We want 
people who are motivated and keen�  I ask that synergy or connectivity between the Department 
and the secondary school sector be explored further.

06/07/2022B00300Deputy  Frankie Feighan: I thank the Senator�  I take on board his views on those leaving 
secondary school�  He said there were up to 9,000 students taking construction studies and it is 
great that they are considering the trades�  The Senator also noted how hospitality and health-
care are�

Education and training relevant to the skills needed in the construction sector and the green 
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economy is delivered across the full remit of the tertiary system and through mainstream educa-
tion and training, as well through specific programmes such as Springboard, the human capital 
initiative and Skillnet�

In the area of healthcare, the advanced assistant practitioner is managed by an apprentice-
ship consortium, which includes representatives from the private, home and community care 
sectors and currently has an active population of 45�  There are also discussions between of-
ficials at the Department and counterparts in the Department of Health, the HSE and Tusla on 
the development of other apprenticeship programmes in the healthcare sector�  Among the 65 
apprenticeships currently available, 25 are craft-related and, more specifically, include housing, 
retrofitting-related programmes, green skills activities relating to a range of construction and 
engineering-related programmes, including plumbing, carpentry and joinery, and the recently 
launched wind turbine maintenance technician programme.  There are, therefore, many differ-
ent apprenticeships and that is very much to be welcomed�

06/07/2022B00400Disability Services

06/07/2022B00500Senator  Fiona O’Loughlin: I thank the Minister of State for attending take this Com-
mencement matter�  I have always been a passionate advocate for people with disabilities�  I 
firmly believe that society has a responsibility to ensure every person is supported to reach his 
or her full potential�  As legislators, we have even more of responsibility in that regard�

The Fianna Fáil Party stood before the people at the previous two general elections on a 
manifesto of An Ireland for All�  People with disabilities deserve the same opportunities and 
have absolutely the same right to reach their full potential as any other member of society�  We 
need to deliver for them and we are failing them badly�  Access to adequate and appropriate 
medical and therapeutic supports is a vital necessity for many people living with disabilities�  
Without adequate access many people will simply not achieve their potential�  We all know the 
importance of all early intervention in helping children learn the very basic skills many take 
for granted, such as crawling, walking and speaking.  The first four years of life are so impor-
tant and when children do not automatically develop those skills, they need help and support 
through State intervention to ensure they do�  There is nothing more heartwarming than a parent 
or a sibling seeing a child taking a step or putting a few words together for the first time.  In my 
experience families will go to the ends of the earth to do what they can but they cannot do it 
alone�  They need help and support and they must be provided by the State�

I am regularly contacted by people in my area of south Kildare who have been waiting up to 
18 months to gain access to the Kildare and West Wicklow children’s disability network team, 
CDNT�  These delays are detrimental to the development of children in our area and often cause 
serious stress and strain for families�  We talk about a postcode lottery�  The CDNT of area 11, 
which takes in Kildare, is the Cinderella in this regard�

I am dealing with one case of a local child due to start primary school in September�  Let 
us call the child John.  John’s mother noticed as early as his first birthday that he was missing 
milestones, was concerned about this and raised the matter with her doctor�  Due to Covid-19, 
nothing was done.  She continued to monitor him and raised the red flag periodically.  It was 
only when she was in with her doctor for a routine pregnancy check-up on her next child that 
she mentioned it again�  At that point John was referred to a new paediatric doctor�  The child 
was accepted by the CDNT but there is currently an 18-month waiting list�  In subsequent 
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conversations with the staff on the CDNT, however, who bear no fault in this scenario and are 
going over and above their duties in supporting families, the mother was informed there is no 
guarantee the child would be accepted�

To this day, at more than four years old, John is still non-verbal�  He has had no proper as-
sessment or help�  He is to enter his second year of preschool in September and his family will 
need to begin the process of primary school applications from October 2022�  His mother has 
been informed he will not be accepted in mainstream classes if he is non-verbal and she cannot 
apply for a school place in an autism spectrum disorder, ASD, class without a full report to state 
he requires it�

What is John or his mother meant to do?  This is not an isolated case and I have plenty of 
other examples.  We must tackle the problem and I ask the Minister of State what he can do to 
help ease this pressure and support people with disabilities�

06/07/2022C00200Deputy  Frankie Feighan: I thank the Senator for raising this important matter for discus-
sion�  I am taking this matter on behalf of my colleague, the Minister of State with responsibility 
for disability matters, Deputy Anne Rabbitte�

The Government remains firmly committed to ensuring the provision of the best possible 
health and social care services for both children and adults with special needs, whether they 
are therapy supports, respite, residential care or day services�  The Government recognises that 
children’s disability services face significant challenges to provide services in a timely and ef-
fective manner�  The Minister of State is fully committed to the development and enhancement 
of children’s disability services through the implementation of the progressing disability ser-
vices, PDS, programme�  She recognises this change programme has been challenging for many 
stakeholders and, in particular, the families of children who require these services urgently�  As 
the Senator will be aware, the Minister of State has met many families and listened to their 
concerns first-hand to ascertain the issues and drive solutions.

I assure the Senator significant efforts are being made by the HSE to reduce waiting times 
for children who require all therapy supports, and that objective is a key component of the PDS 
programme.  The full reconfiguration of children’s disability services in the children’s disabil-
ity network teams, with a total of 91 CDNTs across nine community healthcare organisations, 
CHOs, is a positive step�  It allows CDNTs to move towards the family-centred practice at the 
heart of phase 2�

It must be acknowledged that there have been significant challenges in certain parts of the 
country with the implementation of the PDS programme�  There is a challenging environment 
related to recruitment and retention of staff working in CDNTs, which is affecting the level of 
service provided in a significant number of teams across the country.  However, this is not a re-
source issue and the Government has provided funding since 2019 to allow the HSE to employ 
an additional 475 whole-time equivalent posts to increase the capacity of all 91 CDNTs�

The HSE is proactively pursuing a range of options regarding the recruitment of additional 
staff for the CDNTs and in the first instance this comprised national and international recruit-
ment campaigns to attract those health professionals currently in short supply�  In addition, the 
HSE is exploring options such as sponsorship and expanded use of assistant grades.

I assure the Senator that both the Government and the HSE remains committed to the deliv-
ery of appropriate services for children with disabilities and they will work with families and 
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staff to develop services that meet their needs.  Having regard to the issue she raised, the HSE 
has advised that local disability services have allocated development posts for this year to each 
of the three Kildare CDNTs�  In addition, in conjunction with lead agencies, it has commenced 
a consortium-based recruitment initiative to explore UK and overseas recruitment, if necessary, 
to fill all development, vacant and maternity posts that it has until now been unsuccessful in 
filling from recent domestic recruitment campaigns.

The Senator spoke about parents waiting for 18 months and this is seemingly far too long�  
I will bring those views to the Minister of State�

06/07/2022C00300Senator  Fiona O’Loughlin: I thank the Minister of State and welcome the fact that three 
development posts have been allocated�  I have spoken about a postcode lottery and there is 
even a stark difference within the county of Kildare.  I spoke recently to a mum whose family 
relocated from north Kildare to south Kildare�  In north Kildare, her daughter was receiving all 
the different therapies she needed but following the move to south Kildare, she has not received 
anything in the space of 12 months�  That is simply not good enough�  Of course, these are not 
isolated cases�

In CHO 7, which covers south Kildare, there are 752 children waiting six to 12 months for 
initial contact�  According to the statistics, 1,484 children are waiting more than 12 months, 
which is shocking.  These are damning statistics.  These are children with complex additional 
needs in their formative years and they and their parents will never get that time back�  We 
must deal with this and ease the pressure on services so we can support these children and their 
families�

06/07/2022C00400Deputy  Frankie Feighan: I thank the Senator for outlining her heartfelt and genuine con-
cerns regarding delays in children with special needs accessing much-needed therapy supports 
in a timely fashion�  It is a concern shared by all Members�  It is imperative we work together to 
tackle the recruitment challenge and, in that regard, the HSE has continued to make every effort 
to support the recruitment of essential staff to expand the capacity of CDNTs.  It is imperative 
teams are staffed to their maximum capacity if we are to provide the best possible service for 
all children with complex needs, regardless of the county in which they live, or as the Senator 
mentioned, what part of a county they live in�

It is understood that delays in accessing health services of any kind can have a devastating 
effect, and this is all the more so when it involves a child who cannot access services.  I as-
sure the House that the Government and the HSE remains fully committed to the delivery of 
high-quality child and family-centred services for children with disabilities�  We will work with 
families and staff to develop services to meet those needs.

06/07/2022C00500Aquaculture Industry

06/07/2022C00600Acting Chairperson (Senator Ned O’Sullivan): I welcome the Minister of State, Deputy 
Martin Heydon, to the House�

06/07/2022C00700Senator  Tim Lombard: I welcome the Minister of State to the Chamber and the opportu-
nity to debate this important matter�  The aquaculture legislation, as amended, goes back to the 
1997 Act, and I would like to discern where we are in the process of examining the legislation 
and putting more definitive timelines in place to help applicants and communities affected by 
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proposals�

This is a significant issue.  Aquaculture licences are controversial in some locations because 
a body of water is taken for industrial use�  It can have a major impact on a community and be-
cause of this, a public consultation period and many reports, particularly environmental reports, 
are required for the licences�  I will refer to a particular application to give a sense of where we 
are�  In 2019, an application was made for an aquaculture licence in the heart of Kinsale Har-
bour, just off Charles Fort.  It is a significant part of Kinsale Harbour.  The application has been 
going through the process for the past three and a half years�  It was necessary to re-advertise in 
May 2021 due to a mistake in the wording of the first advertisement in 2019.  Three and a half 
years later, the vacuum of information is a significant issue for the community.

We are trying to make sure that communities can be informed of what is happening in the 
process, the stage it is at and when a decision will be made�  That is necessary in order that ob-
jectors and applicants have a more definitive timeline so that they can move on with their lives 
and the proposals for the harbour.  We are very much aware that these are significant develop-
ments but the 1997 Act - I spent the weekend reading it and it is exceptionally boring legislation 
- never put a definitive timeline on when a decision on these applications would be made.  I am 
aware of cases where it was seven, eight or nine years after the application was first made that a 
decision was issued.  There is a need to review the Act in order to put more definitive timelines 
in place and to strengthen the line of communications between the community and the Depart-
ment so that everyone can be part of the process and we can have a strong aquaculture network�  
We need to make sure that the impacted communities can access the information in respect of 
how the process works�

06/07/2022D00200Minister of State at the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine  (Deputy  
Martin Heydon): I thank the Senator for raising this issue�  I know it is of great importance to 
those in coastal regions�  As he will be aware, the Department considers applications for aqua-
culture licences in accordance with the provisions of the Fisheries (Amendment) Act 1997, to 
which he referred, the Foreshore Act 1933 and applicable national and EU legislation�  There 
are a number of statutory timeframes set out in the legislation in respect of aquaculture�  The 
licensing process involves consultations with a wide range of scientific and technical advisers 
as well as various statutory consultees�  The legislation also provides for a period of public 
consultation�

The statutory timeframes in respect of the public and statutory consultation processes are 
set out in SI 236/1998, as amended.  In the case of shellfish or seaweed licensing, the legisla-
tion provides for a period of 30 days in which the public may make written submissions on 
the application, and for a six-week period in which the statutory consultees may make written 
submissions.  In the case of fin fish, the timeframe for public and statutory consultation is eight 
weeks�  Following the closing date of the public and statutory consultations, all submissions 
are sent to the applicant, who has the opportunity to submit written comments in respect of the 
submissions within three weeks of the date of issue�

The average time for processing an aquaculture licence varies, depending on location, spe-
cies, scale and intensity of production, statutory status of sites, potential visual impact, etc�  
The Department takes full account of all scientific and technical advice, as well as all issues 
identified during the public and statutory consultation phases.  Further factors that can impact 
the time taken to process an application include the requirement for an appropriate assessment 
if the application is within a Natura 2000 area; whether the application is required to be ac-
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companied by an environmental impact statement or environmental impact assessment report; 
consideration of any submissions or observations raised during the public consultation period; 
and the need for additional underwater or archaeological assessments and the likes�

Once the Minister has made a determination in respect of an application, the legislation re-
quires that the decision be published within 28 days�  The Department places the reasons for the 
determination on the website of the Department and places a notice in the newspaper in which 
the applicant placed the application notice�  Notice of the foreshore licensing determination is 
also placed in Iris Oifigiúil�

The legislation provides for an appeals mechanism�  Within one month of the date of publi-
cation of the decision, interested parties can lodge an appeal to the aquaculture licences appeals 
board, ALAB, which is an independent statutory body�  The timelines relating to the appeals 
process are a matter for ALAB�  Foreshore licenses may also be appealed by way of judicial 
review�

It is important that the Senator is aware of the complex nature of the licensing process and 
the various statutory steps that must be adhered to�  The Minister, Deputy McConalogue, re-
cently launched phase 1 of the new state-of-the-art aquaculture information management sys-
tem�  The online viewer was developed in collaboration with the Marine Institute as part of 
phase 1 of this project which will develop an overall aquaculture management information 
system for aquaculture licences in Ireland�  This delivers on the Government’s commitment to 
the further implementation of the recommendations of the aquaculture licence review group�  
It is the first step in digitising the aquaculture licensing application process.  The Department 
continually monitors all its services, including the licensing of aquaculture activities, to ensure 
we provide an efficient service to our customers while ensuring our environmental and legal 
obligations are adhered to�

06/07/2022D00300Senator  Tim Lombard: I thank the Minister of State for his comprehensive response in 
respect of the developments in the licensing system�  It is important that it has moved to a more 
digital age and documents can be uploaded online�  That is a positive step forward because, 
previously, those making submissions had to post them to Clonakilty�  The digitisation of the 
system is very important�

The core of the problem, however, is that there is no definitive timeline for when applica-
tions will be adjudicated on�  In the case of an application in respect of an industrial or housing 
development, for example, the local authority has to go through the same issues but there are 
definitive timelines in place in respect of making a decision.  For example, the local authority 
is obliged to have corresponded with the public and the applicant within six months of the ap-
plication�  There is not the same type of timeline tied into these aquaculture applications�  If 
anything, they are so open-ended that the general public may forget about them because so 
many years have passed since the application was made�  The public may be of the view that the 
applicants have withdrawn the application or moved on to other things�  The 1997 Act needs to 
be considered in the context of tightening the timelines so that communities can have a defini-
tive timeline in respect of when these applications will be adjudicated upon�

06/07/2022D00400Deputy  Martin Heydon: I thank the Senator for highlighting those specific points.  He 
makes a valid point�  Notwithstanding all the timelines I outlined, he pointed to an understand-
able concern among local communities�  If a process is taking as long to come through as the 
one in Kinsale to which he referred, the community would be justified in feeling frustrated.  As 
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he stated, it is important to keep the focus on that.  It is a complex process.  I outlined clearly 
in my initial response the challenges that are involved�  As a State and a State body, we have to 
ensure we do that right�  I take on board the points raised by the Senator and I will bring them 
back to the Department�

As regards the review group, it identified as a key priority the backlog that existed in aqua-
culture licence applications at the time�  That backlog fed into some of the time delays referred 
to by the Senator.  The backlog in shellfish aquaculture licence applications has effectively been 
eliminated as an issue affecting the industry and work is being prioritised to address outstanding 
renewal applications in fin fish aquaculture.  The further implementation of the licensing review 
group report forms an important part of the programme for Government�  

With the indulgence of the Acting Chairperson, I will refer to phase 2�  Our focus and atten-
tion is now on phase 2, which has been developed in 24 months�  It involved the development of 
a fully online system through which applicants for licences can submit all documents and sup-
porting data electronically�  The system will be fully integrated with other systems�  Its delivery 
will create a one-stop shop for aquaculture licence applications, a process that will significantly 
reduce the administrative burden�  That is at the nub of the problem raised by the Senator�  Phase 
2 can deliver a much more streamlined process�  It is a key step in delivering on our commit-
ments under the programme for Government to further implement the recommendations of the 
independent aquaculture licensing review group�

06/07/2022E00050Employment Schemes

06/07/2022E00100Senator  Lisa Chambers: I welcome the Minister of State, Deputy Troy, to the House�  I 
am pleased to share my time this morning with Senator Burke�  The issue we are raising is the 
ongoing campaign by Tús and the rural social scheme to make changes to how they operate�  
On Monday night, Senator Burke and I attended a meeting in the TF Royal Hotel in Castlebar�  
It was attended by more than 450 members of schemes from throughout County Mayo, local 
councillors and Oireachtas Members from the county�  The changes announced in recent weeks, 
in particular the abolition of the six-year rule, have been very much welcomed by scheme oper-
ators and those on the schemes.  There is still some way to go.  We are looking for an expansion 
of or flexibility in the eligibility criteria.  I will give an example.  Only one person can access a 
scheme under a herd number�  If a niece or nephew is working with a farmer he or she cannot 
access the scheme�  This does not make sense�  We need to get people onto these schemes�

Another key issue is the top-up payment�  It may come as a shock to many people that they 
only receive €22�50 as a top-up to their social welfare payment�  By any standard this is a very 
low level of pay for the work that is done�  What has been requested by Tús and the rural social 
scheme is that the Minister for Social Protection, Deputy Humphreys, engage with and meet 
them to discuss the outstanding issues and matters to be resolved�  This includes increasing the 
top-up payment, particularly as we head towards budget 2023.  There is extra money in the 
budget package to cater for requests such as this.  We ask that the eligibility criteria be expanded 
and that greater flexibility be allowed in the operation of the schemes.

The Minister of State is from a rural area and knows these schemes are vital�  They are part 
of the fabric of rural Ireland�  There are jobs in communities that simply would not get done 
were it not for these schemes�  As the saying goes, we do not know what we have until it is gone�  
If people were not operating on these schemes many jobs would not get done�  They mow the 
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local GAA pitches.  They keep them ready for the under-fives teams up to the senior teams.  
They keep the local community halls open�  They look after the graveyards�  These are all jobs 
that local authorities do not have the resources or the manpower and womanpower to do�  The 
local schemes pick up the slack and bridge the gap the State does not fill.  It is vital that we 
ensure the long-term sustainability and viability of the schemes�

06/07/2022E00200Senator  Paddy Burke: I thank Senator Chambers for sharing her time�  I welcome the 
Minister of State to the House�  Senator Chambers has outlined in detail the case and what took 
place at the very large meeting in Castlebar last Monday�  There is no need to go over the case 
that Senator Chambers made�  The Minister of State is only too well aware of the work carried 
out by the schemes on football, hurling and soccer fields and graveyards.  Even at funerals we 
can see that participants in the schemes regulate traffic.  It is great when we go to a funeral and 
we can see it is taking place in an orderly fashion and drivers are told where to park�  They also 
assist Tidy Towns to keep towns and villages clean�

At the meeting we were presented with a leaflet on what was being sought.  In particular, 
people want to engage with the Minister and the Department on what they need�  I will give the 
Minister of State a copy of what they gave us on the night�  The top-up payment of €22�50 for 
the rural social scheme is very little for 19�5 hours work and the great work people do in the 
community�  Who would go out to work for €22�50 for 19�5 hours other than those who love 
what they do and love helping the community?  That is what these people do and it is what they 
are about�  I ask the Minister of State consider their demands and engage with the Department 
and the Minister�

06/07/2022E00300Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment  (Deputy  
Robert Troy): I acknowledge the excellent work done on the full range of community employ-
ment, Tús and rural social schemes, supported by the Department of Social Protection, and the 
contributions these schemes and their workers make to communities throughout the country�  
At present there are some 27,000 people and 1,649 supervisors employed on the three main 
schemes�  Overall, these schemes have a budget allocation of €540 million in 2022�

Work schemes such as Tús and community employment are positive initiatives that enable 
the long-term unemployed to make a contribution to their communities while upskilling for 
prospective future employment.  The rural social scheme provides farmers and fishers with 
income support while they also make a contribution to their community�  At present, there are 
more than 10,000 places supported on Tús and rural social schemes, with a budget of more than 
€160 million available to support the schemes in 2022�

I agree with the Senators and we are all hugely impressed with the range and value of the 
work undertaken by the participants on these schemes, whether with Tidy Towns or the GAA or 
in childcare.  We would all notice a sizeable difference to our communities were these schemes 
and their participants not working�  Recognising the work and acknowledging the challenges 
that face these schemes, on 21 December, the Minister, Deputy Humphreys, and the Minister of 
State, Deputy Joe O’Brien, announced reforms to the rural social scheme and the community 
employment scheme to improve the operation and further support these schemes that main-
tain vital services to communities�  These changes included a provision to allow community 
employment and rural social scheme participants who reach 60 years of age to remain on both 
schemes until they reach State pension age, along with a number of other changes to reduce the 
numbers exiting schemes while improving the referral process.
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While these changes have helped, recruitment to schemes to fill all vacancies remains a 
challenge with vacancies in schemes at present�  Recent positive employment trends, with the 
reduction in unemployment and in the number of long-term unemployed, are having an impact 
on recruitment to these schemes.  It means there is a smaller pool of candidates to fill available 
places�  These challenges are similar to those facing employers in the open labour market�  To 
further assist schemes to maintain services in this tight labour market, last week the Minister 
and Minister of State announced additional measures�  These will improve recruitment and 
remove the six-year time limit on the rural social scheme for all participants, while continuing 
the practice whereby placements can be extended until suitable replacements are available to 
fill vacancies.  These reforms will ensure that schemes have sufficient participants to continue 
to deliver services throughout the county in urban and rural areas�

The Department recently reviewed the means assessment disregards for farm assist, which 
is the main qualifying payment for the rural social scheme�  As part of this review process, it 
was recommended to provide for extensive expansion of the list of agri-environmental schemes 
that qualify towards income disregards�  These measures have been implemented from June 
2022�

I understand that last year, the Minister and Minister of State introduced the employment 
support services operation forum where they, along with departmental officials, meet represen-
tatives from community employment, the job initiative scheme, the rural social scheme and 
Tús.  This forum now meets three to four times a year, with the next meeting due to be held very 
shortly�  The operational forum provides a valuable opportunity to discuss operational issues 
that arise on the schemes and impact on service delivery in the communities�  The Minister and 
Minister of State find the meetings to be extremely informative and a very worthwhile opportu-
nity for constructive exchanges of views and ideas.  They also interact regularly with schemes 
at ground level by visiting and engaging with them throughout the country�

The funding of any potential payment increases for rural social scheme and Tús participants 
is a matter for the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform and will need to be consid-
ered in the wider economic and budgetary context.  I assure both Senators that I will ensure 
the points raised this morning will be relayed to the Minister, Deputy Humphreys, the Minister 
of State, Deputy Joe O’Brien, and, with regard to the top-up payment, the Minister for Public 
Expenditure and Reform, Deputy Michael McGrath.

06/07/2022E00400Senator Lisa Chambers: I thank the Minister of State�  It might be of assistance to the two 
Ministers and Minister of State concerned if he were to let them know there is a briefing in the 
audiovisual room today at 12�30 p�m�  They would be most welcome to attend and meet directly 
with rural social scheme and Tús supervisors and hear directly from those affected.

When these schemes were first set up they were seen as job activation measures that dealt 
with income support and rural isolation�  They have evolved over time to become essential 
services in rural areas�  This was not factored in at the outset�  There needs to be a change of 
mindset in the Department as regards how we view these schemes�  We must recognise that it 
suits many people to be on a scheme while doing some work on their farms or in the fishing 
community�  It just works well for the local community�  We want to acknowledge that and not 
to try to force people off these schemes when there is really no need to do that.

The second point relates to the eligibility criteria�  The pool of people who qualify to get on 
these schemes is getting smaller�  When we match that with the way the economy is currently, 
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the jobs market and the fact we are close to full employment, it is becoming next to impossible 
to get people onto the schemes as they just are not available.  We need to expand the eligibility 
criteria or we will see these schemes getting smaller and closing down eventually�  Those are 
my two points�

06/07/2022F00200Senator  Paddy Burke: These jobs are vital to communities and the Minister of State will 
be aware of the benefits that accrue to the community due to the work people do.  We again 
ask him to seriously consider what we are looking for�  They are not big demands in the great 
scheme of events�  The money that is involved is in the region of €2�5 million, which is very 
little in the overall budget of the Department of Social Protection�  I again thank the Minister of 
State for coming to the House to hear our views�  We hope he will take them on board�

06/07/2022F00300Deputy  Robert Troy: I thank both Senators�  The success of Government policies is a chal-
lenge to the schemes, given we now have 2�5 million people in employment�  When we have 
so many people in employment, fewer people are available to work on the schemes�  To be fair 
to both the Minister, Deputy Humphreys, and the Minister of State, Deputy Joe O’Brien, they 
have been listening and responding, and they have made a number of changes�  However, as 
Senator Chambers said, they could go a little further�  I undertake to ensure the points raised by 
both Senators will be relayed to the Minister�  These schemes are an integral part of our com-
munities, which would not function as well as they do if the schemes were not in operation�  
However, it is becoming more and more challenging to retain people on the schemes�  No one 
wants to see the schemes disappear�  I do not believe the Minister or the Minister of State want 
the schemes to disappear; on the contrary, they are supportive of them�  I will relay the points 
raised this morning to them�

06/07/2022F00350Social Welfare Offices

06/07/2022F00400Senator  Mary Fitzpatrick: I welcome Deputy Troy and commend him on his role as 
Minister of State with responsibility for trade�  He has been doing tremendous work since tak-
ing office in building trade relations and expanding Ireland’s trade opportunities, which bring 
employment.  I want to discuss the Intreo office on the Navan Road, which served people in 
the Dublin 7 area who find themselves without employment.  While I welcome the Minister 
of State’s presence, it is disappointing that neither the Minister for Social Protection nor the 
Minister of State with responsibility for the Office of Public Works found time to come to the 
House to address this issue�

The Intreo office for Dublin 7 was an important office for those who need it, for those who 
find themselves having to turn to the State in a time of need.  That office was closed unan-
nounced and unceremoniously back in April�  There were 40 or 50 people working there, which 
reflects how busy the office was, and there were no fewer than ten community welfare officers.  
That shows the type of need for that office in that area.  The staff have been relocated to Parnell 
Street in the centre of town�

The clients who went to that office on a daily and weekly basis have been left with the op-
tion of going into town, dealing with queries online or dialling a phone number that just goes 
unanswered�  We have a large elderly community in Dublin 7 and many of them are not online�  
It is not reasonable for them to be expected to either hang on a phone all day for no answer, to 
be told to go online as they do not have access and they are not digitally literate, or to truck into 
town to Parnell Street.  There is very little parking on Parnell Street.  The Dublin 7 Intreo office 
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on the Navan Road had parking and could accommodate people who have limited mobility and 
who depend on a car or on a loved one to bring them to the office.

What I am hoping to get today for the people of Dublin 7 is an answer from either the Min-
ister for Social Protection or the Minister of State with responsibility for the Office of Public 
Works, which manages the building, on a date for a reopening of that office.  I hope they have 
sent the Minister of State, Deputy Troy, with some good news for the people of the area�  I know 
from hearing from people on a daily basis that it is creating great inconvenience for them�  On 
top of the great inconvenience and upset, it is also a huge waste of State resources.  That office is 
in a brand new building and it is lying vacant�  I do not understand why any Department would 
leave an office like that lying vacant, with no date for putting it back into productive use.  I hope 
they have sent the Minister of State with some good news for the people of Dublin 7 and I look 
forward to his reply�

06/07/2022F00500Deputy  Robert Troy: I thank the Senator for raising this issue�  The Minister for Social 
Protection sends her apologies as she could not be here today�

Significant maintenance and upgrade work to the Intreo centre on the Navan Road, Cabra, 
Dublin 7, had been scheduled for 2022.  Plans were put in place for staff to transfer to other 
Intreo centres for the duration of the work, with arrangements made for customers to be served 
by King’s Inns Intreo centre, Parnell Street�  The work originally planned was premised on no 
significant changes being made to the services being provided by the Navan Road Intreo cen-
tre, the way those services are delivered and the layout of the building�  The Senator, like all 
of us, will be aware of the significant increase in construction and maintenance costs in recent 
months, including in building supplies.  It was decided, therefore, before finalising the works 
contract, to review the future use of the building at Navan Road to ensure efficient and effective 
use of resources�

As has been the case with other organisations and services, many customers of the Depart-
ment of Social Protection have moved to accessing departmental services online over the past 
two years�  This has largely been in response to the social distancing implications brought 
about by the Covid-19 pandemic, despite the fact Intreo centres remained open to the public 
throughout the pandemic�  This had reduced the footfall into the Navan Road centre, including 
a significant decrease in the attendance of casual customers.

A comprehensive review was undertaken in 2021 of all services and activities delivered by 
the Department’s network of local offices with the purpose of determining the best future oper-
ating models for delivering these services and activities.  The review identified that significant 
portions of work that had previously taken place in Intreo centres had been moved to alternative 
work streams, with the most significant being the processing of payments by the national pro-
cessing team and the handling of phone and electronic contacts by the national Intreo contact 
centre.  The review also identified substantial benefits for standardising and streamlining work 
previously replicated across the different local divisions.

As a result of this review, dedicated work streams have been created for control operations, 
the community welfare service and the employment operations, which includes activation, 
community employment, Tús and employer engagement�  The impact of these changes and the 
new redistribution of work has given an opportunity for the division of staff working in Intreo 
offices to focus on vital customer-facing services, front-office services, information services, 
client identity services, claims maintenance, front-office control, day-to-day branch office in-
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teractions and facilities management�  With regard to the layout of the Department’s Intreo cen-
tres, this means that instead of large waiting areas with rows of seats and multiple hatches, the 
Department will be providing self-service zones with interactive touchscreens, child-friendly 
spaces and autism-supportive sensory rooms.  The layout will reflect the fact many customers 
will be there by appointment and, therefore, will not need to queue�  The work in the Navan 
Road Intreo centre had been planned some time ago and it was considered appropriate to pause 
the works while further consideration was given to the optimal use of the building�

That is the reply I have been asked to share with the Senator today�  I understand her frus-
tration regarding the ten community welfare officers who had been working in the area and to 
phones not being answered�

11 o’clock

I assure the Senator I will bring back to the Minister and Minister of State the points she 
has forcefully raised on behalf of the members of her community who depend on Intreo offices.  
When anything is paused it creates a level of uncertainty which is not good�  We need to get 
certainty for the community in Dublin 7�

06/07/2022G00200Senator  Mary Fitzpatrick: Gabhaim buíochas�  I appreciate what the Minister of State 
has said and I am not going to shoot the messenger in this instance�  I must say, however, that 
his reply is revealing�  It reveals that this had been in planning for a long time and that planning 
did not include any form of consultation with the clients of the Dublin 7 Intreo office.  In fact, 
it demonstrates a complete disregard for those clients and the area�

The reply referred to a review�  Will that review be published and can we have sight of it?  
Who does it benefit?  I do not see any benefit for people who are in need and require some 
human understanding�  That is what people who are in need require�  They do not need online 
self-service portals�  They need a bit of human compassion and that is what they go to their 
community welfare officer for.  The day the State forgets what its role is for people in need is 
the day it is finished.

I ask that the Minister of State to go back to the Minister for Social Protection and ask her 
to meet me and a delegation from the Dublin 7 area to address this issue�  I also ask that he go 
back to the Minister of State with responsibility for the Office Public Works and suggest that he 
stop wasting public infrastructure and money by having perfectly good and functioning build-
ings mothballed�  It is a disgrace�

06/07/2022G00300Deputy  Robert Troy: I know from my dealings with my local Intreo offices and commu-
nity welfare officers that they do invaluable work.  With face-to-face interaction, they are often 
there to reassure people when they are in a state of despair and in need�  It is important that the 
service is maintained�

It is also fair to recognise that more and more people are moving away towards interacting 
with State services online�  That is just a matter of fact�  For those who are unable to interact 
online, it is important that they should be able to access the services when they need them, a 
point which the Senator has made very forcefully�  I will, as the Senator requested, raise with 
the Minister, Deputy Humphreys, and the Minister of State, Deputy O’Donovan, the points she 
has raised� 
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06/07/2022G00400Scientific Research

06/07/2022G00500Senator  Malcolm Byrne: Gabhaim buíochas leis an gCathaoirleach Gníomhach and I 
thank the Minister of State for coming into the Chamber to speak on this issue in which I know 
he has a deep personal interest and passion.  As we know, artificial intelligence and machine 
learning are transformative technologies and are about solving very complex issues.  We are 
already seeing it happening in everything from legal contracts being checked to identifying 
pieces of music or of birdsong, and it is being used in drone and machine delivery of food�  Even 
yesterday, the most recent announcement about the Dublin MetroLink referred to it being an 
automated train system with trains driven by artificial intelligence, AI, machine learning.

I have no doubt we will see robots using AI machine learning and 3-D printers to deliver 
homes.  It is interesting that while some of this new world fills us with fear, the Expert Group on 
Future Skills Needs reported two weeks ago that the deployment of AI will not result in any job 
losses but that we need to adapt and change as a society to avail of the opportunities it presents� 

I was very happy to see the publication in July last year of the strategy, AI - Here for Good: 
A National Artificial Intelligence Strategy for Ireland.  The concern when a strategy is pub-
lished is that it will be left on a shelf and no progress will be made�  I am aware, however, that 
the Minister of State has appointed a national AI ambassador and set up the enterprise digital 
advisory forum�  In addition, in a very welcome step, he set up the digital transition fund which 
will support business in adapting and using AI�  I know that there also are plans to engage with 
young people�

Key in terms of Government strategy, and this was signalled in the AI strategy, has to be the 
building of trust among people�  We have seen in recent years fears, unfounded in many cases, 
being built up by small groups around science and technology�  I am speaking here about anti-
vaxxers and anti-5G groups.  It is essential, therefore, that the Government take an active role 
in ensuring that people understand the potential of AI and the opportunities it presents�  That is 
not just a challenge for Government�  Business, higher education and others also have a respon-
sibility to inform the public debate on this�

I note the Expert Group on Future Skills Needs recommended two weeks ago that we should 
have a new AI apprenticeship.  I would certainly like to see that.  The expert group also recom-
mended that a free AI course be made available for all citizens so that they can learn how to 
more effectively use and deploy AI and also simply understand how it operates.

The Government approach in the AI strategy, which I welcome, is very much based on hu-
man rights and ethics�  This has to be a whole-of-government approach�  We can deploy AI in 
a clever way, for instance, in meeting some of our climate change targets in agriculture�  If we 
use AI effectively, we could ensure the effective use of agricultural resources and monitor soil 
and animals�

I am concerned about moves to introduce facial recognition technology, even in these Hous-
es�  Facial recognition technology can be used for good�  For instance, in India up to 10,000 
children who were missing were identified using facial recognition technology.  In contrast, 
however, we have China, which has effectively become a surveillance society through the use 
of facial recognition technology�  It is important that if we deploy this technology, it is done 
with full public consultation and informed by human rights and ethics�
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I am a little concerned that the Department of Justice intends to roll out its own AI strategy�  
The use of AI or facial recognition technology could be welcome in fighting crime but it is es-
sential that it adhere to the terms of the Government strategy, with a particular emphasis, obvi-
ously, on ethics and the protection of human rights�

06/07/2022G00600Deputy  Robert Troy: I thank Senator Malcolm Byrne for raising this issue�  I know he has 
a great interest in this area and all new and emerging technologies�  As alluded to by the Senator, 
in July last year, the Taoiseach and I launched AI - Here for Good: A National Artificial Intel-
ligence Strategy for Ireland�  The strategy sets out how Ireland can be an international leader 
in using Al to benefit our economy and society, through a people-centred, ethical approach to 
its development, adoption and use, as the Senator said�   It presents an integrated framework to 
manage the expected beneficial socioeconomic opportunities that Al presents.  We have paid 
particular attention to the ethical and societal aspects of Al, highlighting both the benefits and 
possible risks of Al technologies�

The national strategy is aligned with the evolving EU and OECD policy direction of ensur-
ing both an ecosystem of excellence and an ecosystem of trust.  The strategy is in favour of a 
governance and regulatory framework that avoids setting unnecessary barriers to responsible 
innovation�  At the same time, the governance and regulatory framework needs to be robust 
enough that it can build trust in the ethical use of Al� 

On a regulatory front, work is under way at European level on an Al Act, which will set 
harmonised rules for the development, placement on the market and use of Al systems�  Crucial 
to this is a proportionate risk-based approach�  Certain particularly harmful Al practices are 
prohibited as contravening European Union values, while specific restrictions and safeguards 
are proposed on certain uses in areas such as recruitment, health, welfare and law enforcement, 
including remote biometric identification systems.

Al applications, such as facial recognition technology, may have a role to play, for example, 
in some specific cases of law enforcement.  However, it is my firm belief we need to have regu-
latory structures in place to ensure its safe deployment�

As the transformative potential of artificial intelligence, AI, becomes clearer, so too do the 
risks posed by the use of unethical, unsafe or insecure AI systems�  That is why we need to have 
clear direction with safeguards and ethical governance in place to make sure AI is used and 
deployed securely and in a manner that is fair, transparent and builds public trust�

My Department and I continue to engage across Government, including with the Depart-
ment of Justice and with our European counterparts, to ensure a risk-based approach is adopted 
for the adoption, deployment and use of AI and to ensure the commitment of ethical and trust-
worthy AI is upheld�

From my Department’s perspective, I would like to highlight some of the deliverables in 
the strategy that have been implemented since the launch�  As AI becomes more and more part 
of our daily lives, it is important public trust, knowledge and engagement with AI is built and 
maintained�  To that end, I appointed an AI ambassador who will lead a national conversation 
to ensure we demystify AI but also to make sure everybody is aware and understands the great 
opportunities and benefits AI can bring to society and to the economy. 

I also appointed an Enterprise Digital Advisory Forum, which will support and advise Gov-
ernment in driving the digitalisation of enterprise across Ireland, including the uptake of AI by 
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businesses.  The Senator mentioned the digital fund we announced a few weeks ago.  Officials 
in my Department are working with the Department of Children, Equality, Disability, Inclusion 
and Youth and planning a national youth assembly on AI to ensure our youth have an input in 
the future direction of AI�  

Last month CeADAR, the centre for AI and applied data analytics, took another step closer 
to becoming a designated European digital innovation hub, which will serve as the national 
first-stop shop for AI transformation in SMEs and public organisations.  Last month, the Min-
ister of State, Deputy Collins, and I welcomed the publication of the Expert Group on Future 
Skills Needs, to which the Senator alluded�  Much good work is being done to ensure the strat-
egy does not stay on the shelf, that we implement it and take the full benefits of the opportuni-
ties this transformative technology presents�

06/07/2022H00200Senator Malcolm Byrne: I thank the Minister of State for that comprehensive answer�  I 
certainly welcome many of the moves�  The engagement with Comhairle na nÓg and with 
young people will be particularly welcomed�  It is important it would be as inclusive as possible 
to ensure young people understand AI and avail of its opportunities�  This is a challenge for 
wider society�  It will transform all of our lives�  For anybody involved in driving or delivery 
of goods or persons, there is a risk a significant element of their tasks will be replaced over the 
next decade.  We must consider how we can upskill all those individuals.  

It is important some of the suggestions of the Expert Group on Future Skills Needs on 
specific apprenticeships and for an online course to be made available for all citizens would 
be implemented�  We need to build public trust in this technology�  The Minister of State’s ap-
proach has been correct to date but I worry that this, as is the case with many technologies, is 
frequently discussed within a bubble�  I suggest that in the roll-out of new technologies perhaps 
briefings for Members of the Oireachtas could be useful.  It is a challenge for Deputies, Sena-
tors and others to understand the scope and opportunity of what is coming down the line�  It 
would be of benefit for us to be able to understand the full detail of how AI operates and the 
potential challenges and opportunities it presents�

06/07/2022H00300Deputy  Robert Troy: I fully concur with the Senator on the need to build public confi-
dence in this technology�  We have to build trust�  One of the ways to do that is to ensure we have 
the proportionate regulatory framework in place�  That is why Ireland, from our perspective, is 
working at a European level and feeding into the work being done there on the AI Act, which 
will set a harmonised set of rules for the development, placement on the market and use of AI 
systems, which will be proportionate and risk-based�  As a small open economy, there are no 
boundaries to the use of technology.  It is in that context it is right and proper for us to engage 
in the regulatory framework from a European perspective�

Regarding having wider engagement, that is why we appointed Dr� Patricia Scanlon who is 
an expert in this field.  She will lead a national conversation in this area and regarding the whole 
area of skills.  That report of the Expert Group on Future Skills Needs was published only two 
weeks ago�  We will be implementing its recommendations�  There will be job displacement but 
there will also be new job opportunities because of the use of AI�  It is important we provide 
the necessary training in order that people can avail of the new opportunities this will present�

06/07/2022H00400Acting Chairperson  (Senator  Ned O’Sullivan): On that hopeful and interesting note, we 
will conclude�
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  Cuireadh an Seanad ar fionraí ar 11.16 a.m. agus cuireadh tús leis arís ar 11.30 a.m.

  Sitting suspended at 11.16 a.m. and resumed at 11.30 a.m.

06/07/2022K00100An tOrd Gnó - Order of Business

06/07/2022K00200Senator  Lisa Chambers: The Order of Business is No� 1, motion regarding the appoint-
ment of Members to the Joint Committee on Standing Orders (Private Business), to be taken 
without debate on conclusion of the Order of Business; No� 2, Electoral Reform Bill 2022 – 
Committee Stage, resumed, to be taken at 12�45 p�m� and the proceedings thereon shall, if not 
previously concluded, be brought to a conclusion at 2�45 p�m� by the putting of one question 
from the Chair, which shall in relation to amendments include only those set down or accepted 
by Government; No� 3, Higher Education Authority Bill 2022 – Committee Stage, to be taken 
at 3 p�m� and the proceedings thereon shall, if not previously concluded, be brought to conclu-
sion at 7 p�m� by the putting of one question from the Chair, which shall in relation to amend-
ments include only those set down or accepted by Government; No� 4, Institutional Burials Bill 
2022 – Report and Final Stages, to be taken at 7�15 p�m� and the proceedings thereon shall, if 
not previously concluded, be brought to conclusion at 9�p�m� by the putting of one question 
from the Chair, which shall in relation to amendments include only those set down or accepted 
by Government; and No� 5, Private Members’ business, Employment Equality (Amendment) 
(Non-Disclosure Agreements) Bill 2021 – Committee Stage, to be taken at 9 p�m� and the pro-
ceedings thereon shall, if not previously concluded, adjourn after one hour�

06/07/2022K00300Senator  Fiona O’Loughlin: I extend my welcome to those visitors joining us in the Visi-
tors Gallery�  It is always good to see people who want to see democracy in action�  I support 
the Order of Business as outlined by the Deputy Leader but there are a few things I want to 
bring up.  First, it was a very good announcement last night regarding the extra €100 towards 
back-to-school costs�  We all know the implications to parents of an impending September and 
it is a very difficult time of the year.  Barnardos and the Irish League of Credit Unions have 
done excellent work in that regard through their surveys.  Added to this is free transport, which 
is another great development, and the extra hot meals for 60,000 children - an investment of 
€67 million�  There is still more to go and I appeal to the Ministers for Education, Finance and 
Public Expenditure and Reform, when they are speaking about back to school costs, to look at 
raising the capitation allowance for students and finally get rid of the dreaded voluntary contri-
bution�

That brings to mind the parent and student school charter legislation, which went through 
both Houses in 2019 and has not been implemented yet.  This is excellent legislation that will 
give parents and students the opportunity to discuss costs in schools with school authorities and 
the management board�  I ask the Deputy Leader if she could put pressure on the Minister in 
terms of getting this implemented and finding out the delay in it.

I also raise the issue of pension abatements�  This policy was originally designed to stop 
highly paid civil servants and politicians from retiring during the financial crises in 2011 with 
sizeable pensions and lumps sums and then returning the public sector�  I appreciate my col-
league, Senator Craughwell, has also raised this many times.  However, it is negatively affect-
ing those who are not so highly paid, particularly those from the Army who have left and gone 
back into other jobs.  Ex-Defence Forces personnel, who would never have earned a lot in the 
first place and would not have a big pension, are getting caught in this system.  We need to 
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look at it and make sure there is equity there�  If people wish to work and continue working, we 
should be able to support them without them being financially penalised.

A tweet from Dr. Mary Wingfield caught my eye yesterday.  Dr. Wingfield was in Milan at 
the European Atlas of Fertility Treatment Policies�  Ireland is practically at the very bottom of 
the list�  We are 40th out of 43 countries, which is absolutely shocking�  We know according to 
data that one in every six couples has fertility problems.  We absolutely need to help to support 
them.  I acknowledge the Minister for Health, Deputy Donnelly, has opened five out of six fer-
tility hubs promised and the remaining one will be open in Nenagh at the end of this year, but 
the elephant in the room is IVF�  There has to be an absolute commitment from this Government 
to support financially IVF for couples and that should be made in the budget.  I echo that call.

06/07/2022K00400Senator  Rónán Mullen: I propose an amendment to the Order of Business, that No� 2 be 
amended by the deletion of all words after “12�45 p�m�” and the substitution of the following: 
“and the proceedings thereon shall, if not previously concluded, adjourn after two hours”�  The 
reason I am proposing this will be obvious to all�  It was interesting to hear Senator O’Loughlin 
welcoming people to the Visitors Gallery, as indeed do I, and commenting on how desirable it 
is that people see democracy in action, when this very day we have a Government using its two 
thirds majority in the Seanad to spit in the face of our democracy by proposing, yet again, the 
disgraceful use of the tactic of the guillotine to prevent the full discussion of legislation in this 
House�

06/07/2022K00500Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: Hear, hear�

06/07/2022K00600Senator  Rónán Mullen: I am talking about Bills as important as the Electoral Reform 
Bill, to which I have one amendment and my colleagues, including the university Senators, 
have amendments, and the very important Higher Education Authority Bill, about which the 
university Senators have major concerns which are reflected in amendments we have proposed, 
amendments which will probably not get heard because the Government wants to ram through 
legislation at the end of term because it has not being doing its job properly up to now instead 
of allowing legislation the time it needs to be properly discussed�

I mention another example of the lack of respect for democracy.  Today, we have the launch 
of a report from the Joint Committee on International Surrogacy�  My colleague, Senator Keo-
gan, who wanted to present a minority report but was not facilitated in doing so, points out that 
none of the potential witnesses who had valid dissenting views and questions about commercial 
surrogacy to put to the committee was allowed to participate�  They were purposely and tacti-
cally excluded.  It seems to me that surrogacy is one of those issues where we increasingly have 
government by media�  There is a one-sided, soft-focused presentation on radio, but one would 
expect the national Parliament, Oireachtas Éireann, to make sure there would be thorough and 
fair scrutiny in its Chamber debates and in its committee�  Senator Chambers and I had our 
disagreements on the Oireachtas all-party committee on the eighth amendment�  I had concerns 
about the lack of fairness accorded to different sides of the argument.  We fought and succeeded 
in making sure there was a certain hearing of different sides of the issue.  That has not happened 
with the Joint Committee on International Surrogacy�  In fact, the only public thing we have 
seen from it so far was the disgraceful treatment of my colleague, Senator Keogan, by fellow 
Senators and by Deputies.  She was effectively bullied for having a different view and commu-
nicating it respectfully�  That is a stain on our democracy�  The Oireachtas must rise to the chal-
lenge we face in these times�  We cannot be the place where dissenting voices get cancelled�  We 
have to be the remedy to that problem in our society by insisting that people who have mandates 
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of various kinds get to represent the views of their electorate fully and thoroughly�  That starts 
with not guillotining legislation and continues with committees being ready to hear different 
points of view instead of just coming with one-sided reports and recommendations�

06/07/2022L00200Senator  Annie Hoey: I concur with the statements on guillotining and cutting off debates.  
It seems to happen every year as if we did not know the summer recess was going to come and 
we suddenly have to hurtle through business�

Today at 12 noon outside the gates of Leinster House, Equality for Children and a number 
of other organisations including the National Infertility Support Information Network, LGBT 
Ireland, and the Independent Living Movement Ireland are calling on us to stand with their 
families�  Currently, in Ireland, thousands of children are being denied the right to have their 
families legally recognised�  I am sure many of us will be in the Chamber at that time but if 
anyone is not, those groups will be outside the gates�

The majority of LGBTQI+ couples and approximately one in six Irish heterosexual couples 
require assisted human reproduction, AHR, treatment to be able to conceive a child�  However, 
most children born through this treatment are left in an uncertain legal position without any 
functioning legal framework to establish a legal parent-child relationship with both of their 
parents�  This has many practical impacts for the children of these families in areas such as birth 
registration, citizenship provisions, childcare, education provision, access to social welfare, 
succession and inheritance rights among other things�  The Government has published a report 
on children’s rights and best interests in the context of AHR.  It was written by the Special Rap-
porteur for Child Protection, Professor Conor O’Mahony, who recently said he will not seek 
another term�  I acknowledge the work he has done on this�  If adopted, the recommendations 
contained in this report would address numerous legislative gaps that prevent children con-
ceived through AHR from having a legal parent-child relationship with both the parents who 
love and care for them on a daily basis�  The groups outside the gates are calling on the Govern-
ment and the Minister for Health to immediately adopt and implement these recommendations�

The report provides clear, practical solutions that uphold the rights and best interests of 
children, including their right to family life, identity and non-discrimination�  It recognises the 
reality of AHR treatment�  It also addresses the need to take into account the circumstances of 
individual children, including those who have been born, in order that they can establish a legal 
parental relationship to the parents who love and care for them daily�  It highlights the need to 
provide comprehensive legislation in a wide range of areas, including addressing the gaps left 
in the Children and Family Relationships Act 2015 and the Health (Assisted Human Reproduc-
tion) Bill 2022�

The report acknowledges the distress caused to children born through AHR and their fami-
lies due to the absence of appropriate legislation�  Children have been left in a vulnerable legal 
position for lengthy periods due to the failure of the Oireachtas to legislate and address their 
status.  Significantly, the report recognises the uneven impact this has had on children con-
ceived outside clinical settings and born to LGBT parents who cannot rely on the presumption 
of paternity and maternity as opposite-sex couples can.  This goes against a significant pillar of 
our campaign for and belief in equality for children�  I draw Senators’ attention to the protest 
outside Leinster House today and request that we get a move on that legislation�

06/07/2022L00300Senator  Frances Black: I concur with the comments made about the guillotine�  It is 
shocking in our democracy and should not be allowed�  I want to raise the progress of the As-
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sisted Decision-Making (Capacity) (Amendment) Bill 2022 progress through this House�  The 
Minister, Deputy O’Gorman, stated that he now believes it will be impossible to progress the 
Bill through all Stages in the Seanad before the recess.  It is hard to express how I feel about 
this development.  I welcome his commitment to examine the points raised by Deputies Ward, 
Cairns and others during the Bill’s passage through the Dáil�  As they have pointed out, the Bill 
is deeply flawed in several crucial ways.  Its exclusion of people formerly detained under the 
Mental Health Act is deeply discriminatory, as is the exclusion of 16- and 17-year-olds who are 
allowed to make decisions about their physical health but not their mental health�  I hope that 
these issues are addressed by Government amendments or that Opposition amendments are ac-
cepted�  However, I am crucially aware of the harm that this delay will cause�  The legislation 
is supposed to replace the deeply flawed wardship system.  While it is delayed people are being 
taken into wardship and are being denied this opportunity of supported decision-making that 
will better vindicate their rights and autonomy�  If the Bill is to be delayed until after the recess, 
then we need a commitment that it will be passed before the budget�

I want to make a broader point about the legislative process�  This Government has taken 
on responsibility for delivering legislation on legacy issues and other important, emotionally 
charged topics.  That is a difficult task and much of it has been led by the Minister, Deputy 
O’Gorman, who undoubtedly has a difficult job, but whether it is the records Bill, the Birth 
Information and Tracing Bill 2022 or the Institutional Burials Bill 2022, there seems to be 
a pattern of inconsistent and inadequate engagement with stakeholders�  These are issues of 
tremendous significance, and many courageous and dedicated individuals and organisations 
have spent significant time and effort campaigning on these issues.  Our legislative process is 
supposed to ensure they feel included and understood, yet they continuously experience disap-
pointment and dissatisfaction with the process�  This failure needs to be addressed�

As legislators, we should be led by the people who are affected by the decisions we make.  
There are many reasons this is not the case such as the complexity of legislation, the opacity of 
the drafting process and the uneven rhythm of the legislative process�  Mostly it feels like very 
little is happening on a given issue and then the process unfolds so quickly that it is difficult to 
make one’s voice heard�  I do not have the answer to this problem but it is an issue that degrades 
our democracy and dilutes the wealth of knowledge, experience and insight that campaigners 
and civil society share with us�  Will the Minister address the House to outline his new timeline 
for the passage and enactment of this much-needed legislation?

06/07/2022L00400Senator  Lorraine Clifford-Lee: I welcome the opportunity to raise the excellent report 
that was launched this morning�  I was very proud to be a member of that committee along with 
some very dedicated Oireachtas Member�  It is unfortunate that Senator Mullen is not present 
to hear my comments�  He raised the issue of the surrogacy report�  We all came into it with an 
open mind and listened to the evidence from leading academic experts, legal experts, medics, 
surrogates, children born through surrogacy and families who have gone through that process�  
We all had the opportunity to input on witness lists, table amendments and call votes on amend-
ments�  To say that anybody was sidelined is completely inaccurate�  To say anybody was bullied 
by any member of the committee or the committee as a whole is completely inaccurate�  We are 
all Members of this House or the Lower House�  We all have a platform to voice our opinions 
and we are all well able to put forward our opinions.  I take personal offence to any suggestion 
that there was anything other than people working diligently within a tight timeframe, dealing 
with a difficult topic.  I strongly refute any suggestion that was done in any way in bad faith or 
that there was a position decided beforehand�  We came through a whole journey and I certainly 
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learned an awful lot and acted in good faith�  I am disappointed that such a good, positive day 
is brought down into the mire by some comments here�

We are moving towards a more inclusive society, lifting taboos around reproduction and 
women’s health�  The families that have gone through surrogacy, before they got to that point 
went through an awful lot of trauma.  Quite often there was illness and other difficult issues for 
them to deal with in their lives�  They have triumphed and provided a home for their children�  
These children are loved and wanted�  We need to be very mindful not to use issues such as 
these, which are very sensitive but very important, to engage in some sort of culture war that 
we do not have in this country�  If one person on the committee disagreed with the report, it is 
not because anybody was bullied�  Maybe that person is just in the minority�  Maybe Ireland 
has moved on and is an inclusive society.  We all came from different parties and perspectives 
but we listened to the expert evidence.  It is very unfortunate that this report is not widely wel-
comed�  I wish all parties would accept the report and the recommendations�  I hope the Govern-
ment will act speedily to enact this legislation because families are crying out for it�

06/07/2022M00200Senator  Michael McDowell: I second Senator Mullen’s proposed amendment in respect 
of No� 2�  I will be moving my own amendment, that No� 3 be amended by the deletion of the 
second paragraph and the substitution of the following: “to be taken at the conclusion of No� 
2 and that the proceedings thereon shall, if not previously concluded, be adjourned after four 
hours�”  That leaves the same amount of time for discussion today, but it means that the guil-
lotine will not come down�  I formally protest the manner in which these three guillotines have 
been put before the House today�  We have Leaders and Whips meetings and a consultation 
process which is supposed to warn the Members of this House of what is planned by the Leader 
of the House and the Government for the business of the House�  No warning whatsoever was 
given to us that these matters would be guillotined�  That is an abuse of the customs and conven-
tions of this House�  More than that, it is a deliberate insult to those people who want to discuss 
the Electoral Reform Bill 2022 and the Higher Education Authority Bill 2022, and amendments 
to them, at length, which is very important for our democracy�

When the Minister, Deputy Harris, came to this House, I asked that the Higher Education 
Authority Bill 2022 would not be rushed through�  He nodded his head as if he agreed with me 
but, a week later, he is trying to guillotine this legislation through�  It is highly important legisla-
tion and it has considerable implications for the control, direction and independence of higher 
education institutions for the next half a century.  For it to be guillotined through this House 
in order to meet what the Government considers to be the deadline of the summer vacation of 
this House, for its convenience, is disgraceful�  I will make it very clear that we will not agree 
to that and we will not agree to the implementation of the Order of Business to bring it about�

06/07/2022M00300Senator  Lynn Ruane: I second both amendments from the Independent Group with regard 
to the guillotines�  This is what the Minister, Deputy Harris, said about the Higher Education 
Authority Bill 2022:

I am here to engage in good faith�  It will take the time that it takes, and we will work 
our way through it�  I would not be so rude, as a Member of the Lower House, to try to tell 
the Upper House how to do its business�

Those were the exact words of the Minister with regard to the Higher Education Authority 
Bill 2022 in recent weeks�  
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06/07/2022M00400Senator  Michael McDowell: Hypocrisy�

06/07/2022M00500Senator  Lynn Ruane: We will join with the other groups with regard to the amendments 
seeking to remove the guillotines�

I am disappointed that Senator Mullen has left the room�  As a Member of-----

06/07/2022M00600An Cathaoirleach: We know the rule with regard to referring to other Members�

06/07/2022M00700Senator  Lynn Ruane: I say it in order for him to listen to my contribution, rather than to 
out him for having left the Chamber�

06/07/2022M00800An Cathaoirleach: I know�

06/07/2022M00900Senator  Lynn Ruane: With power comes great responsibility�  We all have very privileged 
positions�  We talk about free speech and our responsibility, but for some reason we are talking 
about the mistreatment of individuals with power, privilege, voice and space on a committee, 
instead of talking about witnesses who had to leave committee rooms in tears�  Who protects 
them?  Where does the Oireachtas protect them and their experiences as laypeople coming in 
to our Houses, invited in to give us an insight into their very personal and private lives?  There 
is something seriously skewed in this Chamber if we will allow accusations of bullying to be 
thrown out unchallenged�

Anyone who studies and understands the law knows there is an objective test to meet to un-
derstand bullying.  It is not a once-off clash between two politicians.  It is not someone asserting 
his or her free speech or opinion.  Bullying exists over time.  It is an assessment, undermining 
and bullying of a person on a constant basis and it is very dangerous�  People see through the 
dangerous language being used�  I would much prefer to focus on the mistreatment of witnesses 
who came before our committees in the past few weeks and on how they were goaded and in-
flammatory language was used to insult them and their families.  They were our guests in this 
House and if anything, they should be the ones with complaints of bullying in this room�

06/07/2022M01000Senator  Lynn Boylan: I will raise the excellent session that was held in the audiovisual 
room on energy poverty and energy pollution�  It was a very welcome initiative to see both the 
social and the environmental organisations come together to call for a true just transition�  We 
know that 29% of Irish households are currently living in energy poverty�  That is the highest 
number that has ever been recorded�  Average household energy Bills have increased by €1,100 
in one year and the rising costs of energy continue to disproportionately impact households in 
the bottom 20% of the income distribution, who spend a higher percentage of their income on 
energy�

We had an issue with energy poverty in this country long before the war in Ukraine and the 
cost-of-living crisis�  We heard today from civil society groups such as Age Action, Community 
Law & Mediation, Disability Federation Ireland, the European Anti-Poverty Network, Friends 
of the Earth, Irish Rural Link, the Money Advice & Budgeting Service, Social Justice Ireland, 
the Think-tank for Action on Social Change and Threshold that the current system of addressing 
climate change and energy poverty is deeply unfair and that unless we have a system whereby 
we reduce our carbon emissions through a retrofitting programme that will also reduce energy 
poverty, all we are doing is transferring wealth up in society to those who can afford to retrofit 
their homes and put in heat pumps while the rest of society is left behind�  It is a very important 
message and I thank the colleagues who came to hear it�
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The energy poverty strategy lapsed in 2019, which shows that it is not a priority for this 
Government�  I do not know how many times I have raised it in this House�  A report by the 
Department of Public Expenditure and Reform said that we did not have the data to see what 
sort of social impact our retrofitting scheme was having on households.  I encourage everybody, 
especially coming up to the early budget, to read this document and the joint statement and to 
look very closely at the solutions they are putting forward�  Nobody is saying we do not have 
to meet our climate targets, but we have to do it in a fair way�  We have to bring society along 
with us and it has to be about a just transition�

06/07/2022M01100An Cathaoirleach: I welcome to the Visitors Gallery Deputy Cahill, from the Lower House, 
and Mr� Mattie Ryan�  Mr� Ryan’s grandson, Matthew, might be taking up the mantle in politics 
soon�  Deputy Cahill never knows - Matthew might take his job one day�  He had better watch 
out.  I thank them for coming to Seanad Éireann.

06/07/2022M01200Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I think Senator McDowell’s amendment has already been 
seconded�  I propose a third amendment, that No� 4 be amended by the deletion of the second 
paragraph and the substitution of the following: “to be taken at the conclusion of No� 3 or at 
7�15 p�m�, whichever shall be the later, and the proceedings thereon shall, if not previously con-
cluded, be adjourned at 8�45 p�m�”�

12 o’clock

First, there is much talk about RTÉ LW, the long-wave channel, 252 again.  I wonder if we 
forget those Irishmen and Irishwomen who travelled, particularly to the UK, during the 1940s, 
1950s and 1960s with shovels and nothing else�  Quite a number of them live a very lonely 
existence today.  Is it terrible to ask RTÉ to maintain the long-wave channel?  I have seen the 
arguments�  People ask why do they not log-on to their mobile phones and why do they not go 
onto the Internet�  These are simple people who went to the UK, many of them sending home 
fivers, tenners and £15 a week to educate those of us who stayed at home or to keep those of us 
who lived in Ireland in body and soul�  I would like this House to use all of its powers to ask 
RTÉ to maintain that channel for a period of time and I would ask the Cathaoirleach to row in 
behind that�

  There has been some discussion this morning on the surrogacy report published�  I have 
one thing to say on it: we live in a democracy and in a democracy everybody has a right to be 
heard�  If my colleague wanted to publish a minority report, nobody had a right to prevent that 
from happening.  I do not know exactly what took place and I am not interested.  I disagree with 
many people in this House but I defend every person in this House’s right to say what he or she 
wants, when he or she wants, and how he or she wants�  If one wishes to argue with them, do it 
through debate and win through debate�  There is no other way to win or lose�

06/07/2022N00200Senator  Micheál Carrigy: I have a couple of issues following on from yesterday’s second 
meeting of the Joint Committee on Autism�  We met with the Minister of State at the Depart-
ment of Education, Deputy Madigan, the Irish National Teachers Organisation and the Associa-
tion of Secondary Teachers Ireland�  One common theme that has come up over the past couple 
of meetings in particular is the issue of the summer provision�  We have a situation at present 
where a significant number of special schools in the country are not providing the summer 
provision.  In fact, the children whom the summer provision was set up for in the first instance 
three-to-four years ago are the ones who are not getting it and they are the children who are 
most in need�
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There are parents struggling to get teachers and special needs assistants to do the home 
provision�  The reason we set it up was to look after those children with high needs and they are 
now not getting the provision�  We need to look at it, if it is not too late, for the last two weeks 
of July�  Every special school in the country should be compelled to provide the provision�  We 
need to look at what they have done in Newbridge about which I spoke to Senator Wall yes-
terday where the four schools in the town have come together and each year at least one of the 
schools will provide that provision to make sure that the children in that area get what they are 
entitled to, what they need and what they deserve�

I also want to raise the issue of the Irish Athletic Boxing Association, IABA.  It is an issue 
I have raised regularly here over the past 12 months�  The governance review report was pub-
lished following the Joint Committee on Tourism, Culture, Arts, Sport and Media, of which I 
am a member, asking the IABA to come in to the committee to tell us that there as was nothing 
wrong with the association�  The report has 64 recommendations, none of which refer to the 
people who are in charge of the sport who have been in the public domain for a long number 
of years�

If we are to move on with the sport and with the IABA, we need to do it by removing those 
who are in charge of the association�  We saw 30 volunteers suspended last year in the middle 
of elections, the results of which still have not been announced despite the vote having taken 
place.  All 30 of those won their case when they had to go at their own expense to defend them-
selves through Sport Dispute Solutions Ireland�  That result has never been published because 
the IABA does not want it published�

We had the situation in the past three weeks where the issue with regard to the Bernard 
Dunne case and two directors was put before the IABA internal disciplinary committee of three 
independent solicitors�  It has been in the media over the past 12 to 18 months�  That result has 
never been published but the result is that unanimously those two individuals won their case 
and it was thrown out�  There is a vote this weekend in relation to this review and I believe, for 
boxing to move forward, we need to remove those who have been at the helm of this organisa-
tion for the past eight or nine years and have been at the root of many of the problems within 
the association�

06/07/2022N00300Senator  Tim Lombard: I want to raise the issue about the retirement of senior members of 
the Garda Síochána�  It is an issue that has been in the media for the past few weeks�  The issue 
of senior members of the Garda Síochána having to retire at 60 is an issue that we have to look 
at�  We have civilians working in the Garda Síochána who have the option to stay in the service 
up until 70 years of age but a member of the Garda Síochána’s retirement age is 60 years of 
age.  Sixty is an exceptionally young age.  Sixty years of age now compared with 20 years ago 
is a completely different game.  These are young, capable, active individuals who have so much 
knowledge�  To have them leave the force at this stage is something that we need to look at�

We should have a genuine debate in the autumn with the Minister for Justice about the fu-
ture of the Garda Síochána retirement age.  I personally believe we should extend it because 
there is a brain drain�  We are losing real knowledge from the Garda Síochána�  I note that there 
are three members of the Garda Síochána to retire from senior posts in the next few months 
and it will be a significant drain on the Garda Síochána’s resources to have them replaced.  We 
need to have a real decent look at this issue�  I suggest we should have a debate in the autumn 
with the Minister�  We need radical change to ensure we keep these valuable personnel serving, 
if possible�
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06/07/2022N00400Senator  Paul Gavan: I want to raise the issue of bus transport with specific reference to 
Limerick, but there is a wider debate to be had�  Last week, with only a week’s notice, a private 
company, Dublin Coach, announced it would suspend its 307-308 bus service, which goes from 
Limerick city centre to the University of Limerick and on to Annacotty.  To explain, Castletroy, 
which this bus service serves, is one of the fastest growing areas, not only in Munster but in the 
country�  This is shocking news because students and families depend on these services�

Here is the point.  I am making a clear call this morning to Bus Éireann to step in and ex-
pand its services to include Newtown and the route from Monaleen school to Supervalu�  The 
difficult is that when one raises issues with Bus Éireann, it immediately refers one on to the 
National Transport Authority�  Everybody here knows there is no comeback from the National 
Transport Authority�  It is literally throwing a request into a black hole�  It is not good enough�

People want accountability.  I want Bus Éireann to respond to the need that people in Cas-
tletroy have and the service gap there is now to increase services for families and students to 
ensure that people do not have to take their cars when going to university and when going into 
Limerick city centre.  I also want to see an expansion of services to the greater Castleconnell 
area, which makes perfect sense as well.  We could take hundreds of cars off the road each 
morning if we had a regular service in Castleconnell instead of the three-hourly service that we 
have at present�

My problem, frankly, is how do we get the attention, not only of Bus Éireann but of the Na-
tional Transport Authority�  I have heard other Senators complain about this in the past�  I want 
a debate about it�  Right now, the National Transport Authority is simply not accountable in 
terms of reasonable requests about expansion of services.  We cannot wait for years.  What we 
need is a guarantee from Bus Éireann that before September comes we will see an expansion of 
its services to take up the gaps in the market that now exist and ensure that we have decent bus 
services so that people in Castletroy and the wider Limerick area do not have to rely on private 
car transport�

06/07/2022N00500Senator  Malcolm Byrne: I agree with Senator Carrigy about his concerns with regard to 
the Irish Athletic Boxing Association.  There are serious questions to be answered around gov-
ernance in the IABA�  I am aware the Minister of State, Deputy Chambers, is meeting with them 
this week�  The people who I am worried about are the volunteers in the clubs on the ground and 
the athletes.  There are particularly serious issues.  There is an extraordinary general meeting 
this week but the organisation needs to sort out its governance issues�  I welcome the fact that 
the Minister of State has said that he will withhold funding if the organisation essentially does 
not cop itself on�  I am in agreement with Senator Carrigy that many of the current management 
and governance structures are not meeting the purposes of the sport�

I want to raise the question of the Ahare River in north Wexford which I have raised previ-
ously and to look for support from the Office of Public Works.  The river frequently floods and 
blocks access to a significant part of the Castletown area of north Wexford.  Wexford County 
Council recently commissioned an independent flood risk assessment report that made several 
recommendations, including for a flood warning system, along with other actions.  We need the 
system to be sensitive to nature in the local area but it is also important that roads are not being 
continually blocked every time there is heavy rainfall�  I ask the Deputy Leader to request that 
the Office of Public Works provide the necessary support to ensure this issue is addressed.

In the context of the public sector pay report, I am aware that many public servants rely on 
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the travel and subsistence allowance�  I am also thinking of carers and so on�  As a result of the 
increased cost of fuel, the cost of travel is significant.  This impacts across the public service 
in a big way, but there are also many in the private sector who use the public sector rates to 
determine mileage�  I ask that the issue of travel and subsistence allowances be addressed in the 
context of the debate on public sector pay.

06/07/2022O00200An Cathaoirleach: Before I call on the next speaker, I welcome to the Public Gallery Molly 
Walker and Jodie Stenson, along with Clodagh Rafter, the daughter of Peadar who works in the 
Dáil bar�  I thank them for coming to Leinster House to see the Seanad in action�

06/07/2022O00300Senator  Aisling Dolan: I, too, welcome our guests in the Public Gallery�  It is great that 
young women are coming in to visit the House�  I hope they will be representatives in future�

I wish to acknowledge the work of Maria Walsh, MEP, on mental health�  I am a member 
of the Joint Sub-Committee on Mental Health�  We know the impact the past couple of years 
have had, particularly on young people in towns across Ireland�  We hear it from parents, teach-
ers and everyone else.  Ms Walsh is doing a significant amount of work at European level to 
make 2023 the European year of mental health�  She has set up a petition and I ask colleagues 
to consider supporting it�  It is important that we support mental health in the time ahead�  She 
is also seeking the establishment of a comprehensive EU mental health strategy and for mini-
mum requirements for teleworking across the EU to be defined.  This is crucial because, while 
we want to discuss well-being, the impact of working online has to be considered�  In many 
cases, it is non-stop and 24-7�  When it comes to mental health and the digital world of work, we 
want to support people being able to work from home�  We in the regions know how important 
it is that people do not have to commute for several hours to get to work�  If they are working 
non-stop, however, that will be a major issue in terms of their well-being�  I ask colleagues to 
support the call of Maria Walsh�  It is important to support campaigns relating to mental health 
in rural areas�

06/07/2022O00400Senator  Victor Boyhan: I second the third proposed amendment to the Order of Busi-
ness.  I do so because I am extremely disappointed with the manner in which the Minister gave 
a commitment regarding the Higher Education Authority Bill�  It is an important Bill and I had 
hoped to discuss several issues relating to it today�  One of those issues relates to city and county 
councillors.  I have a schedule in front of me listing the councillors, their party affiliations and 
the universities they serve�  I will speak about it later if I have time�  Frankly, I do not think we 
will have time for that if the Bill is guillotined�  I have given a commitment to these people�  I 
contacted these councillors around the country and I have a definitive list in front of me.  These 
are the same people to whose doors we went, seeking a mandate to represent them�

I never shy away from representing city and county councillors�  This is a game in which 
councillors will be stripped from the boards of all these universities�  We have seen it with the 
harbour companies.  We did not get an opportunity in this regard in the context of the Land De-
velopment Agency Act�  We should stand together and make a strong case for city and county 
councillors who are on these boards�  A 12-month transitional period will apply if the Bill is 
passed but I will not go into that now�  It would not be right to use my time on the Order of 
Business to tease out issues�

Let us be careful.  Let us not agree to a guillotine on a debate that affects loads of people 
but, in particular, the very people who have given us a mandate to represent them in this House�  
That is an important point�  Each Senator makes his or her own decision; that is grand�  We 
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have to make our decisions�  I will respect whatever decision is made�  Let us be clear that if 
the discussion on this legislation is guillotined, we may not have an opportunity to discuss this 
critically important issue because of this House and certain of its Members�  I ask colleagues to 
support the proposed amendments to the Order of Business and to stand in solidarity with the 
broader Higher Education Authority family and group, as well as the city and county council-
lors who have a rightful place on these boards and are put there by votes, not by favouritism�

06/07/2022O00500An Cathaoirleach: Before I call on the Deputy Leader to respond on the Order of Busi-
ness, it is a matter for the House to schedule its own business but I know, as do all Members, 
that there is a large amount of legislation coming before the House in the run-up to the summer 
recess�  We had a similar situation last year�  I am concerned about the pressure that is placing 
on the Houses of the Oireachtas Service.  The Bills Office is dealing with a large volume of 
amendments due to the scheduling, turnaround time, lists of amendments, republishing of Bills 
and the whole process.  The staff dealing with amendments left the Bills Office at 7.30 a.m. this 
morning�

06/07/2022O00600Senator  Michael McDowell: That is because they were forced to do the amendments to 
meet the guillotine�

06/07/2022O00700An Cathaoirleach: All Senators support the idea of a family-friendly Parliament�

06/07/2022O00800Senator  Victor Boyhan: Hear, hear�

06/07/2022O00900An Cathaoirleach: As I stated, it is a matter for the House how it schedules its business but 
we must be conscious of the people who have to work behind the scenes in order for legislation 
to be dealt with in a timely manner�

06/07/2022O01000Senator  Lisa Chambers: I ask Senators to bear with me because I want to properly deal 
with the amendments that have been proposed�  I thank all Senators for their contributions on 
the Order of Business�  In taking the Order of Business on behalf of the Leader, I am relaying 
information of which Members are already aware�  I am not in a position to accept any of the 
amendments�  I apologise to Senators for the obvious disappointment that will bring�  I concur 
with many of the remarks in respect of the pressure that is put on this House to pass legislation 
before certain deadlines that are imposed by various Ministers�

As regards the Higher Education Authority Bill, the Minister, Deputy Harris, was asked for 
more time on this�  We were told that it had to be passed by the recess and, in order for amend-
ments to be taken and potentially debated in the Dáil, we were under time pressure to get those 
back next week.

06/07/2022O01100Senator  Michael McDowell: He said the exact opposite here last week.

06/07/2022O01200An Cathaoirleach: The Deputy Leader without interruption�

06/07/2022O01300Senator  Lisa Chambers: I hear that�  I hear what was said and I know that Senator Ruane 
read out the comments of the Minister�  I can only relay to the House that the Minister was 
asked.  The request was made.  If we were to sit beyond next Thursday, going into Friday or 
the following week, the amendments would not be taken in the Dáil�  That is the response I 
have been given�  I am being honest and open with Members�  I am sure they are aware of this 
anyway.  There is a significant amount of business and we have tried to accommodate it.  This 
morning, I had sight of the proposed schedule for next week.  It is jam-packed.  There is a lot of 
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legislation coming through and it is putting pressure on staff in the Bills Office and other staff.  
I acknowledge that�

There is a point that Ministers could reflect on how the business is being run in both Houses.  
The same pressures are being felt in the Dáil.  That puts pressure on the offices.  This deadline 
of the summer recess is imposed but I am not sure if that is always essential�  Yes, some Bills 
need to be passed before the recess but other Bills could probably wait until the autumn session 
to give more time�  I am not a Minister or at Cabinet, however�  I am not making these deci-
sions�  I ask that Ministers bringing legislation through consider whether there is a need to set 
that absolute deadline of the summer recess�

In terms of the Higher Education Authority Bill and the Electoral Reform Bill, if amend-
ments that are tabled now are to be discussed in the Dáil, the Bills have to go back next week.  
Otherwise, the amendments will not be discussed�  That is the reality of the two weeks that we 
are in.  I know Senator Doherty spoke to Senators last night and again this morning to try to find 
changes that could be made�  Some changes were made on foot of speaking to Senator Ruane, 
as well as Senator Higgins, who is not here but who was speaking to the Leader�  Changes were 
made to the schedule but I accept that not all the changes that were requested were made�  Out 
of respect for Members, I wanted to be honest about where things were at and what we were 
dealing with�

On the contributions on the Oder of Business, Senator O’Loughlin welcomed the significant 
investment announced yesterday by the Minister for Education, Deputy Foley, and the Minister 
for Social Protection, Deputy Humphreys, in respect of the cost of going back to school�  It is 
a particular pinch point for many families�  Those costs are accruing and being incurred now 
by families�  There will be an additional €100 payment under the back to school clothing and 
footwear allowance.  An extra €67 million has been allocated for that scheme.  Some 60,000 
children will also benefit from extra school meals.

I take on board the Senator’s comments around the need to increase the capitation grant 
and to remove the voluntary contribution which, as we know, is not voluntary in many schools�  
Anecdotally, we hear evidence that some schools put pressure on parents to pay that voluntary 
contribution in the full knowledge they cannot afford it.  We ask schools to be mindful of that, 
particularly in the context of the situation with which we are dealing.

I also take on board the Senator’s comments about pension abatements�  It is an issue Sena-
tor Craughwell has raised on many occasions�  That would be an appropriate Commencement 
matter if the Senator would like to raise it�

The Senator also raised the issue of funding for IVF, which is a matter many Senators have 
raised, and the need to provide funding in budget 2023 to assist families that require IVF treat-
ment.  We know that the World Health Organization classifies infertility as a disease.  It is one 
of the only diseases that we do not financially support individuals to deal with and get the treat-
ment they need�

Senator Mullen asked for an amendment to No� 2, which I will not be able to accept�  I do, 
however, take on board his comments�  He spoke in particular about the Joint Committee on 
International Surrogacy, as did Senators Clifford-Lee and Craughwell.  Senator Craughwell 
referenced Senator Keogan in his contribution�  I was not present at the proceedings to which 
the Senators referred.  I know there have been some difficulties at the committee.  I agree with 
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the points made by Senator Craughwell, albeit we were not a party to those proceedings�  It is 
important that all views are accommodated in both Houses and at committee meetings�  Sena-
tor Mullen spoke about the Joint Committee on the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution of 
which he and I were members.  We had many debates that were quite fiery and where we dis-
agreed�  We were on completely opposite sides�  It is important that all views are accommodated 
and listened to and that all debate is respectful�  I take on board Senator Ruane’s comments that 
we should never seek to upset individuals, committee members or witnesses�  All debate should 
be respectful�  I am always mindful that if we were to go back 40 years, the views that I hold 
on the eighth amendment and abortion services would probably not have been facilitated to the 
extent they are today.  It is important that we accommodate people’s views.  Even though I am 
in the majority today, that may not be the case at a time in the future so it is important that we 
ensure a balance�  We do not know at what stage things might change�

06/07/2022P00200Senator  Lynn Ruane: On a point of order, there were no difficulties about how the com-
mittee business was done�  Some of the narrative is not an accurate representation of events�  All 
voices were heard at the committee�

06/07/2022P00300An Cathaoirleach: Okay�

06/07/2022P00400Senator  Lynn Ruane: I dispute the comparison with the repeal committee�  The situation 
was the same at the surrogacy committee�

06/07/2022P00500An Cathaoirleach: I thank the Senator�  I want to let the Deputy Leader respond on the 
Order of Business�

06/07/2022P00600Senator  Lisa Chambers: As I said, I was not a party to or watching proceedings so I have 
no idea what was said.  I know there are different views involved.  All Senators who have made 
points on the issue believe what they are saying even if others strongly disagree�  I know there 
are ongoing issues in that regard�  I will move on�

Senator Hoey spoke about the demonstration relating to inequality for children outside to-
day.  There are families still awaiting support.  I know Senator Clifford-Lee also spoke those 
issues�  Many of us are tied up today but perhaps as many Senators as possible could get out 
there, wish the protestors well and thank them for making the time to come to Leinster House 
and make us aware of those issues�

Senator Black asked about the timeline for a Bill�  I suggest she submits a Commencement 
matter on the topic to see what the Minister is doing with the Bill and what stage it is at�  I do 
not have an answer and cannot provide a proposed timeline�  A Commencement matter might 
be best because that is quite a specific question.

Senator Clifford-Lee welcomed the report of the surrogacy committee, which I have dealt 
with�

Senator McDowell has proposed an amendment to No� 3�  I apologise but I am not in a po-
sition to accept it�  I take on board the comments that were made�  I have dealt with that issue�

Senator Ruane made comments about witnesses at the surrogacy committee�  I acknowledge 
the points she has made and agree with her�

Senator Craughwell spoke about RTÉ long wave.  He has asked RTÉ to maintain or extend 
the service for a little longer�  I take on board his comments�
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Senator Carrigy spoke as a member of the newly formed Joint Committee on Autism�  He 
spoke about the issue of summer provision which has come up on many occasions�  I suggest 
he submits a Commencement matter in that regard as it is quite a specific issue.

Senator Lombard spoke about the retirement age for senior gardaí and the brain drain that 
happens when we lose senior personnel�  He has requested a debate, which we will try to ar-
range for the autumn session�

Senator Gavan spoke about the local issue of bus services in Limerick�  I have not been 
briefed about Dublin Coach, the private bus operator that has removed services�  I suggest the 
Senator contacts the Minister for Transport directly or submits a Commencement matter to seek 
further detail on that specific local issue.

Senator Malcolm Byrne spoke about the Ahare River in north Wexford.  He has asked for 
the support and assistance of the Office of Public Works because there is a flooding issue.  I 
suggest he submits a Commencement matter on the topic, which is quite specific.  I have not 
been briefed on the details of the issue�  I take on board his comments about the Irish Athletic 
Boxing Association.  There are ongoing issues in respect of that organisation.  The Minister of 
State, Deputy Chambers, is doing a lot of work in that space�  

Travel costs for public sector workers are becoming a serious issue�  As Members will be 
aware, approximately 80 cent is paid for a certain number of kilometres but that payment falls 
if somebody travels further�  The travel and subsistence allowance is not even covering the 
costs of public workers who are on the road as part of their jobs�  The costs of getting to work 
and doing the job are not covered.  Fuel prices have doubled.  For example, staff who are doing 
inspections for the Health and Safety Authority are on the road three to five days a week.  Their 
travel costs are not covering the cost of doing their jobs�  That needs to be addressed�  The Min-
ister for Public Expenditure and Reform is mindful that any response cannot relate only to pay 
and that there are other areas where pressures on workers can be alleviated and the Government 
can assist with cost-of-living issues�

Senator Dolan spoke about mental health and the work being done in the European Parlia-
ment�  It is not a competency of the European Parliament but at the same time, it is important 
that it is mindful of that important overarching work�  We have a lot of work to do domestically 
on mental health�  We are in a far better place than we were ten years ago and have come a long 
way�  I commend Maria Walsh MEP on her work in that area�  It is an important area of work to 
continue to highlight and to give a voice to those people�

I am not in a position to accept Senator Boyhan’s amendment to No� 4�  I take on board 
his comments about city and county councillors and the removal of those councillors from the 
boards of educational institutions�  They will be in a position to apply for those positions but 
it is not the same as having a set place for those councillors�  I have yet to hear the rationale 
or logic behind that decision�  Local elected members have a mandate to represent their local 
areas�  That is an important perspective to have on the board of a university or college that is 
operating in a municipal district or local authority area�  Members are representing the views of 
the locality and the people in the area in which the college is operating�  Theirs are important 
voices and I am not sure that has been properly considered by the Minister�  The Senator’s views 
are agreed with across the House�

06/07/2022P00700An Cathaoirleach: Senator Mullen has moved an amendment to the Order of Business: 
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“That in respect of No� 2, all words after “12�45 p�m�” be substituted by the following� “and the 
proceedings thereon shall if not previously concluded, adjourn after two hours”�”  Is the amend-
ment being pressed?

06/07/2022P00750Senator Rónán Mullen: Yes�

Amendment put: 

The Seanad divided: Tá, 14; Níl, 19�
Tá Níl

 Black, Frances�  Ahearn, Garret�
 Boyhan, Victor�  Blaney, Niall�
 Boylan, Lynn�  Byrne, Malcolm�
 Craughwell, Gerard P�  Carrigy, Micheál�
 Flynn, Eileen�  Chambers, Lisa�
 Gavan, Paul�  Clifford-Lee, Lorraine.
 Higgins, Alice-Mary�  Crowe, Ollie�
 Hoey, Annie�  Currie, Emer�
 Keogan, Sharon�  Daly, Paul�
 McDowell, Michael�  Doherty, Regina�
 Mullen, Rónán�  Dolan, Aisling�
 Ó Donnghaile, Niall�  Fitzpatrick, Mary�
 Ruane, Lynn�  Lombard, Tim�
 Sherlock, Marie�  Martin, Vincent P�

 McGahon, John�
 McGreehan, Erin�
 Murphy, Eugene�
 O’Reilly, Joe�
 O’Sullivan, Ned�

Tellers: Tá, Senators Michael McDowell and Rónán Mullen; Níl, Senators Lisa Chambers 
and Tim Lombard�

Amendment declared lost�

06/07/2022S00100An Cathaoirleach: Senator McDowell has moved an amendment to the Order of Business: 
“That the proposal re No� 3 be substituted by the following, “to be taken at the conclusion of 
No� 2 and that the proceedings thereon shall, if not previously concluded, be adjourned after 
four hours”�”  Is the amendment being pressed?

06/07/2022S00200Senator Michael McDowell: Yes�

Amendment put: 
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The Seanad divided: Tá, 14; Níl, 20�
Tá Níl

 Black, Frances�  Ahearn, Garret�
 Boyhan, Victor�  Blaney, Niall�
 Boylan, Lynn�  Byrne, Malcolm�
 Craughwell, Gerard P�  Carrigy, Micheál�
 Flynn, Eileen�  Chambers, Lisa�
 Gavan, Paul�  Clifford-Lee, Lorraine.
 Higgins, Alice-Mary�  Crowe, Ollie�
 Hoey, Annie�  Currie, Emer�
 Keogan, Sharon�  Daly, Paul�
 McDowell, Michael�  Doherty, Regina�
 Ó Donnghaile, Niall�  Dolan, Aisling�
 Ruane, Lynn�  Fitzpatrick, Mary�
 Sherlock, Marie�  Lombard, Tim�
 Warfield, Fintan.  Martin, Vincent P�

 McGahon, John�
 McGreehan, Erin�
 Murphy, Eugene�
 O’Reilly, Joe�
 O’Sullivan, Ned�
 Seery Kearney, Mary�

Tellers: Tá, Senators Gerard P� Craughwell and Michael McDowell; Níl, Senators Lisa 
Chambers and Tim Lombard�

Amendment declared lost�

06/07/2022U00100An Cathaoirleach: Senator Craughwell has moved an amendment to the Order of Business: 
“That the proposal in respect of No� 4 be substituted by the following, “to be taken at the con-
clusion of No� 3 or at 7�15 p�m�, whichever shall be the later, and the proceedings thereon shall, 
if not previously concluded, be adjourned at 8�45 p�m�”�”  Is the amendment being pressed?

06/07/2022U00200Senator Gerard P. Craughwell: Yes�

Amendment put: 

The Seanad divided: Tá, 13; Níl, 21�
Tá Níl

 Black, Frances�  Ahearn, Garret�
 Boyhan, Victor�  Ardagh, Catherine�
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 Boylan, Lynn�  Blaney, Niall�
 Craughwell, Gerard P�  Byrne, Malcolm�
 Gavan, Paul�  Carrigy, Micheál�
 Higgins, Alice-Mary�  Chambers, Lisa�
 Hoey, Annie�  Clifford-Lee, Lorraine.
 Keogan, Sharon�  Crowe, Ollie�
 McDowell, Michael�  Currie, Emer�
 Ó Donnghaile, Niall�  Daly, Paul�
 Ruane, Lynn�  Doherty, Regina�
 Sherlock, Marie�  Dolan, Aisling�
 Warfield, Fintan.  Fitzpatrick, Mary�

 Lombard, Tim�
 Martin, Vincent P�
 McGahon, John�
 McGreehan, Erin�
 Murphy, Eugene�
 O’Reilly, Joe�
 O’Sullivan, Ned�
 Seery Kearney, Mary�

Tellers: Tá, Senators Gerard P� Craughwell and Victor Boyhan; Níl, Senators Tim Lombard 
and Lisa Chambers�

Amendment declared lost�

Question put: “That the Order of Business be agreed to�”

The Seanad divided: Tá, 21; Níl, 14�
Tá Níl

 Ahearn, Garret�  Black, Frances�
 Ardagh, Catherine�  Boyhan, Victor�
 Blaney, Niall�  Boylan, Lynn�
 Byrne, Malcolm�  Craughwell, Gerard P�
 Carrigy, Micheál�  Flynn, Eileen�
 Chambers, Lisa�  Gavan, Paul�
 Clifford-Lee, Lorraine.  Higgins, Alice-Mary�
 Crowe, Ollie�  Hoey, Annie�
 Currie, Emer�  Keogan, Sharon�
 Daly, Paul�  McDowell, Michael�
 Doherty, Regina�  Ó Donnghaile, Niall�
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 Dolan, Aisling�  Ruane, Lynn�
 Fitzpatrick, Mary�  Sherlock, Marie�
 Lombard, Tim�  Warfield, Fintan.
 Martin, Vincent P�
 McGahon, John�
 McGreehan, Erin�
 Murphy, Eugene�
 O’Reilly, Joe�
 O’Sullivan, Ned�
 Seery Kearney, Mary�

Tellers: Tá, Senators Tim Lombard and Lisa Chambers; Níl, Senators Michael McDowell 
and Sharon Keogan�

Question declared carried�

06/07/2022V00100An Cathaoirleach: I welcome to the Visitors Gallery Councillor Amanda Smith and Coun-
cillor Gráinne Maguire of the Clonalvy revival group in County Meath�  I thank them for being 
here�

06/07/2022V00200Appointment of Members to Joint Committee on Standing Orders (Private Business): 
Motion

06/07/2022V00300Senator  Regina Doherty: I move:

That, pursuant to Standing Order 5 of the Standing Orders of the Dáil and Seanad rela-
tive to Private Business, the following members be appointed to be members of the Joint 
Committee on Standing Orders (Private Business):

- Senators Malcolm Byrne, Alice-Mary Higgins, Michael McDowell, Barry Ward,�” 

Question put and agreed to�

06/07/2022V00500Electoral Reform Bill 2022: Committee Stage (Resumed)

SECTION 29

Debate resumed on amendment No� 25:

In Page 30, between lines 32 and 33, to insert the following:

“(d) to review the electoral system and franchise for Seanad Éireann;”.
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-(Senator Lynn Ruane)

06/07/2022V00800An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I welcome the Minister of State, Deputy Noonan, to the House�  
Does Senator Ruane wish to continue?

06/07/2022V00900Senator  Lynn Ruane: I do�  I welcome the Minister of State back to the Chamber�  I had 
spoken to the majority of the amendments when we finished last week on this section.  I had 
not elaborated on amendment No. 62 so I will now speak briefly to that.  Amendment No. 62 
seeks to include the provision that a registration authority may enter the name of a person on 
the pending elector list for the register of electors of a constituency of Seanad Éireann in the 
scenario where the franchise is extended.  Again, this seeks to incorporate the reform we are 
hoping for into this Bill and to ensure that voters for the Seanad are offered the same opportuni-
ties to register to vote early as they are for the Dáil�  A few weeks ago, we had young people in 
Leinster House talking about climate action�  I hope that by the time some of them are reaching 
the age at which they can vote, they will be entitled to vote in the Seanad elections and that they 
can preregister before they reach that age�

This amendment is perfectly sensible in that it prepares for the scenario where the Seanad is 
reformed�  To be honest, there is no reason that the Government should not accept this amend-
ment�

06/07/2022W00200Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I want to speak to the set of amendments that relate to Se-
anad reform.  Again, because time is unnecessarily constrained, I will be brief.  On the very first 
day of the last Oireachtas, we moved a Bill for Seanad reform�  That was back in 2016�  We were 
asked by the then Government, which included one of the parties still currently in government, 
to suspend our Bill so we would have a cross-party group who would work together in a com-
mittee to come up with cross-party legislation�

A number of us who are here in this House, from all parties, including Senators Warfield, 
McDowell, Cassells, me and others, worked for hours and hours over eight months to develop 
legislation which was then voted on and agreed as cross-party legislation�  We delivered that to 
the Government, which promptly parked it�

Coming into this Oireachtas, we were told again that progress would be made�  When we 
brought back that cross-party, agreed legislation on Seanad reform, we were told that these 
issues would be addressed as part of the Electoral Reform Bill - that was where it would be 
coming through, that is where action would be taken, that is where progress would be made�  
Again, we have been disappointed and despite the fact there are a vast number of last-minute 
amendments on all kinds of issues that have been added into this Electoral Reform Bill, there 
is nothing about Seanad reform�

I will not go through each of the amendments in turn because my colleague has done so�  
These amendments would at least start preparing the ground for some of the measures in that 
agreed Seanad reform legislation, including things like preparing the register and preparing 
measures around nominations�  At a very minimum, amendment No� 54 simply asks that we 
would have, within 12 months, a report outlining exactly how long-promised Seanad reform 
was going to come about�

I sometimes get tired of people saying the Seanad will not reform because it cannot reform�  
The Seanad is very willing to reform itself and Members of this Seanad have been passion-
ate about driving through reform�  Let us be very clear that it is the Government that has been 
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blocking it systematically all the way�  Will the Minister of State at least agree to amendment 
No� 54, which makes a commitment that, within 12 months, clear measures would be put for-
ward on how to deliver the promise from two different Governments to implement the Manning 
report?  If not, will the Minister of State support the Seanad reform Bill, if we bring it forward 
collectively together, since the Government has not chosen to take action on this issue?

06/07/2022W00300Senator  Michael McDowell: This is a subject which is very close to my heart�  When 
Members rise on the business of the House, they have some small amount of time, some three 
to six minutes or thereabouts, to express themselves on the issue.  It is well worthwhile to elabo-
rate on what Senator Higgins has just said�

The history of this is as follows, and let it be stitched into the record of this House�  At a 
time when his leadership of the Fine Gael Party was under strong pressure, the then leader of 
the party, Enda Kenny, fearing a heave, decided to come up with a gimmick�  The gimmick he 
decided to come up with was to announce, without any internal discussion whatsoever in the 
party, at a party dinner - I think it was in Citywest - that he was going to propose the abolition 
of Seanad Éireann.  Many people in Fine Gael were astonished and shocked at this stunt, which 
it was, but that was his proposal�

When he got into government, he duly prepared legislation to mutilate our Constitution, to 
leave large holes in it, to take away the supervisory role of Seanad Éireann, to scrap completely 
the idea of a second House and to amend the present Constitution, which at least gives this 
House a right of veto over any proposal to abandon our veto in the European Union�  All of that 
was to be swept away in order to satisfy the gimmicky stunt of abolition, which he had come up 
with without any pre-thought or pre-discussion�

Let us remember what happened then�  The people of Ireland were told it was important 
to get rid of this House because it would save €25 million per annum�  Of course, that was 
an inflated figure but it does not matter as that was what was run up on lampposts all over the 
country.  A cynical campaign was then launched to abolish Seanad Éireann.  I participated, with 
other people, in its defence on television, and I was at that stage not a Member of the Oireach-
tas at all�  I recall that the late Senator Feargal Quinn asked me to come and speak to Senators 
from right across the political spectrum in this House at a meeting he convened to discuss the 
proposal.  We had a discussion and many of the people who were Members of Seanad Éireann 
came along and expressed complete horror at the consequences of abolishing Seanad Éireann 
as proposed�  Feargal Quinn, Katherine Zappone, who was then a Member of the House, Noel 
Whelan, former Senator Joe O’Toole and myself all got together to establish a group called De-
mocracy Matters�  It successfully contested a referendum, in combination with the Fianna Fáil 
Party, which opposed the proposal�

The people of Ireland rejected the proposal to abolish Seanad Éireann.  The Taoiseach at the 
time, Enda Kenny, referred to the result as “a wallop”�  It was a well-deserved smack across the 
face for the cynicism that had brought him to that point�  Let us be clear about what happened 
after that�  I should say that in the course of the campaign, he had said that if the people voted to 
retain it, he would not reform it at all�  He did not want the people to have that option of thinking 
it could be reformed�  However, he then did yet another U-turn and decided that he was going to 
institute a reform process.  He invited former Senator Maurice Manning to examine the whole 
process of reform without a further constitutional amendment, which he did�  I was very hon-
oured to be asked by Joe O’Toole and Maurice Manning to assist them with the drafting of their 
report and to show what could be done within the terms of the present Constitution to make the 
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election of this House more democratic�

Having established this group, Mr� Kenny then went on to have another election, where he 
said that implementation of the Manning report would be part of the Government programme, 
and this was in combination with the Labour Party�  Having done that, he did precisely nothing 
- he did not lift a finger to bring that about.  Katherine Zappone, who was then a Government 
Minister in that Administration, pressed strongly at Cabinet that something should be done 
about this�  Eventually, there was a change of leader in Fine Gael and Deputy Leo Varadkar suc-
ceeded Enda Kenny�  In the meantime, Senator Feargal Quinn had asked me to stand for the NUI 
constituency because he wanted to retire from politics�  To progress the Seanad reform project, 
it was agreed that an implementation group would be established�  The group was established 
and, as Senator Higgins said, it was all-party�  We set for ourselves, and we were given, terms 
of reference that were demanding�  Within eight months, we had to produce the legislation to 
give effect to the Manning report and to make any recommendations for its amendment to make 
it more acceptable�  We did all that work, and we went through every aspect of electing the 
Seanad�  Due to other things, there was quite a controversy about who should chair the group, 
but eventually it chose me as its chairperson�  I will not go into what the then Minister, former 
Deputy Shane Ross, did or did not attempt to do in respect of that matter�  

In the end, however, we produced our report�  More important than that, though, we decided 
that we would not just produce a report that could lie on some politician’s table�  We asked for, 
and we were given, a professional parliamentary draftsman to embody our proposals in draft 
legislation�  The cost of doing that was borne by the Taoiseach’s Department, with the agree-
ment of the then Taoiseach, and present Tánaiste, Deputy Varadkar�  We worked might and 
main to meet our deadlines�  It was a thoroughly democratic and inclusive process�  We listened 
to everybody and everybody participated.  Nobody was excluded or stigmatised as a minority 
person�  Everyone was free to participate in the production of the report�  We presented it, and I 
duly sent it to the Taoiseach in time and with the draft Bill attached to it�

Nothing happened for a couple of months�  Disturbed by that, I went to see the then Taoise-
ach, Deputy Varadkar, in his office to ask him what he intended to do in respect of the whole 
process of Seanad reform�  I want this House to know that he told me that he had no intention 
whatsoever of moving the legislation in the Dáil, that he himself had supported the abolition of 
the Seanad and that the most he would do for the legislation, which was, of course, a sentence 
of death, was to allow a free vote on it if it was put forward by somebody else�  That is what 
the then Taoiseach said.  It was pretty cynical stuff.  As Senator Higgins said, we had worked 
for eight months�  We had done our level best to bring about a situation which I will describe 
as follows�

This House now has 43 Members elected by approximately 1,200 people, that is, county and 
city councillors, incoming Members of the Oireachtas and outgoing Senators�  In the Constitu-
tion, there is already provision for the franchise for the higher education seats in the Seanad, 
one of which I am honoured to occupy for the time being, to be widened to include other insti-
tutions apart from just the NUI colleges and Trinity College Dublin�  By the way, the Supreme 
Court has also accepted for consideration an appeal in litigation to consider whether there is a 
constitutional obligation to do something about the change in the Constitution that was made to 
allow for the extension of this higher education franchise.  Whether that litigation succeeds or 
not, and I doubt whether it is likely to do so in the courts, if we were to go down the road of al-
lowing every higher education graduate in this country to have a vote, including those from the 
technological universities, the institutes of technology and all the established universities, the 
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situation then, depending on what criteria were selected, would be that we would have an elec-
torate of approximately 900,000 to perhaps 1,100,000 people.  They would be entitled to vote 
for six seats in this House, based on the increasing rate of participation in third level education.

Of course, that situation would leave out everybody without a university or third-level de-
gree, including those people who are being encouraged by the Minister for Further and Higher 
Education, Research, Innovation and Science, Deputy Harris, and others, to take up apprentice-
ships.  It would exclude people who have never gone to university, people who have gone to 
work in businesses and people who have never been employed�  It would leave out a huge range 
of people�  People who came to Ireland with foreign university degrees would also have no 
say in the election of this House in such a situation, even if they became Irish citizens�  Of the 
5.5 million people in the country now, or whatever the figure is, the situation I have described 
would leave about 80% of Irish people with no vote for these six higher education seats in the 
Seanad�  As time goes on, about 10% to 20% of people might have a vote on that panel�  Such 
a situation would also mean, however, that the other 43 seats would continue to be elected by 
roughly one thousandth of the electorate who would be voting for the six higher education 
seats.  If we were to say that there are approximately 1.2 million people eligible to vote for the 
six seats and then 1,200 councillors voting for the other 43 seats in this House, we get to that 
rough ratio of one in 1,000�  It would mean that a county councillor’s vote would be worth 1,000 
times any other citizen’s vote to establish this House�

Our group came up with the simple proposal that, without changing the Constitution, it was 
quite lawful to extend the franchise to citizens who wished to be registered to vote in areas such 
as agriculture and the environment, culture and education, administration or industrial and com-
mercial matters, if they were qualified on the higher education panels, however extended.  That 
proposal would ensure that everybody would be able to opt to have a vote in an area of interest 
to constitute Seanad Éireann.  That is a radical proposal, but it is not all that radical when we 
think about it�  In fact, it is worthy of a republic that every one of its citizens should be regarded 
as equally entitled, in some respect, to participate in the selection of the Upper House�

People who vote for Senator Higgins and for me, who are a small minority, should not be a 
privileged few.  Everybody should have the right to vote in this context, if they chose to do so.  
Many university graduates never even register to vote and those registers are hopelessly out of 
date and messy to function with.  In the context of our group’s proposal, however, everybody 
was to have an opportunity to have some input into the constitution of this House�

This is the situation embodied in the legislation we brought before this House�  It was draft-
ed at the Government’s expense.  Despite the cynical game playing that went on to leave it on 
the shelf as soon as it was drafted, the legislation was drafted with the intention I spoke of and to 
bring all that about�  It was presented in this House by its proponents�  This Government, which 
had flooded the House with its own appointees and that had scrapped the idea that people from 
Northern Ireland or the diaspora would be included among the Taoiseach’s nominees, was so 
anxious to fill up available candidacies in marginal seats that it simply was not even willing to 
allow the Bill that we put before this House to progress�  The Government put down an amend-
ment to the proposal for the Second Stage reading of the Bill to postpone it for 12 months�  That 
period has now well and truly elapsed�  It elapsed during the Covid-19 period�

I will record what happened then�  I have the greatest respect for the Minister of State, and 
I know he is sincere in this matter�  It became clear he proposed to stall the legislative process 
for the Bill, with the Government having paid for its drafting.  Let us remember exactly what 
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happened then�  He made it clear to this House he would come back with his own proposals, 
and the deadline passed more than a year ago�  It may have passed 14 months ago now and it 
was a deadline he set for himself to formulate proposals for reform�  I spoke to him about the 
matter because he contacted me and wanted to explain his position.  He told me he would do 
the following�  He said he would not consult everybody again but would set up a committee of 
Members of the Oireachtas from the Government parties, which are Fine Gael, Fianna Fáil and 
the Green Party, to come up with their variant of the Manning report and associated proposals�  
He told me the committee would meet in rapid order and have its conclusions ready by the early 
autumn of last year�

I have duly inquired of all Government parties whether anybody has ever heard of a pro-
posal to do that or have such a group or meetings�  It has not happened�  Of course, I was sold a 
pup, having meekly made an assumption�  I indicated to the Minister of State, Deputy Noonan, 
at the time that I took in good faith what he said to the House were his instructions as to the 
Minister’s intention�  I still believe the Minister of State acted in good faith and he believed the 
undertakings his senior Minister made to this House�

The Minister has not delivered, however, and he has never even bothered to lift the phone 
to explain why he has not delivered.  He never established that group and, as cynically as the 
Tánaiste, Deputy Varadkar, simply ignored the matter and come up with the notion that, some-
how, this legislation had to be prioritised over it�  There is no reason they should not proceed in 
tandem or this legislation could not have paved the way for Seanad reform�  There is not even 
a hint of Seanad reform in the legislation, and from this I draw the fair deduction, in fairness to 
the Government parties, that they do not intend to lift a finger to reform this House during this 
session�

I know the Green Party asked for Seanad reform to be included in the negotiations for the 
formation of the current Government and it was plámásed too�  It seems to have fallen for the 
idea that something would be done but we would not have the recommendations of the Man-
ning report brought into law in the form proposed in the legislation�

I put on record that what the Government has contrived to do is keep this House exactly as it 
was and offer no reform of any kind whatever.  It will continue the position where 1,200 people 
will elect 43 Members of this House and toy around with that process�  Senator Malcolm By-
rne has toyed with legislation to extend the university franchise.  I realise the generosity of his 
spirit but I wonder how it is he could not think about expanding his own electorate in an equal 
way.  As I have said, the result is a two-tier society where on an entirely artificial basis people 
who hold certain diplomas from certain educational bodies would be given the opportunity to 
elect Members to six seats.  In any view of the matter, for the foreseeable future they are a small 
minority of the total population of the country�

I am a university Senator and the legislation we put forward respected that referendum re-
sult, doing its best to implement the outcome by putting up two models for consideration, both 
a majority and minority perspective�  The former Taoiseach, Mr� Bertie Ahern, recently spoke 
about the idea of directly elected mayors and his comments made much sense�  From what I can 
see is happening in Limerick, a job specification is being prepared that for a five-year term will 
make no difference at all.  The chief executive of Limerick City and County Council is to be re-
designated the director general so the Custom House rule will continue to exist no matter what.

Mr� Ahern criticised the directly elected mayor proposal, making the point very simply that 
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people would be elected as personality or single-issue candidates etc� and they would have 
to carry out a very complex function.  He implied the whole thing would be a sham.  He told 
the citizens’ assembly that was his view and, God bless him, there is much to be said for the 
views he expressed.  If there are 1.2 million people addressing one ballot paper, or even if that 
is divided into two or three ballot papers, in order to elect six Senators, it would have the same 
effect.  One would have to be a household name to the power of n to have any chance to get 
elected in a single national constituency of 1�2 million people�  I do not know who would be 
elected but the process would certainly not be in the tradition of Garrett FitzGerald, John Kelly, 
Feargal Quinn and the others of the same ilk, such as James Dooge�  These were people who 
came from the university sector and brought that third level education perspective to debates�

I will not comment on the Order of Business that we had the dispute about today�  It now ap-
pears the Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science, Deputy 
Harris, having come here to say he would not guillotine anything and that he would give us as 
much time as we wanted, has told the Leader that his Bill to reform the third level sector must 
be rushed through effectively today and in one more day in four hours.  That is the kind of at-
titude we have, although it is a slightly irrelevant point�

The history of Fine Gael in particular with regard to Seanad reform has been shameful and 
cynical�  First, the party proposed to abolish the Seanad without any internal party discussion�  
It sought to set up the Manning committee and the implementation group before, in private, 
saying there was no intention to do anything about it�  It is cynical and the public is entitled to 
know about it�  I could be given two or three minutes on the Order of Business to make these 
comments but I needed a bit more time�  The only time I am getting is through the amendments 
of Senator Higgins�  She would concur with me that the picture I have painted is a fair and 
reasonable one and not overly dramatised�  The depth of cynicism I have encountered on this 
is shocking�

A party that does this deserves bad luck and the way opinion polls are going, it will get that 
bad luck�  There shall be other people who may take the matter more seriously than the party 
has up to now�

06/07/2022Y00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: We are moving beyond being relevant to the Bill�

06/07/2022Y00300Senator  Michael McDowell: I strongly support the amendment before the House and the 
number of amendments that Senator Higgins and others have tabled in order to bring this back 
on the agenda�  I do not accept for a minute the establishment of this commission is a reason 
for doing nothing on Seanad reform�  Both could easily have proceeded in tandem�  The Bill we 
tendered made provision for functions to be given to an electoral commission�

I wanted to get all those things off my chest.  I thank the Leas-Chathaoirleach for indulging 
me a little�  It is important that the record of this House contains the shameful history of what 
has happened with efforts to reform the Seanad.

2 o’clock

06/07/2022Z00100An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Before a rush of other Senators come in to support Senator Mc-
Dowell, I will call the Minister of State�

06/07/2022Z00200Minister of State at the Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage 
(Deputy  Malcolm Noonan): I thank all the Senators for their contributions�  I will make a 
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general point on the discussion we have had�  I wholeheartedly support the notion of Seanad 
reform�  There was not a commitment to it in the programme for the Government�  It is a three-
party programme for Government negotiated with three parties in good faith�  The Minister, 
Deputy Darragh O’Brien, gave a commitment to examine the issue further and I will be happy 
to take up that matter with my colleague�

Our imperative here is to get this legislation passed�  It is critically important we establish 
the electoral commission from which will stem significant political reform and wider participa-
tion of the public and minority groups, in particular, in our democratic processes and system, 
about which Senator McDowell has spoken so eloquently.  I appreciate the frustration he ex-
pressed but, from the Government’s perspective, it is critically important to get the commission 
established and have the legislation passed�

I will speak to amendments Nos� 25, 36, 40, 53, 54 and 62 tabled by Senators Higgins, Ru-
ane, Flynn and Black, which are in respect of the franchise for Seanad Éireann.  Amendments 
Nos� 25, 36 and 40 propose to give an coimisiún new additional functions in reviewing the elec-
toral system, constituencies and franchise for Seanad Éireann as well as the criteria by which 
the Taoiseach may nominate a person as a Member of Seanad Éireann.  While I understand the 
motivations for these amendments, I cannot accept them�

The approach to the initial functions of an coimisiún toghcháin is balanced�  It brings in 
established functions that are relatively self-contained from the outset, as well as a significant 
suite of new functions, namely, the new research, advisory and public education function, on-
line political advertising and oversight of the electoral register�  These initial functions give an 
coimisiún toghcháin a solid foundation and allow it to build up its organisational and opera-
tional capacity gradually.  In addition, we will benefit from having an coimisiún up and running, 
while at the same time making the preparations for new additional functions to be transferred�  
I am of the view that an coimisiún is taking on a significant number of both new and existing 
electoral functions from the outset�  I am mindful of the need for an coimisiún to get established 
and build up organisational capacity�  I do not intend to add to these functions at the present 
time�

Amendment No. 53 seeks to establish an electoral register for Seanad Éireann, which would 
be maintained by an coimisiún, and proposes to extend the franchise for the Seanad to Irish 
citizens who are resident in Ireland, citizens residing outside the State who hold a current and 
valid passport, to those entitled to Irish citizenship in Northern Ireland and to citizens holding a 
requisite qualification and who are graduates of an institution of higher education in this State 
as well as serving Members of the Dáil, Members of the outgoing Seanad and serving members 
of local authorities.  This would mean the Seanad would have a significantly wider franchise 
than is in place for Dáil Éireann.  At a Dáil election, only Irish and British citizens ordinarily 
resident in a constituency who are aged 18 or over can vote�  This amendment would create dual 
registers, one held by an coimisiún and the other held by local authorities�  This is unnecessary 
duplication and would require careful consideration�

As the Senators are aware, Part 3 provides for significant modernisation of the electoral reg-
istration process�  It would be prudent to allow this modernisation work to be completed�  For 
the foregoing reasons, I must oppose amendment No� 53�

Amendment No� 54 requires the Minister to submit a report to the Houses of the Oireachtas 
within 12 months of the passing of the Act outlining measures taken to reform the electoral 
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franchise for the vocational panels and for universities constituencies of the Seanad as well as 
the criteria applied to the nomination of Members for Seanad Éireann under Article 18 of the 
Constitution�  The Bill does not provide that the Minister would have a role in reporting to the 
Oireachtas on electoral matters�  In fact, with the establishment of an coimisiún toghcháin, we 
will now have an independent statutory body which can made recommendations and provide 
advice regarding electoral matters.  This is specifically provided for in Chapter 9 of Part 2 of the 
Bill, which sets out in detail the research, advisory and voter education functions of an coimis-
iún�  I do not propose to depart from the general principles set out in the Bill regarding research 
and advice on electoral matters and I am therefore not in a position to accept the amendment�

Amendment No. 62 seeks to amend section 94 of the existing Bill and to allow a registration 
authority to enter the name of a person on the pending electoral list in the register of electors 
of a constituency of Seanad Éireann in the scenario where the franchise for such elections is 
extended.  Section 94 provides for the preregistration of 16- and 17-year-olds on the pending 
electors list and the inclusion of these persons on the register when they turn 18 years�  Cur-
rently, registration authorities do not manage the electoral register for Seanad Éireann elections.  
I note this proposed amendment is framed on a conditional basis to provide for a circumstance 
in which the franchise for such elections has been extended.  The extension of the franchise in 
elections for Seanad Éireann would in itself require legislation to have effect.  That would be 
the appropriate time for this type of arrangement or similar to be considered�  For this reason, I 
cannot accept the amendment�

06/07/2022Z00300Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I am less confident following the Minister of State’s reply 
given we have been told there are so many functions for the new electoral commission that it 
cannot take on the Seanad�  There is not even a promise that the commission will engage with 
this issue�  Rather, we are being told the reform of the Seanad franchise is not even being con-
sidered as part of the agenda for the electoral commission�  That completely contradicts much 
of what we have heard�

I will not reiterate everything we have heard about the pretty shameful timeline and various 
obfuscations in regard to this but I will make one point.  When we had the first referendum in 
1979, people voted to extend the franchise of the university electorate.  We have now had two 
referendums�  When people voted to retain the Seanad, we had people who did not have a vote 
in the Seanad voting to maintain it because they recognised the crucial role it plays in dealing 
with legislation in this State.  It was an expression of choice by the public, every voter in this 
country, in a referendum indicating they wanted the Seanad and to have a say in it�  The title of 
that campaign was “Open it, Don’t close it”.  Every Seanad since has been in place on suffer-
ance of the fact that the public gave a mandate for reform�  To move past that, glibly dismiss it, 
put it on the long finger and say the Government has loads of issues to deal with when all kinds 
of other issues have been added to the electoral commission’s work, including the running of 
lotteries, is unacceptable�  To say that one half of the legislative process in the Oireachtas and 
making sure every person in Ireland has a vote and say in who represents them in these crucial 
discussions is not a priority and should not even be on the agenda for the new electoral com-
mission is unacceptable�

I urge the Minister of State to look to the other amendments to the section�  He has brought 
forward amendments.  There would be no delay to the passage of the legislation if, for example, 
he were to bring forward an amendment at least setting out a pathway to Seanad reform�  If this 
Bill passes without any reference to Seanad reform, that will be a mark on the Government and 
one to be remembered and noted�  I am very disappointed we do not have progress on this�  I 
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may seek to change the functions I would give to the electoral commission on Report Stage, 
and I will reserve that right�  The functions, as I have set them out, are constructive�  I will press 
the amendment�

Amendment put and declared lost�

Government amendment No� 26:

In page 31, line 4, to delete “Part 4�”and substitute “Part 4;”�

Amendment agreed to�

Government amendment No� 27:

In page 31, between lines 4 and 5, to insert the following:

“(i) to protect the integrity of elections and referendums against the dissemination or 
publication of online disinformation, online misinformation and manipulative or inau-
thentic behaviour online in accordance with Part 5#�”�

Amendment agreed to�

06/07/2022AA00300Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I move amendment No� 28:

In page 31, between lines 4 and 5, to insert the following:

“(2) Upon its establishment, the Commission shall be charged with responsibility for 
undertaking an expedient wholesale review of the Electoral Act 1997, including, inter 
alia, the Act’s provisions relating to political funding�”�

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn�

Question proposed: “That section 29, as amended, stand part of the Bill�”

06/07/2022AA00600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I will comment briefly on this section.  I note that I think 
there is considerable detail�  I do not know if we will get to the amendments on it�  There are 
many technical issues in the amendments that have been brought forward around online dis-
information, transparency in advertising and so forth, which I may seek to amend on Report 
Stage�  I am concerned about whether the information around demonstrating who is purchasing 
and paying for advertisements will be visible enough�  I am concerned as well about measures 
being brought forward in this Bill which we were told could not be brought forward in the On-
line Safety and Media Regulation Bill 2022 because they relate to the EU services directive�  All 
kinds of definitions which were ruled out of order in the context of that Bill are being brought 
forward here�  I am very concerned at the lack of conversation about the fact that this Bill is 
failing to address the political purposes concerned, as highlighted already by my colleague, 
Senator Ruane�  The Minister has acknowledged a fact and anomaly that the Standards in Public 
Office Commission, SIPO, acknowledged as a major problem as recently as a couple of months 
ago.  The failure to address that in this Bill has been used as a justification for allowing the same 
mistake to be made again in the brand new legislation that is the Online Safety and Media Regu-
lation Bill 2022�  I deplore the fact that there has been such a lack of communication between 
the two Departments on those matters�

06/07/2022AA00700Senator  Michael McDowell: I notice as I look through the amendments which are for 
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debate on Committee Stage that the ones which are asterisked as being proposed by the Gov-
ernment, and which will come into being when the guillotine falls on this Bill, seem to number 
approximately 60.  Without making any judgment about all of them, important amendments are 
being made to legislation which concerns everybody in this country�  Some of them relate to 
very important issues, such as media manipulation and the use of social media�  However, the 
Leader of this House stood up to propose, without any notice to the Opposition Whips, Leaders 
or anybody else, that a two-hour period was being provided for a discussion of all of the amend-
ments, both Opposition and Government�  It means that we are now in a position that even as 
planned, without the voting on the Order of Business, there was less than two minutes provided 
for many of the amendments�

I could call a vote on this section to express further disgust at what has been done to this 
House�  I am not denying that this is urgent legislation which should be enacted quickly, but 
I see no reason an Order of Business should have been proposed to effectively guarantee that 
vast swathes of this legislation go through the Committee Stage without anybody having any 
opportunity to comment on it one way or the other, or to ask any questions about it�  To do that 
is to trample on the democratic function of Seanad Éireann.  It is unconstitutional, in concept, 
to bring in a series of Government amendments, fling them at us in this House and then say to 
us that at 2�45 p�m�, they are all deemed to have been passed without one of them having been 
discussed�  That is totally wrong�

One can sympathise with the notion of keeping Seanad Éireann in existence, but if a Gov-
ernment comes in here and uses a majority on the Order of Business to say that a vast number 
of amendments to our law will become part of the legislation that goes back to Dáil Éireann - 
where one can be absolutely certain the guillotine will be used - for rubber-stamping before that 
Chamber rises for the summer, these important parts of our electoral law will be just changed 
and amended with no real discussion or examination in either House.  That is what this Govern-
ment is doing�  I protest it very strongly�

I could ask for a vote on this to waste a few more minutes and mark my sense of disgust and 
revulsion at what is being done to this important legislation�  I could do it but I will not because 
I honour the Minister of State, whom I consider a decent man�  I know he is trying to do his best�  
However, what is being done to this House, not merely by doing nothing about Seanad reform 
but by treating this House as if it is some kind of ATM into which the Government puts its card 
and gets out a Bill without anyone discussing the great majority of the amendments that it is 
putting before the House, is wrong and I protest it�

06/07/2022AA00800Deputy Malcolm Noonan: There is nothing to stop the electoral commission from making 
recommendations on any aspect of electoral law, including Seanad electoral law�  The point was 
made by Senator Higgins that the possibility is there�  Yes, it is tasked with quite an amount of 
work.  We have already spent five and a half hours on this.  We will have had seven and a half 
hours in total�  I absolutely respect the points made by Senator McDowell but there has been 
considerable time given, quite rightly.  At the last session, we discussed quite extensively the 
reduction of the voting age which is considerably important�  There are young people in the 
Public Gallery this afternoon.  It was quite right that we had such an extensive discussion.  We 
have given extensive time to this.  I agree with the Senator that it is vitally important.

Question put and agreed to�

SECTION 30
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06/07/2022AA01100An Cathaoirleach: Amendments Nos� 29 to 31, inclusive, are related and may be discussed 
together by agreement�

06/07/2022AA01200Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I move amendment No� 29:

In page 31, line 18, after “publish” to insert “in plain language”�

  Amendments Nos� 29 to 31, inclusive, are all amendments with regard to inclusion�  It is 
important that we ensure we are expanding our democracy and expanding access to, awareness 
of and participation in our democracy�  I should note that we have other amendments which I 
will bring forward on Report Stage and I hope to get to discuss today�  They look to strengthen 
some of the measures in terms of gender equality in both representation and participation in 
electoral processes�  Of course I strongly support the amendments put forward earlier in this 
debate with regard to voting at 16.  As part of an expansion of the franchise, and given the im-
mense significance of the decisions that are being made which affect their lives, young people 
should be supported to begin voting at 16�

These amendments address a few more specific issues in terms of access to and participa-
tion in information around referendums and elections�  Amendment No� 29 is a plain language 
requirement which says that when the commission publishes information on materials about a 
referendum, there should be a plain language version of such information campaigns�  Many 
people in the community can sometimes be dissuaded from engaging by complex or inacces-
sible language.  If a decision affects people’s lives, it should be communicated to them in plain 
English and in a way that is clear and understandable to them, in terms of access and inclusion�

Amendment No� 31 is similar�  It proposes to delete the phrase, “as far as practicable”, from 
the section of the Bill which provides “as far as practicable that the means employed enable 
those with a sight or hearing disability to read or hear the statements concerned”�  In fact, it 
is important that people have the right to hear and have access to these statements�  A limit of 
practicability is not appropriate in something so significant.  It should be borne in mind that 
Irish Sign Language, for example, is a recognised language in this State and indeed Article 9 
the UNCRPD refers to persons with a disability being able to participate fully in all aspects of 
public life, including electoral ones�  Again, the baseline is full participation and not an aspira-
tion towards participation and, therefore, amendment No� 31 is important�

Amendment No. 30 is minor in that sense.  It simply clarifies material should be published, 
including by the use of television, radio and other electronic media to ensure again that we have 
as wide a reach as possible and that we are not just technically publishing information but are, 
in fact, seeking to ensure the information reaches as wide a swathe of the population as pos-
sible�  Again, all these amendments are in the spirit of strengthening access to key information�  
It is also important to note that online measures are certainly not sufficient given Ireland has one 
of the highest rates of digital illiteracy in the EU, according to the Digital Economy and Society 
Index.  That we have 40% of people in this State who do not necessarily have digital skills is 
something that gets forgotten.  Having information online will not be sufficient for them and 
that is why they must be supported to ensure they can participate fully in decision-making and 
electoral processes via full access to information�

06/07/2022BB00200Deputy  Malcolm Noonan: I again thank Senators Ruane, Higgins, Black and Flynn for 
these amendments and the sentiment behind them on improving accessibility and participation�  
It is important and something we all want to achieve.  These amendments seek to amend exist-
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ing provisions in order that, first, as part of an coimisiún’s referendum functions, the statement 
it prepares and publishes to explain the subject matter of referendums be published in plain 
language; that is amendment No� 29�  Second, amendment No� 30 proposes that print media be 
explicitly mentioned in the forms of media to which an coimisiún has regard to and the distribu-
tion of these statements�  Third, amendment No� 31 proposes that the phrase “as far as practi-
cable” be removed from the section’s requirement that the means employed for the distribution 
of an coimisiún’s statements explaining the subject matter of referendums enable those with a 
sight or hearing disability to read or hear the statements concerned�

On amendment No. 29, the matter of an coimisiún’s public information material explaining 
referendums is an issue of best practice and an administrative matter for it rather than a mat-
ter to be addressed in primary legislation�  Notwithstanding this, the referendum commissions 
from which this function is transferring have regard to a strong blueprint for ensuring the ac-
cessibility and ease of comprehension of such material.  For example, in respect of previous 
referendums, versions of the referendum guide were produced in Braille, Irish Sign Language, 
video, audio, large print format and easy-to-read format for people with intellectual disabilities�  
I am confident these practices will be carried over and developed by an coimisiún toghcháin 
when it takes up its role�

 Amendments Nos� 30 and 31 relate to the publication and distribution of an coimisiún’s 
statements, which explain the subject matter of referendums, and are a direct transposition 
of section 3(1)(b) of the Referendum Act 1998�  It is not proposed to accept the amendments 
as the general approach has been taken of avoiding the amendment of transposed legislation, 
save where necessary to take account of a transferring function or new organisational context, 
and the section as it stands provided that an coimisiún may publish and distribute statements 
relating to a referendum in such a manner and by such means, including the use of television, 
radio or other electronic media�  As such, it is not limiting an coimisiún to particular formats�  
It provides flexibility for an coimisiún to publish statements by any forms of media it considers 
appropriate, and this includes print media�

06/07/2022BB00300Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: It is not very clear to me why the Minister of State, if he 
agrees with the principle that information should be shared in these various formats we have 
outlined and expects that to happen, will not accept the amendments.  The Bill has been amend-
ed by the Government and, therefore, it is going back to the Dáil�  It is not clear to me why the 
amendments are not being accepted�

I am thinking in particular of amendment No� 31 because the legislation stating “as far as 
practicable” is a problem.  That is not sufficient with respect to the UNCRPD.  The fact the 
commission may exceed that and may indeed ensure everybody has access to the information 
in all the different ways is by the by.  The fact is the Government is bound by the UNCRPD and 
its legislation, including this legislation, should reflect the convention.  It is not simply enough 
for the Minister of State to pass the buck and say he is sure a future electoral commission will 
consider it�  The fact is he has something in this legislation that simply says that kind of ac-
cess should be as far as practicable rather than that kind of access to information being a right�  
Again, after we ratified the UNCRPD, the Government should not have legislation that equivo-
cates about full participation and full access to information�  It should not be in the legislation�

I am probably not going to press these now because I urge the Minister of State to think 
between today and tomorrow, review this, look back and ask why exactly these amendments are 
not being accepted�  I do not see any good reason they would not be accepted and see a number 
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of problems with the fact they are not being accepted�  I will bring these back on Report Stage 
and will press them at that point�

06/07/2022BB00400Deputy  Malcolm Noonan: In my response to the amendments there is a strong commit-
ment that we are already going - I will not say above and beyond - strongly in ensuring inclusiv-
ity, including referendum guides around Braille, Irish Sign Language, audio, large print format 
and easy-to-read format for people with intellectual disabilities�  Thus, we are already doing 
that�  The referendum commission ethos in that regard will transfer to the electoral commission 
as well�  Importantly, we have throughout this had strong engagement with various organisa-
tion, including the National Council for the Blind of Ireland, on accessibility and inclusion, 
especially at polling stations, etc�  We, therefore, have a strong drive to ensure full inclusivity 
for all members of society�  That is something I give my absolute commitment to as well�

06/07/2022BB00500An Cathaoirleach: Is the amendment being pressed?

06/07/2022BB00600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I withdraw the amendment and reserve the right to reintro-
duce�

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn�

06/07/2022BB00800Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I move amendment No� 30:

In page 31, line 20, after “of” to insert “print media such as newspapers,”�

I withdraw the amendment and reserve the right to reintroduce�

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn�

06/07/2022BB01000Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I move amendment No� 31:

In page 31, line 22, to delete “as far as practicable”�

I withdraw the amendment and reserve the right to reintroduce�

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn�

Section 30 agreed to�

Sections 31 to 50, inclusive, agreed to�

SECTION 51

06/07/2022BB01500An Cathaoirleach: Amendments Nos� 32 to 34, inclusive, are related and may be discussed 
together by agreement�  Is that agreed?  Agreed�

06/07/2022BB01600Senator  Marie Sherlock: I move amendment No� 32:

In page 42, lines 26 and 27, to delete all words from and including “(1) The” in line 26 
down to and including line 27 and substitute the following:

“(1) The Registrar shall maintain the Register of Political Parties and shall cause it to 
be published on the Commission’s website�”�

I will speak to amendments Nos� 32 and 33�  We very much welcome that a register of politi-
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cal parties will be established and maintained�

According to section 51, the registrar shall maintain the register of political parties and per-
mit any person to inspect the register at such time and under such conditions as he or she may 
specify�  This seems an unnecessarily restrictive and bureaucratic approach to the register of 
political parties.  Part of the purpose of the Bill is to instil greater confidence among the public 
in our electoral processes and, by extension, our political system.  In this context, having the 
register easily accessible and published on the website is a very simple and straightforward ask�  
It would be important in ensuring access to the register as opposed to something that may be 
permitted by the registrar at a point in time�

Amendment No. 33 seeks to extend the call to publish the register on the commission’s 
website�  It asks that details relating to individual parties also be published�  These could include 
the constitution or written rules of a party�  It is very simple and straightforward�  Almost every 
political party has a constitution or set of rules�  Publishing these would be important to bring 
greater transparency and increase confidence in, and understanding of, how parties operate.  
Most of us here are members of political parties�  If we want people to join parties, this infor-
mation should be freely accessible�  It is freely accessible from some parties and less so from 
others�  It is a very simple ask that we have the rules of a party published on the website�  I ask 
the Minister of State to consider this amendment�

06/07/2022CC00200Senator  Victor Boyhan: I support the two Labour Party amendments�  They are very 
basic.  This is about transparency and openness.  Surely no one has a difficulty with this.  The 
amendments are worthy of support�  I would like to think the Minister of State has given them 
consideration�  With no disrespect to the Minister of State, for any Minister to read a piece of 
paper and tell us something is not possible is not good parliamentary engagement�  I am chal-
lenging the Minister of State on this�  These are very obvious basic asks�  I am sure the Minister 
of State will stand up with a pink or white note in his hand and read it�  I ask him to dump it and 
tell us he has listened to the debate�  The Minister of State is not here just to give messages from 
the public servants and I mean no disrespect to them�  I know he is someone who thinks outside 
the box and I respect him for it.  He cannot argue with these two very basic asks.  I hope he will 
use his functions and the powers vested in him to support them�

06/07/2022CC00300Senator  Michael McDowell: I strongly support these amendments�  In order to register 
as a political party it is necessary to come up with a constitution or memorandum�  It has to be 
given to the registrar under this regime�  It seems the public is entitled to know how a party is 
constituted�  There are questions such as whether a certain class of membership has a veto over 
decisions.  If a party is going to have a public profile, the public is entitled to see exactly who 
in it rules the roost and who elects its leader�  People are entitled to know whether all votes in 
a party are the same�  I do not need to elaborate�  I believe there is no harm in allowing in that 
little bit of daylight�  I have knowledge in a professional capacity and I will not elaborate any 
further-----

06/07/2022CC00400An Cathaoirleach: I would hope not.  We have attorney-client confidentiality.

06/07/2022CC00500Senator  Michael McDowell: I have knowledge of litigation where nobody could get the 
rules of a particular political party�  It might be closer to the Cathaoirleach’s home than to mine�  
Nobody could get the rules for the purposes of deciding the case�  They could not go to the 
head office and obtain a copy of the rules.  I know this situation has obtained for some time.  It 
is bad enough for a member of the party not to be able to know the rules�  If I am voting for a 
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group of people who are organised in a particular way, surely I am entitled to know how they 
are organised and who calls the shots in the party�

Given that existing political parties will be deemed to be registered in any event, what we 
are doing is introducing a requirement that newly registered political parties will have to prove 
that the organisation and direction of the party are governed by a constitution, memorandum of 
association, other documents or written rules adopted by the party that provide for what is set 
out in section 44�  Given this is the case, why can we not know?  What possible reason could 
there be?  If a party’s rules are changed, with different people in it having different powers, it 
should be made public�  I cannot see any good reason it should not be done�  No case can be 
made for privacy with regard to a party’s rules�

06/07/2022CC00600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: Amendment No� 34 is in this group�  It is a variation of 
amendment No� 32, with a slight change as it mentions an annual basis and an accessible for-
mat�  If the Minister of State will not accept my amendment, I urge him to accept the amend-
ments tabled by the Labour Party�  They are both very reasonable and based on the same prin-
ciple�  The register of political parties should not have arcane knowledge for reference, for 
officials or for those who know how to exercise freedom of information requests.  It should be a 
matter of public information�  This is the public’s decision-making process�  It is about electoral 
processes�  It should be public�  Moreover, it should be accessible on the website�

With regard to the point made on a party’s constitution and memorandum of understanding, 
the Minister of State’s response will be a sign as to whether there is any willingness to engage�  
The amendment is so obviously clear and it is a good idea that the information would be made 
available�  This is important for a number of reasons�  It is important so that if a candidate from a 
party is presenting as a single issue candidate the public can look to the party’s constitution and 
see what its wider perspective might be�  This is very important�  We have been speaking about 
disinformation�  We need to speak about information being clear and available�

On the other side, it is also very important because if people see the constitution and rules 
of a party and how it works, they might see themselves being involved in politics�  They would 
be able to see some of the democracy in parties.  They could imagine, for example, what they 
might be able to do or how they might be able to influence the party for change.  This is also 
very important�

The electoral commission has a function in information and education, and later I will dis-
cuss amendments in this regard�  There is a function for the electoral commission in civics, 
social and political education in our schools�  Every classroom in Ireland should be able to look 
at the register of political parties, practise reading the rules and constitutions of the parties and 
gain an understanding of the decisions people might be making�

Amendment No� 33 is incredibly sensible�  I urge the Minister of State to support it and to 
support either amendment No� 32 tabled by the Labour Party or my amendment No� 34 to en-
sure the register of political parties is published and made available to the public�

06/07/2022CC00700Deputy  Malcolm Noonan: I thank the Senators for their contributions�  Section 51 pro-
vides for transparency on the register of political parties and it will be open to the commission 
to publish it on its website�  Political parties have a responsibility to publish material about the 
party on their websites�  It is something my party and, I am sure, all the established parties take 
seriously�
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06/07/2022DD00200Senator  Michael McDowell: I assure the Minister of State that not every party does it�

06/07/2022DD00300Deputy  Malcolm Noonan: The onus on and responsibility of political parties in that regard 
are critical in order that people who want to look up a political party or are interested in joining 
one are able to clearly see on the party’s website its guiding principles, founding principles, etc�  
All political parties should adhere to that�

I thank Senators Moynihan, Hoey, Sherlock and Wall for the proposed amendments relating 
to the publication of the register of political parties�  These amendments were previously tabled 
by Deputy Nash on Committee Stage in the Dáil�  Currently, the maintenance of the register 
of political parties is the responsibility of the Clerk of the Dáil�  In terms of the register being 
available for inspection, section 25C(2) of the Electoral Act 1992, as amended by section 11 the 
Electoral (Amendment) Act 2001, requires that the register be made available for inspection at 
the registrar’s office.  However, in practice, the registrar publishes it on the Oireachtas website.

When bringing existing electoral functions over to an coimisiún in this Bill, I have taken a 
general approach of endeavouring to bring them over intact�  However, in this instance I have 
removed the 1992 Act stipulation that the register be made available for inspection at the offices 
of the registrar, making the text in section 51 of this Bill more general so that it does not contain 
an implication that the register is a physical document which must be inspected at the registrar’s 
office.  I am satisfied that this empowers an coimisiún to publish the register on its website, as 
intended in amendments Nos� 32 and 34�

In respect of amendment No� 33, while I support transparency in how political parties are 
governed, I am conscious of the burdens on an coimisiún in getting established and building 
up experience and organisational capacity.  This is consistent with what we have been stated in 
response to a number of amendments�  On balance, I am of the view that this is not the time to 
make a change to the content of the register�  I do not propose to accept the amendments�

06/07/2022DD00400Senator  Michael McDowell: I have to say I am disappointed by that response�  If a politi-
cal party is organised on the basis that a small group of people effectively determine everything, 
even who can or cannot be a candidate, who can be selected or deselected, who can join the 
party or be booted out of the party, or whatever, the public is entitled to know that�  The scheme 
of the legislation at present is that the public is not entitled to know that�  The only person who 
is entitled to know what goes on within a party’s rules is the registrar, who has to satisfy him-
self or herself that there is an annual conference and some kind of executive body elected by 
the members in whatever way the party chooses, which means there can be different classes of 
members electing�  I have no problem with parties giving more weight to some people in some 
contexts, such as leadership votes, but the people are entitled to know that.  If people are to be 
obliged to satisfy the registrar that they have rules for some purposes, I cannot see any reason 
that the public should not be able to see what the rules of a party are�

If the rules of a party were to change in a dramatically undemocratic direction so as to give 
one person, for example, the leader of a party or the chairman of its national executive of a 
party, the right to veto A, B and C or to decide who will or will not be candidates, or whatever, 
the public is entitled to know all of that�  I plead with the Minister of State to take this matter 
seriously before Report Stage�  If he has a quibble with the phraseology of the amendment, 
so be it�  The principle is simple�  A party has to come along with its rules to get registered�  
Presumably, there is something to be said for having a party that has amended its rules inform 
somebody that the rules under which it originally registered are no longer the rules�  The public 
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is entitled to know that�

I ask the Minister of State to reconsider this matter before Report Stage, allow the public to 
see exactly how every political party is organised, for example, whether there is an ard com-
hairle, a national executive or whatever, and let people work out where the power exists in any 
party�

06/07/2022DD00500An Cathaoirleach: As it is now 4�45 p�m�, I am required to put the following question in 
accordance with an Order of the Seanad of this day: “That amendment No� 32 is hereby nega-
tived in Committee; the Government amendments not disposed of, other than amendments Nos� 
123, 124 and 125, are hereby made to the Bill; in respect of each of the sections undisposed of, 
other than sections 155, 157 and 160 which are hereby deleted, the section or, as appropriate, 
the section as amended, is hereby agreed to in Committee; and the Title, as amended, is hereby 
agreed to in Committee.”

Question put: 

The Seanad divided: Tá, 26; Níl, 13�
Tá Níl

 Ahearn, Garret�  Boyhan, Victor�
 Ardagh, Catherine�  Boylan, Lynn�
 Blaney, Niall�  Craughwell, Gerard P�
 Buttimer, Jerry�  Flynn, Eileen�
 Byrne, Malcolm�  Higgins, Alice-Mary�
 Carrigy, Micheál�  Hoey, Annie�
 Chambers, Lisa�  Keogan, Sharon�
 Clifford-Lee, Lorraine.  McDowell, Michael�
 Conway, Martin�  Norris, David�
 Crowe, Ollie�  Ó Donnghaile, Niall�
 Cummins, John�  Ruane, Lynn�
 Currie, Emer�  Sherlock, Marie�
 Daly, Paul�  Warfield, Fintan.
 Davitt, Aidan�
 Doherty, Regina�
 Dolan, Aisling�
 Fitzpatrick, Mary�
 Kyne, Seán�
 Lombard, Tim�
 Martin, Vincent P�
 McGahon, John�
 McGreehan, Erin�
 Murphy, Eugene�
 O’Reilly, Joe�
 O’Sullivan, Ned�
 Seery Kearney, Mary�
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Tellers: Tá, Senators Seán Kyne and Lisa Chambers; Níl, Senators Michael McDowell and 
Victor Boyhan�

Question declared carried�

3 o’clock

  Bill reported with amendment� 06/07/2022FF00200An Cathaoirleach: When is it proposed to take Report 
Stage?

06/07/2022FF00300Senator  Regina Doherty: Tomorrow�

06/07/2022FF00400An Cathaoirleach: Is that agreed?  Agreed�

Report Stage ordered for Thursday, 7 July 2022� 

06/07/2022FF00600Higher Education Authority Bill 2022: Committee Stage

SECTION 1

06/07/2022FF00800Senator  David Norris: I move amendment No� 1:

In page 11, to delete lines 29 and 30, and in page 12, to delete lines 1 and 2�

I understand the Cathaoirleach with his usual graciousness will allow me to make a general 
statement� 

06/07/2022FF00900An Cathaoirleach: Whatever the Senator wants�

06/07/2022FF01000Senator  David Norris: Today is the 40th anniversary of the death of Terence Higgins after 
whom the Terence Higgins AIDS trust was founded.  It is worthy of note by Seanad Éireann in 
view of the tragic consequences of that epidemic�  I would like also to recognise and thank my 
colleague, the vice-chancellor of University of Dublin, Dr� Seán Barrett, who is with us today 
in the Visitors Gallery�  He is a distinguished former Member of this House and has provided 
me with a considerable number of amendments, not all of which I imagine we will reach today�

The Bill is all about accountability and responsibility, giving people explanations and allow-
ing them to know what is happening�  I am sure the Minister, who is a decent and open-hearted 
man, will agree with this�  The Seanad, as a review Chamber, is absolutely vital to us today in 
our democracy�

06/07/2022FF01100Senator  Vincent P. Martin: Hear, hear�

06/07/2022FF01200Senator  David Norris: This 142-page Bill has serious implications for Ireland because it 
will make Ireland a country that will not tolerate even one autonomous university�  This is about 
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autonomy�  Trinity College Dublin, TCD, in particular, has a very distinguished historical back-
ground, as, of course, has Maynooth University, which was founded in the days before Catholic 
Emancipation�  The Bill is a power grab of the permanent Government in Ireland - the power-
ful, senior bureaucracy.  What started as a review of the first 50 years of the Higher Education 
Authority, HEA, has today become an attack on the university sector, which is 430 years old�  
It is a sector that has served Ireland well and should not be under attack in this Bill�  I remind 
the House that the TCD features in the list of the most distinguished universities in the world�  
It is compiled every year or so�  The Bill has not been widely debated in either the universities 
or wider society because of a democratic deficit.  Debate in our universities has been prevented 
for two and a half years because of Covid-19 restrictions�  In the fullness of debate for which 
the Irish universities are famed, this legislation, if needed at all, would have been improved 
by debate on every campus in the country�  Again, this is about openness and accountability�  
Recently, the Taoiseach called for a controversial appointment at TCD to be paused�  This Bill 
should also be paused, as in the words of the Taoiseach�  Far too few people have been involved 
in its preparation.  The Bill proposes layers of extra bureaucracy in the HEA and in the colleges 
on the assumption that Irish universities underperform and that the Bill offers a cure in this re-
gard�  Irish universities and colleges do not underperform�  The Bill’s prescriptions are so badly 
grounded that they are likely to harm a sector that has served the island of Ireland and the world 
of learning so well�  I speak as a representative of a college that has provided three Nobel prize 
winners in recent decades, namely, Samuel Beckett, Ernest Walton and William Campbell�  We 
are very proud of them�

Let me add to the cheeriness of this debate.  The Central Statistics Office, CSO, reported on 
29 November 2021 that Irish participation in third-level education, at 63%, is higher than the 
EU average�  This, again, is something of which we can be proud�  We have always been known 
as the island of saints and scholars�  In the dark days of the early 19th century, when there 
were hedge schools, people showed their devotion to learning�  In fact, many people, including 
ragged children in the ditches, were able to understand and read Latin and Greek, which was a 
remarkable achievement�

In its 2019 education report, the OECD reported that young Irish people have the fourth 
highest standard of education in the world�  Ireland is now a full-employment economy with, as 
IDA Ireland companies report, a strong pool of skilled and diverse talent�  Year after year, the 
IDA reports that the skilled and talented Irish labour force is the main reason Ireland attracts 
so much foreign direct investment and so successfully serves the European Single Market�  In 
recent days, the Tánaiste has announced a review of industrial policy�  Perhaps he and the Min-
ister, who are rumoured to be rivals within the Government should-----

(Interruptions).

06/07/2022GG00300Senator  David Norris: Excuse me-----

06/07/2022GG00400Senator  Niall Ó Donnghaile: But not really�

06/07/2022GG00500Senator  David Norris: My script says perhaps they should have a chat�

06/07/2022GG00600Senator  Niall Ó Donnghaile: About what?

06/07/2022GG00700Senator  David Norris: The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment’s annual 
budget is just short of €900 million.  IDA Ireland and Enterprise Ireland firms employ some 
475,000 people.  The agencies do not appoint people to the boards of the enterprises they fi-
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nance�  The reward to Irish society is the employment they create, rather than seats on these 
companies’ boards�  Should the reward to Irish society from successful universities, such as 
TCD and others, be the graduates they produce rather than a handful of seats on governing 
bodies?

On the international stage, Irish degrees and qualifications are eagerly sought after.  Irish 
graduates are welcome entrants to the great graduate schools of the world as they pursue post-
graduate qualifications of the highest rank.  Irish third-level education is decentralised, diverse 
and serves its students and society well.  It is flexible, student-centred, international and, here-
tofore, reasonably bureaucrat-free�  This Bill is bureaucratically intense and based on quangos�  
It sits uneasily in this parliamentary democracy�  It proposes to reduce the number of people 
democratically elected to the governing bodies of universities and asks our democratic Parlia-
ment to support reducing the role of the ballot box.  Elected academics, elected non-academic 
staff and elected students are to be reduced in numbers, to be replaced by others whose route 
to the governing bodies is not specified by this legislation.  Why should the Oireachtas agree 
to this?

The Bill seeks to amend charters and letters patent which predate the foundation of the State�  
The Ceann Comhairle’s request that these documents be lodged in the Oireachtas Library to be 
consulted by Members was rejected by the Minister�  Why?  The Minister is looking puzzled, so 
perhaps there is an explanation.  Perhaps he does not know, or perhaps there is somebody lower 
down the chain who refused to put those documents in the library�  It would be interesting if the 
Minister were to be able to get an answer to this for me�

Respect for the Chair is a bulwark of our democracy�  There is a total disparity between 
the position of the Minister, who has advised that charters and letters patent can be readily 
emended, and those who believe that charters and letters patent are binding on both parties in 
perpetuity.  The latter viewpoint was strongly expressed in the US Supreme Court judgment in 
the Dartmouth College case in 1819, which overturned state intervention in the governance of 
that college�  Members should have been allowed to peruse these documents�

My amendment seeks to delete these lines on pages 11 and 12 of the Bill: “This Act, other 
than sections 85, 86, 87, 95, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103 and 105, shall come into operation 
on such day or days as the Minister may by order or orders appoint either generally or with 
reference to any particular purpose or provision and different days may be so appointed for dif-
ferent purposes or different provisions”.

06/07/2022GG00800Senator  Michael McDowell: I welcome the Minister to the House�  I qualify that wel-
come, however, with the following�  When we were on Second Stage of this Bill, I and Senator 
Craughwell drew to the Minister’s attention that this was an important Bill, far-reaching in its 
consequences, and that it could not be rushed through�  To be particular about what was said, I 
said: 

This Bill needs very serious further consideration�  It should not be guillotined and it 
should not be rushed through�

Senator Craughwell spoke about the fact that even the Minister’s own speech was reduced 
to 15 minutes�  He continued by saying that he sincerely hoped:

���we do not go down the silly route of guillotining the Bill at some stage before the end 
of the session�  We can always come back to it in September�
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It might be thought that those were reasonable requests�  In reply, the Minister said:

Unlike in the other House, I am not a Member here�  The Seanad orders its business as 
the Members wish to order its business�  I am here to genuinely engage in good faith�  We 
genuinely engaged on the issue in the Dáil�  We did not just come in and use our Dáil major-
ity to say, “Thanks very much, good night and good luck�”  We brought forward 179 amend-
ments�  While they were all brought forward in my name, bar one, many of them arose from 
Opposition contributions

Later, the Minister said:

��� as I mentioned earlier�  I am here to engage in good faith�  It will take the time that 
it takes, and we will work our way through it�  I would not be so rude, as a Member of the 
Lower House, to try to tell the Upper House how to do its business�

  The Minister then stated, “We took steps in the Dáil, which I am sure we will be able to 
tease through on Committee and Report Stages, to further strengthen the importance of au-
tonomy”�  This is what the Minister said in this House�

06/07/2022GG00900Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science  (Dep-
uty  Simon Harris): That is correct�

06/07/2022GG01000Senator  Michael McDowell: Therefore, the Minister can imagine my shock when, with-
out any warning whatsoever, the Deputy Leader this morning proposed an Order of Business 
guillotining this Bill this afternoon�  I do not know whether the Minister is aware of it, but the 
Deputy Leader gave a full explanation as to why she was guillotining it.  Sadly, it turned out that 
it was on the express instructions of the Minister that the matter had to go through-----

06/07/2022GG01100Senator  David Norris: Let the record show that the Minister is shaking his head�

06/07/2022GG01200Deputy  Simon Harris: I did not intervene�

06/07/2022GG01300Senator  Michael McDowell: That is what she told us�  The Deputy Leader said it was on 
the Minister’s express instructions-----

06/07/2022GG01400Deputy  Simon Harris: She did not hear it from me�  I do not know where she got that�  The 
Deputy Leader did not speak to me�

06/07/2022GG01500Senator  Michael McDowell: I am sorry�  I did not say that she spoke to the Minister�

06/07/2022GG01600Deputy  Simon Harris: Then do not speak for me either�

06/07/2022GG01700Senator  Michael McDowell: Let us not use weasel words here�

06/07/2022GG01800Deputy  Simon Harris: No-----

06/07/2022GG01900Senator  Michael McDowell: The Deputy Leader told us-----

06/07/2022GG02000Deputy  Simon Harris: That is not true now�

06/07/2022GG02100Senator  Michael McDowell: She told us that the Minister had made it clear that the Bill 
had to be guillotined-----

06/07/2022GG02200Deputy  Simon Harris: She is wrong�
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06/07/2022GG02300Senator  Michael McDowell: What?

06/07/2022GG02400Deputy  Simon Harris: She is wrong�  I am the Minister�  I am aware of what I say and 
what I do not say, thank you�

06/07/2022GG02500Senator  Michael McDowell: Sorry, it is not what-----

06/07/2022GG02600Senator  David Norris: It has been guillotined�

06/07/2022GG02700Senator  Michael McDowell: -----the Minister said�  It was on the Minister’s instruction�

06/07/2022GG02800Deputy  Simon Harris: It was not on my instruction�

06/07/2022GG02900Senator  David Norris: Who guillotined it then?

06/07/2022GG03000Deputy  Simon Harris: I do not know who guillotined it�

06/07/2022GG03100An Cathaoirleach: Through the Chair�  The Minister will be able to respond�  I call Senator 
McDowell�

06/07/2022GG03200Senator  Michael McDowell: I strongly doubt that we are being told the full truth�  I refer 
the Minister to what was said-----

06/07/2022GG03300Deputy  Simon Harris: By whom?  By me?

06/07/2022GG03400Senator  Michael McDowell: I refer the Minister to what went on in Westminster when 
on BBC Radio 4 an individual said that it was possible to construct a statement and for it to be 
true, but with your fingers crossed.

06/07/2022GG03500Deputy  Simon Harris: That is a terrible slur�

06/07/2022GG03600Senator  Michael McDowell: The Deputy Leader indicated to us that she had gone and 
sought instructions as to whether she could allow a lengthier debate, and that the Minister had 
made it clear that this legislation had to go through this House on a guillotine because it had to 
go-----

06/07/2022HH00100Senator  Aisling Dolan: That is not what was said�  On a point of order-----

06/07/2022HH00200An Cathaoirleach: I ask Senator McDowell to give possession-----

06/07/2022HH00300Senator  Aisling Dolan: On a point of order, I, too, was here on the Order of Business-----

06/07/2022HH00400An Cathaoirleach: The Minister had indicated he wanted to come in�

06/07/2022HH00500Senator  Michael McDowell: Yes�

06/07/2022HH00600An Cathaoirleach: What is the point of order?

06/07/2022HH00700Senator  Aisling Dolan: I was present for the Order of Business this morning and I listened 
to the Deputy Leader, who spoke about the legislation before the House today�  She indicated 
that she had looked to see whether there would be an opportunity�  She did not indicate that 
she had spoken directly to the Minister�  She indicated that she had asked for time on this leg-
islation�  I believe the Minister is right to come back on this�  If we go back to look over the 
comments, it will be clear.  She did indicate that there is a significant amount of legislation to 
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be dealt with and the Bills Office is under pressure.  The Cathaoirleach also spoke to that issue.

06/07/2022HH00800An Cathaoirleach: Does the Minister wish to come in?

06/07/2022HH00900Deputy  Simon Harris: To be helpful to the House, what Senator McDowell read out is ex-
actly what I said.  It is an exact transcript.  I am not a Member of the Upper House and I do not 
order the business here�  To be clear, I did not hear what the Deputy Leader said but she had no 
conversation with me.  This House reached out to my office today.  My office said I would make 
myself available tomorrow but I was told that would not work for the Seanad.  My office told 
the Seanad that I would make myself available on Friday but I was told that would not work for 
the Seanad�  I am delighted to debate the legislation with Senators but I will not sit here and be 
slurred�  I am available tomorrow and Friday but the Seanad is not�  It orders its own business�

06/07/2022HH01000Senator  Michael McDowell: Either the Government is coherent or it is not�  To be clear, 
nobody said they spoke to the Minister directly�

06/07/2022HH01100Deputy  Simon Harris: I am available tomorrow�  I am available on Friday�

06/07/2022HH01200Senator  Michael McDowell: Nobody said that but the House was informed that, on con-
sultation - through the Leader, I think - it was emphasised that the Bill had to go through this 
week and that, as a result, it had to be guillotined�  That is what we were told�

06/07/2022HH01300Deputy  Simon Harris: I am available tomorrow and on Friday�

06/07/2022HH01400Senator  Michael McDowell: It is a matter of complete indifference to me whether the 
Minister is available or not�  The problem is that-----

06/07/2022HH01500Deputy  Simon Harris: I think the House probably requires me for the legislation�

06/07/2022HH01600Senator  Michael McDowell: The Minister will not get away with weasel words here�

06/07/2022HH01700Deputy  Simon Harris: Sorry, the Senator should not accuse anyone of using weasel words�

06/07/2022HH01800Senator  Michael McDowell: The simple fact is that this House was led to believe that the 
Government-----

06/07/2022HH01900Senator  Malcolm Byrne: On a point of order-----

06/07/2022HH02000Deputy  Simon Harris: Senator McDowell is pontificating.

06/07/2022HH02100An Cathaoirleach: I ask Senators to be respectful in terms of their language�  We have a 
fraught few weeks ahead, so I want people to be respectful of each other�  I ask them to direct 
their remarks through the Chair�

06/07/2022HH02200Senator  Malcolm Byrne: In fairness to the Minister, he has made himself available�  While 
I have great respect for Senator Norris, there has been extensive consultation in respect of 
this legislation with the higher education institutions, the Irish Universities Association, Trinity 
College and the Oireachtas Joint Committee on Education.  The Minister and his officials have 
made themselves available to discuss any of the issues that are raised in the House�

06/07/2022HH02300Senator  David Norris: That is not how they see it�

06/07/2022HH02400Senator Malcolm Byrne: I do not know who Senator Norris is speaking to but everyone 
knows there has long been demand for reform of the higher education system�  With respect to 
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colleagues, the Act dates from 1971�  We are dealing with the higher education system of 2022 
and into to the future, not that of 1971 or, with respect, 1592�  This is not a question in respect 
of the academic autonomy of institutions�  These are questions relating to governance, particu-
larly with regard to financial accountability.  It is important that is the case.  We have already 
had Second Stage of the Bill, when there is an opportunity to make general statements�  If we 
are going to debate the amendments that have been tabled, let us do so�  I hope colleagues will 
ensure that eloquence replaces verbosity when it comes to dealing with the amendments�  In 
defence of the Minister-----

06/07/2022HH02500Senator  Aisling Dolan: An apology is required�

06/07/2022HH02600Senator Malcolm Byrne: What has been said is not fair on the Minister or the Deputy 
Leader because it is trying to misconstrue both of their positions�  Senator McDowell is aware 
of the legislative pressure that exists.  If less time was spent on procedural theatrics, both this 
morning and during this debate, and we actually got on to debating the amendments that are 
before us, then we could have real discussion�  We are already 24 minutes into the debate, how-
ever, and we have not even dealt with the first amendment.

06/07/2022HH02700An Cathaoirleach: I have allowed latitude on section 1 and the amendment-----

06/07/2022HH02800Senator  Michael McDowell: That is shameful stuff.  I was here this morning.  We sought 
extra time but were denied it.  It was represented to us that the Deputy Leader had, through 
whatever channel, sought extra time but it could not be given.

06/07/2022HH02900Deputy  Simon Harris: It could have been given�

06/07/2022HH03000Senator  Michael McDowell: All I am saying is that this is important legislation�  Senator 
Malcolm Byrne pointed out that it has been 50 years since there was last a Bill on this matter�  
That is all the more reason that, in dealing with an important Bill of this kind, we should not 
confine the Committee Stage, with so many amendments having been tabled, to four hours.  By 
the way, what happened this morning on the Order of Business has not in the slightest bit tres-
passed on those four hours.  The four hours started at 3 p.m. and will expire whenever they are 
due to expire.  The Senator is not going to get away with that trick.  This is disgraceful.  This 
is important legislation and it is being railroaded through�  Most of the amendments will never 
be discussed, for obvious reasons.  That is the effect of the guillotine that is being imposed at 
the behest of the Government�  You are a member of that Government and you could easily-----

06/07/2022HH03100An Cathaoirleach: Through the Chair�

06/07/2022HH03200Senator  Michael McDowell: If the Minister is suggesting the guillotine has been self-
imposed by the Seanad-----

06/07/2022HH03300Deputy  Simon Harris: It has�

06/07/2022HH03400Senator  Michael McDowell: -----but we were given the opposite impression on the Order 
of Business today�  I have to protest what has happened here�

06/07/2022HH03500Deputy  Simon Harris: What do Standing Orders say?

06/07/2022HH03600Senator  Michael McDowell: I resent people coming in with milk and watery explanations 
as to what happened, who did speak and who did not�  Senator Chambers was clear that she had 
sought extra time and it had been denied to her.
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06/07/2022HH03700Deputy  Simon Harris: I want clarification from Seanad officials on this because I am 
going to take this up-----

06/07/2022HH03800An Cathaoirleach: No, no�  The scheduling of business is nothing to do with the Seanad 
Office.  It has to do with the Leader’s office.

06/07/2022HH03900Deputy  Simon Harris: It has nothing to do with me, though�  I have made myself avail-
able�  Senator McDowell may say it matters diddly-squat to him whether I am here or not�  I 
was asked this morning if I would make myself available�  I said I would do so again tomorrow 
and on Friday�

06/07/2022HH04000Senator  Michael McDowell: Who decided not to take the Minister up on that?

06/07/2022HH04100Deputy  Simon Harris: I said that to the person who contacted us in respect of this�  That 
was said by me.  The Senator can have his own arguments and tiffs.  I am not allowing him to 
suggest in any way, shape or form that I am seeking to guillotine the debate�

06/07/2022HH04200Senator  Michael McDowell: Somebody is�

06/07/2022HH04300Deputy  Simon Harris: The truth is that I am available today, tomorrow and Friday�  I am 
in the hands of Seanad Éireann.

06/07/2022HH04400Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: With respect, people saying they are available tomorrow 
and on Friday is straightforwardly disingenuous.  This was the first item placed on the Order 
Paper this year�  The Bill has been on the Order Paper, ready to move, for months but it has 
been chosen to progress it in the past two to three weeks of this Seanad term�  This is about this 
decision and future ones�  My memory in respect of a request having been made and to whom 
it was made is the same�  I concur in that regard�

There is an opportunity.  Let us move to the next Stage.  There will be opportunities, for 
example, for the Government and the Leader to give a guarantee that Report Stage will not be 
guillotined�  Perhaps the Minister will state on the record if it is his preference that Report Stage 
not be guillotined�  If that means that Report Stage needs to be continued in autumn, so be it�  
While the Minister may be available tomorrow or the next day, the fact is that he is not the only 
Minister in play�  There are several other pieces of legislation that are also under time pressure�  
If the Bill was an urgent matter, it could have been brought forward two or three months ago�  It 
could have been brought forward-----

06/07/2022HH04500Deputy  Simon Harris: It was going through the Dáil�

06/07/2022HH04600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: It could have been brought forward at an earlier point�  The 
Minister is bringing it forward before the summer recess and framing it as emergency legisla-
tion while at the same time we have been told it is foundational legislation that will change the 
agenda for the next 50 years.  If it is significant legislation that has significant repercussions and 
we should be allowed to debate it for as long as is required, with that debate to continue in au-
tumn if necessary�  I ask the Minister to be clear on whether he is opposing the introduction of a 
guillotine on Report Stage of the Bill when it comes through next week.  I say that as a Member 
who has put forward more than 100 amendments in good faith, each of which would strengthen 
and improve the Bill if given the prosper consideration�  I do not make apologies for that�  For 
the Minister to say he is available on Friday or we can catch him on Saturday morning is not 
sufficient.  I recognise the Minister did not say that.  We are all working on multiple pieces of 
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legislation and the Minister needs to be clear if he is willing to prioritise a proper debate over 
rushing through this legislation before the summer recess�

06/07/2022JJ00200Senator  Michael McDowell: I want to note what was actually said�  The Deputy Leader 
said: “In relation to the HEA Bill, Minister Harris was asked for more time on this�  We were 
told it had to be passed by the recess�”

06/07/2022JJ00300An Cathaoirleach: Let that be the last word�  We are not discussing amendments, clearly�

06/07/2022JJ00400Deputy  Simon Harris: There are plenty of amendments to speak to and the Senators have 
chosen to stand up but not speak to the amendments, which is interesting�  This piece of legis-
lation has not been rushed�  It has not been described as emergency legislation�  Consultation 
first began on the reform of this legislation in July 2018.  The outcome of that was published in 
July 2019�  There was then a further round of consultation�  The general scheme to replace the 
1971 Bill was published by the Government in May 2021�  Pre-legislative scrutiny took place 
at the Oireachtas committee�  It began on 5 July and ran until September 2021�  Many of the 17 
recommendations arising from pre-legislative scrutiny have now been accepted�  The full and 
final Bill was approved by the Government on 14 December and was published on 7 January.

A total of 179 amendments were made on Committee and Report Stages, with 97 made on 
Committee Stage and 82 on Report Stage�  The Bill passed the Dáil on 22 June�  The Bill then 
came directly from the Dáil to the Seanad�  It could not have come to the Seanad any earlier be-
cause we have a bicameral system�  Legislation has to pass through one House before it comes 
to the other�  There were no weasel words involved and there is no need for somebody I have 
respect for, namely, Senator McDowell, to use provocative or offensive language.

I am in the hands of the Seanad as to how it wishes to do its business�  All I said was a 
simple statement of fact and the record of this House should be corrected if anyone is suggest-
ing anything to the contrary�  I did not seek the curtailment of this debate�  I was available to 
continue this debate tomorrow and was available on Friday but I was told Seanad Éireann was 
not available�

06/07/2022JJ00500Senator  Michael McDowell: The Deputy Leader of this House said-----

06/07/2022JJ00600An Cathaoirleach: The Senator has read that into the record�

06/07/2022JJ00700Senator  Michael McDowell: -----that time was sought and the Minister indicated that the 
legislation had to be dealt with before the recess�  The Minister must take responsibility for the 
fact the legislation is not going to be debated�

06/07/2022JJ00800An Cathaoirleach: We are on amendment No� 1 which amends section 1�

06/07/2022JJ00900Senator  Michael McDowell: I support Senator Norris’s amendment�

06/07/2022JJ01000Deputy  Simon Harris: In a refreshing move, I might speak to the amendment�

06/07/2022JJ01100An Cathaoirleach: In a startling new move, we will speak to the amendment�

06/07/2022JJ01200Deputy  Simon Harris: That is generally how Committee Stage works�  Amendment No� 1 
is in the names of Senators Norris and Boyhan�  I thank Senator Norris for his opening contribu-
tion which I will get to as we go through the various stages of the amendments�

The Senator will not be surprised that I am not in a position to accept this amendment be-
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cause it proposes to remove section 1(2) of the Bill�  That is the section which provides for the 
commencement of the Act by ministerial order with the exemption of certain sections relating 
to the incorporation of higher education institutions into technological universities�  The Sena-
tor, as a very long-serving Member of the Oireachtas, knows that this is a standard provision in 
any piece of legislation.  It is necessary to provide for the commencement of different sections 
of the Act and, therefore, removing it would prevent me from commencing various sections of 
the Act at various times�  That may have been the Senators intention�

Amendment put: 

The Committee divided: Tá, 15; Níl, 24�
Tá Níl

 Boyhan, Victor�  Ahearn, Garret�
 Boylan, Lynn�  Ardagh, Catherine�
 Craughwell, Gerard P�  Blaney, Niall�
 Flynn, Eileen�  Buttimer, Jerry�
 Gavan, Paul�  Byrne, Malcolm�
 Higgins, Alice-Mary�  Carrigy, Micheál�
 Hoey, Annie�  Chambers, Lisa�
 Keogan, Sharon�  Clifford-Lee, Lorraine.
 McDowell, Michael�  Conway, Martin�
 Mullen, Rónán�  Crowe, Ollie�
 Norris, David�  Cummins, John�
 Ó Donnghaile, Niall�  Currie, Emer�
 Ruane, Lynn�  Daly, Paul�
 Sherlock, Marie�  Doherty, Regina�
 Warfield, Fintan.  Dolan, Aisling�

 Fitzpatrick, Mary�
 Kyne, Seán�
 Lombard, Tim�
 Martin, Vincent P�
 McGahon, John�
 McGreehan, Erin�
 Murphy, Eugene�
 O’Sullivan, Ned�
 Ward, Barry�

Tellers: Tá, Senators David Norris and Michael McDowell; Níl, Senators Seán Kyne and 
Lisa Chambers�

Amendment declared lost�
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Section 1 agreed to�

SECTION 2

06/07/2022KK00300Senator  David Norris: I move amendment No� 2:

In page 12, between lines 7 and 8, to insert the following:

“ “academic member” means a member of An tÚdarás who, at the time of his ap-
pointment as such member, held an academic post;

“academic post” means a post in an institution of higher education (other than a post 
as chief officer) all or part of the duties of the holder of which is to teach any students of 
the institution or to carry out research;”�

I think the amendment should refer to “his or her appointment” rather than “his appoint-
ment.”  This is a matter of definition.  It is perfectly obvious that academics are the people who 
know the situation from the inside so they are the best qualified people to hold this position.

06/07/2022KK00400Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I support this amendment from Senator Norris�  It is very 
useful in that it is providing a definition in the Act of an academic member.  It is important we 
be very clear there are academics who are manifestly part of an t-údarás, who are academics 
doing the work of academics - teaching or carrying out research - and who have held such posts 
at the time of their appointment.  It is a useful clarification.  We will come later to some of 
the further substantive amendments in respect of the constitution of the board and the level to 
which academics, students, staff and unions are properly represented either on the board of an 
t-údarás or on the boards of institutions of higher education.  However, this definition is useful 
and makes all of our subsequent amendments much clearer�  I commend the amendment�

06/07/2022KK00500Deputy  Simon Harris: I thank the Senators�  As Senator Higgins rightly points out, this 
amendment needs to be seen in the context of more substantive amendments that come up later 
in the Bill in respect of the constitution and composition of the board of an t-údarás�  I believe 
these new definitions are not necessary as it is not specified in respect of the membership of the 
board of an t-údarás whether a member is an academic member�  The board is a competency-
based board and the competencies required are set out in section 16(2)(a)�  It is not a require-
ment to hold an academic post to be a member of an t-údarás�  I think that is probably an area 
where we have a disagreement that comes up later in the Bill�  Considering we intend for the 
HEA board to be a competency-based board and not to define its membership as an academic or 
trade union member or the likes, I therefore do not see why I would define “academic member” 
in section 2�

06/07/2022LL00100Senator  Michael McDowell: The Minister is correct in saying the significance of this 
amendment must be seen in the context of proposals to amend section 16.  At the moment, sec-
tion 16 says:

The Board shall consist of the following members: 

(a) a chairperson; 

(b) 11 ordinary members�

It goes on to say:
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���the chairperson and the ordinary members of the Board shall be appointed by the Min-
ister from among persons who, in the opinion of the Minister, have sufficient experience and 
expertise relating to—

(i) matters connected with the functions of an tÚdarás to enable them to make a sub-
stantial contribution to the effective and efficient performance of those functions.

I will stop there to say that seems to indicate people connected with and who have worked 
for or are retired from the HEA are in contemplation there�  The second category of people 
who are eligible are persons having “sufficient experience and expertise relating to ... matters 
connected to education, teaching and learning, research, the promotion and use of the Irish 
language, organisational and financial governance, management, public administration or risk 
management”�  That is all very well but the Minister’s power under section 16(2)(a) is to select 
11 ordinary members from those categories, which include for instance public administration, 
management and financial governance.  People who qualify on that ground are eligible to be 
appointed by the Minister but there is no obligation to appoint anybody who has, for instance, 
experience as an academic of how a university or other higher education institution operates.

The point is this legislation gives to the Minister the power to determine effectively who is 
on the board of an t-údarás and who is not�  There is also one other category I forgot to mention, 
namely, somebody who is “a student or a full-time officer of a national student union”.  How 
many students are there at any given time?  Perhaps 100,000�  There is to be a person who is 
there qua student, not a person who is there by reason of being in a student representative body 
or anything of that kind.  Therefore, there is massive flexibility there.

What Senator Norris’s amendments are attempting to achieve, in the round, is that the Min-
ister is not to be left with this unfettered discretion to compose this board of whoever he or she 
likes�  This House spent a long time, and I take some blame for it, considering the terms of the 
judicial appointments commission-----

06/07/2022LL00200Senator  Niall Ó Donnghaile: Just some of the blame�

06/07/2022LL00300Senator  Michael McDowell: I was glad of the support I got in that debate from Senator Ó 
Donnghaile and others but I make the point-----

06/07/2022LL00400Senator  Niall Ó Donnghaile: He has allocated some blame there�

06/07/2022LL00500Senator  Michael McDowell: I am sharing it out�  For a lot of these very important insti-
tutions of State we are putting in place now, other legislation guarantees a balance within the 
composition of those bodies�  It might stipulate not less than one person who shall have this 
experience, or one person who has that experience or, in the case of the judicial appointments 
legislation brought before this House the last time, people who had actually been vetted by the 
Public Appointments Service as to their suitability�  That was on an openness basis�  People 
could apply to be considered for appointment to these bodies but what we are doing here is 
giving the Minister almost limitless discretion as to who ends up on the board of an t-údarás�  
It goes on to say at least there will be at least 40% of each gender but there is nothing there to 
guarantee particular insights or experience as a prerequisite for appointment to the board.

The absence of those criteria means the Minister of the day will have power to make discre-
tionary appointments to the board in a way that is not consonant with what has been happening 
with other semi-State bodies where legislation has tended to require that of the ten, 11, 12 or 
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however many places it may be, two people will come from this category and two from that 
category or whatever�  That has been the trend in public legislation and now we have a situation 
where we are reversing that trend and granting to the Minister effectively limitless discretion as 
to who he or she appoints to the board�  That is what Senator Norris’s amendment is aiming to 
tie down so at the very least some obeisance should be made to the proposition that the Higher 
Education Authority, which has such a significant influence over higher education in Ireland, 
should have among its membership people who are academic persons who have experience of 
the academic life�  They must at a minimum be represented by some appointments to the board�

The alternative is to proceed with the section as it is and it might be that everybody would 
be either experienced in how t-údarás used to work or skilled in relation to the Irish language, 
organisational and financial governance, management, public administration or risk manage-
ment�  These things are so vague and there is not a guaranteed minimum quota for any of them 
in the composition of the board�  I strongly support Senator Norris’s amendment�

06/07/2022LL00600Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I, too, support Senator Norris in this�  With the appoint-
ments in this Bill generally there is an exclusion first and foremost of members of local authori-
ties�  When I look at this particular section I wonder how the Irish Federation of University 
Teachers, IFUT, and the Teachers Union of Ireland, TUI, which are the two trade unions repre-
senting third level staff, feel about students being given a priority here and trade unions being 
ignored in this section, from what I can see�  Maybe I am wrong and have misread it but it looks 
like a student can be appointed but there is no provision here to appoint members of either of 
the trade unions that represent the teaching staff in these colleges.  I am interested in what the 
Minister has to say on that�  Maybe I have misread it�

06/07/2022LL00700Senator  Malcolm Byrne: The current provision with regard to the authority is that essen-
tially, the Minister, in his discretion, makes all the necessary appointments�

06/07/2022LL00800Senator  Michael McDowell: That is about 50 years old�

06/07/2022LL00900Senator Malcolm Byrne: I appreciate that, although there are colleagues of Senator Mc-
Dowell who say we should not be changing things that are 50 years, or 400 years, old, but I 
agree on the need for some of the changes�

06/07/2022LL01000Senator  Rónán Mullen: I would love to know what is 400 years old that we think should 
not be changed�  Does the Senator mean the statute for fraud or something?

06/07/2022LL01100An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Byrne, without interruption�

06/07/2022LL01200Senator Malcolm Byrne: I refer Senator Mullen to Senator Norris’s earlier contribution�  
When the authority was established in 1971, the legislation effectively gave the Minister the 
power to make the appointments to the authority at the time�  In fact there is no provision with 
specific regard to student representation.  Part of the reason I know this is I was education offi-
cer with the USI in the year we achieved it.  By the way, the Minister who made the first student 
appointment to the HEA was Micheál Martin�  The tradition has been kept up ever since but that 
is done by discretion rather than by legislation, so adding this into the legislation is certainly 
welcome�

Senator McDowell is slightly wrong in saying the Minister can pick almost anybody�

4 o’clock
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Section 16(2) states that the individual shall have to have “sufficient experience and exper-
tise relating to” a number of categories, which are laid out quite-----

(Interruptions).

06/07/2022MM00300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Senator Byrne should be allowed to speak without interruption�

06/07/2022MM00400Senator  Malcolm Byrne: It is unusual that a number of Members on the Independent 
benches, who insist we do not guillotine legislation yet who constantly seem to wish to inter-
rupt when anyone else wishes to speak, are interrupting�  It is only a pity, given they are in the 
consultation process, that they did not engage as extensively as the Minister has done over the 
past four years.  I would like to know, and we will soon find out on the record, the extent to 
which Senator Craughwell made representations during that time�

What is key about the authority - and this is where I have some sympathy with the proposers 
of the amendment - and what has to be remembered is that this is not a representative board�  
The idea is that the student who is on the board is not there solely as a student representative 
nor if somebody from an academic background is put on the board, is he or she an academic 
representative.  They are there because of the skills and experience they have to contribute to 
the body corporate�  In the same way, with the boards of most organisations, members should 
leave their representative hats at the door and seek to fulfil the objectives laid out within the 
legislation�

That said, and as the Minister will be aware, I have proposed an amendment relating to this 
matter later in the Bill.  In that amendment I state specifically that, tied in with this, there should 
be experience of international higher education, particularly given the space within which the 
authority and the universities should operate�  I, therefore, have some sympathy with the pro-
posers of this amendment�  It is quite clear, and the requirement is there, that the appointee 
shall have sufficient experience and expertise relating to matters connected to education, teach-
ing, learning, research and so on.  I do not necessarily expect the Minister to appoint a farmer 
simply because he or she happens to be a supporter of the Minister�  Whoever is involved will 
have to show that he or she fulfils the necessary criteria and has, as according to the legislation, 
sufficient experience and expertise.  There is merit in having a student voice on the board but, 
equally, other members should be able to guarantee some level of expertise in that regard and 
of higher education�  The question is how we ensure that this is a representative board while, 
at the same time, ensuring that the necessary experience and competences be available for an 
túdarás to fulfil its objectives and that these can be formed from the composition of the board.

06/07/2022MM00500Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I may table an amendment on Report Stage in respect of 
the definition relating to the academic member to address the gender issue Senator Norris high-
lighted�  The Minister’s response indicates that we do not necessarily need people with aca-
demic experience on the board.  An t-údarás is given extraordinary powers.  With respect to 
Senator Malcolm Byrne, the Minister mentioned that there was previously discretion, but this 
Bill centralises extraordinary powers in an t-údarás.  There is a shift.  There is a lot less discre-
tion at the level of individual institutions of higher education as a result of this Bill�  There are 
also extraordinary powers given to an t-údarás.  In that regard, it is a concern if, effectively, the 
Minister has full discretion as to who makes up the membership of the board of an túdarás�  It is 
poor practice�  The Minister mentioned that the members will have proved themselves; they will 
not have to have proved themselves to anybody expect the Minister.  His or her judgment and 
opinion are considered the test�  We have mechanisms available in this State such as the Public 
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Appointments Service, PAS, whereby we can determine whether people have appropriate skills, 
but those mechanisms are not being used in this case�  To be clear, the provisions under section 
16(2) are filled with the word “or” such that the experience and expertise may be related to any 
one of a number of areas.  For example, it could well be that all the members have experience 
of management or public administration and none has experience of academic matters, and the 
core function of an t-údarás relates to academic institutions�  It is an incredibly important and a 
specific role.  I point to best practice even in other legislation, or certainly improving practice 
in other legislation.  For example, in the case of climate legislation, in the appointments to the 
Climate Change Advisory Council there was learning from the fact that undue discretion was 
not sufficient.  Because the previous council had quite an unbalanced number of economists and 
lacked academic and scientific expertise, provision was made in the new climate legislation to 
require a balance on it between the sets of skills set out�  In the legislation as set out in section 
16(2) and, indeed, in the Minister’s reply, we have not had any indication or guarantee that there 
will be academic representation on the board of an t-údarás�  That is the current stance and it is 
a matter of significant concern.

06/07/2022MM00600Senator  David Norris: This is just a tangential and light-hearted comment�  Where I come 
from, the word “academic” is often used to indicate that something is completely irrelevant and 
has no practical function�

06/07/2022MM00700Senator  Michael McDowell: The Senator’s point is academic�

06/07/2022MM00800Deputy  Simon Harris: I will let the tangential point stand�  I thank Senator Norris and 
thank the other Senators for their contributions�

The amendment relates to the definition in respect of the academic member of the board.  As 
I suggested in my earlier comments, Members felt the need, understandably, to wander to other 
sections to have a more holistic conversation; I get that�  The amendment relates to whether 
we should define “academic member” in the legislation.  Considering that the Bill being put 
forward by the Government establishes a competency-based board that does not distinguish on 
the basis of academic or non-academic experience and expertise, I am not in a position to define 
“academic member” in the Bill�  Senators can disagree with that position but they will under-
stand that that is the logic in my not being in a position to accept the amendment�

The powers invested in the Minister are not new�  The Minister of the day already appoints 
the board of an t-údarás.  I go back to our pre-legislative scrutiny and the significant time some 
Members of this House, some Members of the other House, stakeholders and others spent at 
committee meetings and the like�  We have tried in this legislation to do something that was not 
done in the 1971 Act but is done in this Bill, that is, to begin to detail what certain competencies 
might look like.  To give one example, Deputy Ó Snodaigh, to whom I openly give credit for 
this, was of the view that we needed to be clearer in respect of the Irish language�  We made an 
amendment on Committee Stage to spell that out�  We can debate whether we have got it right or 
got it wrong, but I want Senators to understand the process we have gone through�  As for sec-
tion 16(2)(a)(ii), we are endeavouring to do something the 1971 Act did not do, which is, rather 
than granting unfettered power, to begin to outline the competency set a Minister shall consider�

I will make a point that I think is fair�  Anybody in politics longer than a week understands 
that appointments to boards by Ministers are heavily scrutinised, and rightly so�  I could give 
the House many examples of board appointments and other appointments that have not gone 
very well�  We all know about them�  Anybody who suggests that board appointments are not 
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scrutinised within an inch of their lives on the floors of this House and of the other House, in 
the national media, quite rightly, and in Oireachtas committees, is being slightly, if not acci-
dentally, disingenuous�  The PAS is used by the Government for the appointment of people to 
State agencies and has been used for the HEA board.  We have been extremely fortunate with 
the calibre of people we have attracted to the HEA board�  This is not intentional, but I am very 
proud of that and I strongly reject any negative assertion about what I call the USI seat, that is, 
the student representative seat, on the HEA board�  We have had a proud tradition, started by the 
current Taoiseach, of USI presidents generally representing people on the board�  I am sorry; I 
should have referred to Senator Hoey�  She was that person on the HEA board�  That has worked 
really well�  All we are doing now is spelling out that long-standing practice and precedent in 
legislation, which seems like an appropriate thing to do�  We are also doing something which I 
believe was referred to by Senator McDowell - and I am probably disappointed that there has 
not been more reference to it - which is to spell out the importance of trying to get a gender bal-
ance on the board of the Higher Education Authority, with a specific reference to 40%.

 When people ask about this group or that group, I ask about gender equality, which is 
spelled out very clearly in this Bill�

There is a little bit in some of the comments, and I am going to just call it out, of wanting 
to diminish the Minister’s role, whoever he or she is�  There is a great amount of talk about 
autonomy, freedom and all of this, but what about democracy as well?  I got elected, received 
a seal of office from the President of Ireland, and I am appointed to serve in Cabinet.  There is 
a role for the Minister and for a Government Department and we should not be shy nor are we 
going to in any way suggest that the Minister exercising that role or function is anyway dirty 
or inappropriate�

06/07/2022NN00200Senator  Rónán Mullen: There is also a reason to prevent overreach�

Progress reported, Committee to sit again�

06/07/2022NN00400Visit of Israeli Delegation

06/07/2022NN00500Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): Before we continue, I wish to welcome 
H.E. Lironne Bar Sadeh, the Israeli ambassador to Ireland, and her delegation to Seanad Éire-
ann�  It is great to have you here�

06/07/2022NN00600Higher Education Authority Bill 2022: Committee Stage (Resumed)

Debate resumed on amendment No� 2:

In page 12, between lines 7 and 8, to insert the following:

“ “academic member” means a member of An tÚdarás who, at the time of his 
appointment as such member, held an academic post;

“academic post” means a post in an institution of higher education (other than 
a post as chief officer) all or part of the duties of the holder of which is to teach 
any students of the institution or to carry out research;”�
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- (Sanator David Norris)�

06/07/2022NN00800Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): A number of Members have indicated 
their wish to speak and I call now on Senator Craughwell�

06/07/2022NN00900Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: The Minister is dead right as anybody who was appointed 
to a board in this country is subject to scrutiny from either within this House, the Lower House 
or anywhere else one may wish to mention in society in general�  I wish to put on the record, 
however, that chairpersons of boards are frequently brought in before Oireachtas committees 
and we have absolutely no say in whether their appointment is sanctioned or not�  It is purely a 
“hello, nice to meet you” meeting�  I have stated at committees on a number of occasions that 
it is a waste of both the board chairperson’s and the committee’s time�  We do not scrutinise the 
people who are appointed by Ministers�

I fully appreciate the role of the Minister in making appointments but this House and the 
Dáil has a role in overseeing the work of the Minister.  Where we cannot do that, there is a flaw, 
and that flaw does not just exist in this Bill, but it is in the system right across the Oireachtas.  
A Minister makes an appointment and no matter how repugnant to the public that appointment 
may be, nobody other than the Minister of the day can change that�

06/07/2022NN01000Senator  Michael McDowell: I agree with the Minister that where a Minister makes ap-
pointments, they are subject to retrospective scrutiny by the media and by Members of the 
Houses but the simple fact is once those appointments are made, they cannot be unmade unless 
some massive scandal has emerged and the person is removed under the statutory powers�

The context for all of this is that - I do not wish to leap ahead because I do not believe we 
will ever get there in any event - under section 143, the HEA is given power to: “adopt and is-
sue guidelines, codes or policies to designated institutions of higher education for any purpose 
relating to this Act and concerning [among other things, the implementation of any policy or 
objective of the Minister or of the Government�]”  The HEA can therefore give guidelines, 
codes or policies out in respect of Government policy�  

When one looks back then to the power of the Chief Executive Officer, CEO, of the HEA 
under section 64, he or she is entitled: 

 ... if he or she is of [the] opinion that there are significant concerns regarding the gov-
ernance of a designated institution of higher education or the performance by such an insti-
tution of its functions or, [and this is the crucial one] compliance by it with its obligations 
including, but not limited to, compliance with any guidelines, codes or policies issued under 
section 143, [it can issue a demand, effectively, to the institution in question to comply with 
Government policy�]

What does that mean in terms of autonomy?

Under section 143, the Bill states that here is a code for the Government’s policy, comply 
with it, and if you do not, the chief executive officer is going to ask you to comply with it and 
then, horror of horrors, he or she is entitled to threaten to cut off your funding if you do not 
comply with it�  

The Minister may say that that is democratic because he, as Minister, can enunciate a policy 
and the institution is obliged to comply with the Minister’s policy as enunciated�  That, how-
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ever, is a very significant power to be given to an institution which until now has had autonomy 
to say that it will not go with the Minister’s policies in respect of A, B and C and is entitled, as 
a group, to think that the Minister is putting an overemphasis on whatever it is�  I am not talking 
here about things like gender equality, or such issues, but I am talking about the broad frame 
of policy�  

If a Minister of the day can lay down policy guidelines and the HEA, through its chief ex-
ecutive, can threaten to cut off funding for failing to comply with a ministerial policy statement, 
that is in fact deeply corrosive of the notion that, for example, Trinity College, with its 400 year 
old charter, or the National University of Ireland NUI, with its 100 plus years of independence, 
is obliged to so comply�  It gives the Minister of the day the right to say that he or she is enun-
ciating the policy, and is requesting the HEA’s chief executive officer to call UCD, for example, 
to book because it is not complying with his or her policy�  Then, under the Act, the Minister 
can have the CEO of the HEA threaten to cut off the institution’s funding if it does not comply.  
That is what this Act is about in principle�  

I have no doubt that the Minister may have very benign thoughts on this matter, but not ev-
ery Minister in the future is perhaps going to take a benign view of an institution that just simply 
does not like his or her policies�

06/07/2022NN01100Senator  David Norris: And the Minister may have no experience whatever of higher edu-
cation�

06/07/2022NN01200Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, Innovation and Science (Depu-
ty  Simon Harris): Or health or justice or-----

06/07/2022NN01300Senator  Michael McDowell: We will not get into that�

06/07/2022NN01400Senator  David Norris: Well, we have had several doctors in Health�

06/07/2022NN01500Deputy  Simon Harris: Senator McDowell was not a policeman when he was Minister for 
Justice, Equality and Law Reform�

06/07/2022NN01700Senator  Michael McDowell: I make the point that we are talking about fully preserving 
autonomy but we are also giving the Minister for Further and Higher Education, Research, In-
novation and Science the right to enunciate policy and are giving the HEA the right to cut off 
funding for people who do not comply with the Minister’s policies.  I find that that is not con-
sistent with what I used to believe was university autonomy�

06/07/2022NN01800Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): We have a number of speakers remain-
ing, namely, Senators Malcolm Byrne, Craughwell, Dolan and Mullen�  I call Senator Byrne 
now to speak�

06/07/2022NN01900Senator  Malcolm Byrne: There is a misrepresentation around this piece of legislation that 
it safeguards academic autonomy�  This is not a piece of legislation that has anything to do with 
academic autonomy and there are specific safeguards built into legislation around this.  This is 
to do with questions around governance and financial accountability.

06/07/2022NN02000Senator  David Norris: The institutions are already financially accountable to the Comp-
troller and Auditor General�

06/07/2022NN02100Senator Malcolm Byrne: Yes, we will come to the Comptroller and Auditor General be-
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cause I want to speak directly to the point raised by Senator Higgins that this gives more power 
to the HEA�  It does�  Part of the reason this legislation had to come about was because of inci-
dents at the University of Limerick, UL, where serious questions were being asked about where 
money was being spent�  UL was using the autonomy line and that essentially there was nothing 
to see here even though-----

06/07/2022NN02200Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: The university is not here to defend itself�

06/07/2022NN02300Senator Malcolm Byrne: This issue came extensively before the Committee of Public 
Accounts, and so on, at the time�  I fully respect the academic autonomy of institutions, but we 
also expect that in respect of the very considerable sums of moneys that are made available to 
them by the State, that those institutions are accountable for these sums�  I am particularly glad, 
incidentally, that the Minister is also addressing now the core funding issue�  When the issues 
in respect of UL arose - there were other institutions involved also, and this is not just to single 
UL out - we, as a State were not able to get the necessary level of accountability concerned�  The 
only options that were available, quite frequently, to the HEA under the old legislation was to 
send in a visitor�  This was, essentially, to disband the governing body, to move in, and to press 
the nuclear button�

This legislation is about ensuring that there is accountability for the taxpayers’ money that 
goes into the universities�  We can have debates around the necessary safeguards which have 
to be put in place because I know that we have talked about conferring too much power on the 
chief executive of the HEA.  We had some discussion of that principle on Second Stage.  There 
have to be checks and balances in that regard�  However, where there are checks and balances, 
because the Minister is democratically accountable to these Houses, the chief executive of the 
HEA is the Accounting Officer to the Minister.  The HEA has to have a certain level of power 
with regard to the State investment that goes in to the institutions�

With respect to Senator McDowell, the Minister will not determine the academic policies 
of any institution�  I would completely oppose this legislation if any such measure were in it�  
This is why it was considered in detail�  Amendments were tabled in the Dáil to strengthen this�  
I am certain that no Minister or Government would allow for that in the Bill, especially when 
we are pointing the finger at countries such as Hungary.  The safeguards are in the legislation.

Those of us who have been involved in the process for a long time know that this is about 
financial accountability and governance.  We need to understand that it has nothing to do with 
the question of academic autonomy, which must be protected�  It is important that we ensure 
there are people in the authority with academic experience and, equally, that people outside of 
academia are appointed�  Ministers do not always get appointments right�  Senator Hoey might 
remember that one of the appointments to the board of the HEA by the Minister’s predecessor, 
Deputy Bruton, was Mr� Paddy Cosgrave, who famously made a number of comments about 
academic achievement�  It would be fair to say that the Minister and Mr� Cosgrave would not 
be good friends�

06/07/2022OO00200Senator  Rónán Mullen: We might as well talk about amendments, for the benefit of the 
House, because we do not all have good memories�

06/07/2022OO00300Senator  Lynn Ruane: It is not appropriate to speak in the Chamber about people who are 
not here�  It is not okay�

06/07/2022OO00400Senator  Malcolm Byrne: If we are to speak specifically with regard to the authority and 
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this amendment, it should be about its members having sufficient experience to inform the 
decision-making processes and meet the strategic objectives of the authority, rather than them 
all being representative�

06/07/2022OO00500Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: My colleague, Senator Malcolm Byrne, made reference 
to how many inputs I made to pre-legislative scrutiny.  I sit on two extremely busy committees, 
the Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence and the Joint Committee on Transport and 
Communications�  I was also sitting on the Joint Committee on Public Petitions at the time, as 
well as conducting normal day-to-day business�  I did not have any input in pre-legislative scru-
tiny in this area, as I am sure Senator Byrne does not have an input in foreign affairs, transport 
or some of the other areas�  That does not preclude me from taking on board advice given to 
me by academics, members of trade unions and those who appeared before the very committee 
the Senator spoke about to try to have included in the legislation issues such as that addressed 
by Senator McDowell some time ago, namely, the overarching power of the chief executive of-
ficer, without any reference to his or her board, with respect to sanctions.

I made the point, as a former president of a trade union, that there should be provision to 
have academic representation from IFUT or the TUI�  It works very well on the Teaching Coun-
cil and I do not see any reason it would not work on this authority�  I have every faith in the 
Minister�  I have supported him in public on many of the things he has done�  He is far-sighted 
and has ambition for higher and further education in this country, the like of which I have not 
seen before.  I compliment him on that.  However, the Minister will leave office at some stage 
and another Minister will be appointed who may not be the same type of person or may not hold 
the same principles as he does.  What we are trying to do here is to define for the next Minister 
precisely what should be in this legislation�

The only issue on which I differ slightly with Senator Norris is on the academic experts or 
members�  They should be drawn from IFUT or TUI, which are the main trade unions repre-
sented in the higher and further education sector�  From that point of view, that is the argument 
I am making�  We will not reach an amendment about having local authority members repre-
sented on the various boards included in this Bill�  I will not take away from the considerable 
work done on this Bill but, at the end of day, there is a reasonable argument for this and it is not 
a lot to ask that it be taken on board�

06/07/2022OO00600Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): I gave speakers some latitude�  I ask 
Senators to keep to the subject of amendments in order that we can get through them as quickly 
as possible�

06/07/2022OO00700Senator  Aisling Dolan: I will address some of the comments on this amendment�  The pur-
pose of the Bill is to fund a greater number of students to access third level through traditional 
universities but also our brand new technological universities�  As a democratic state, we need 
to ensure funding is equally dispersed and managed throughout all of our institutions�  The chief 
executive of the HEA will be responsible to the board of the HEA and is the person responsible 
for the funding�  He or she is making the funding allocations, on behalf of the HEA, to each of 
these institutions and is responsible for those funding announcements and decisions�  As such, if 
the chief executive then identifies that there are issues with funding, it is within his or her remit 
to follow up on that�

The HEA puts policies together but there is engagement at a very early stage with the other 
departments and higher education institutions throughout the country�  There is engagement 
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with and on these policies prior to their final development.  This ensures there is engagement 
with all stakeholders�  It is crucial that we hear those voices at every stage�  These policies are 
to benefit all in society, ensure we have more people accessing third level and coming through 
further and higher education and achieve the excellence we want to see at third level.  That is 
what this Bill will achieve�

06/07/2022OO00800Senator  Rónán Mullen: I will speak to amendment No� 317, for which I am responsible, 
and make a few points with regard to what has already been said�  I remember when I was in 
student politics in Galway�  I was elected president of the students’ union there in 1991�  It was 
for the Minister of the day to officially approve my appointment to the governing body of UCG, 
as it was.  I remember these things took time.  As sabbatical officers came and went, year in, 
year out, it was not always the case that the minute people were elected, their membership of 
the board of governors of the governing body would be ratified.  The problem with that was 
dealt with by the governing body admitting me as a non-voting member until such time as the 
Minister of the day would ratify me�  I cannot remember whether it was Noel Davern or Mary 
O’Rourke who was the Minister at the time�  It was just as well that I was allowed to attend 
meetings because the Minister never got around to ratifying me during the course of the year�  
I remember, on one occasion, having completely forgotten about the matter and when I went 
to vote on an amendment or a point on which a vote was called by the governing body, I put 
up my hand.  The then runaí um ghnóthaí acadúla, the secretary for academic affairs, brought 
me down with a bang and said that the vote was 24, instead of 25, agus nach raibh an tUasal Ó 
Maoláin ceadaithe go fóill�

 I understand and respect the importance of student representation on important bodies and, 
therefore, I understand why the legislation makes specific reference to the appointment of stu-
dent representation to an t-údarás�  However, it highlights the distinct oddness of the absence 
of a specific reference to academic representation on an t-údarás.  It is fine for the Minister to 
say this is because this is a competency-based body rather than a representative body�  I believe 
that is the gist of his rationale for this exclusion.  Does one infer from that, therefore, that it 
would not be enough protection for student representation to leave it to the Minister to judge 
that in appointing a competency-based body, it would be necessary to have student representa-
tion?  It seems to me that there is an element of sauce for the goose and sauce for the gander 
to this�  Students are stakeholders with competency to participate in a board of governors of an 
t-údarás, the HEA or a university or designated institution, as are academics�  We can all see 
how any test of competency, to have all the necessary skills and perspectives under the heading 
of “competence” for such a board, would require student and academic representation�  The fact 
is that the Minister has chosen to specifically reference student representation but not academic 
representation.  He cannot explain away that anomaly by referring to the fact that it is the re-
sponsibility of the Minister to make competency based appointments and imply that academ-
ics will, of course, be a part of that.  It is not sufficient to imply it when the Minister specified 
another category, as he did with students, in another part of the Bill�

On that very subject, I am reminded of Ronald Reagan’s phrase to Mikhail Gorbachev; “Let 
me tell you why we don’t trust you”�  The Minister talks about competency based bodies but I 
refer to the very point that Senator McDowell raised, which is the non-amenability of the CEO 
to the board of an t-údarás regarding certain very serious decisions the CEO may have to make�  
The CEO is amenable and requires the approval of the board of an t-údarás in certain decisions 
on compliance and measures, “remedial and other measures” is the phrase used in the Bill, that 
may have to be taken but not in others�
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The problem that many universities have with this is that if one is serious about competence 
being the hallmark and criterion for the appointment of people to the boards of universities, as 
well as the board of an t-údarás, one must recognise that if people are being put into a position 
of competence, their competence to govern has to be respected�  If they choose to depart from a 
prescribed guideline, code or policy, if one is to get the balance right in the context of universi-
ties as State-funded and State-recognised institutions, but nonetheless independent of the State, 
one must respect what it means to appoint a competency based board�  It means the presumption 
is that if they have a reason to depart from a particular code, guideline or policy and explain it, 
that that is a desirable approach�  It is not as though there is no further measure open to the HEA 
if the explanation is unsatisfactory or the problem persists.

The other problem is that universities believe the actual competence of the board of gover-
nors is not being respected�  They believe respect for their competence would mean that in the 
decision of a university to sanction or perform remedial or other such measures arising out of 
actions or failures to act, as seen by the CEO, they should be accountable to decisions that are 
themselves subject to the approval of a board�  In other words, they believe that if a competent 
board, to whom a president of a university is ultimately responsible, backs the president and 
the administration of the university in making particular decisions, respect for their competence 
in getting the structures of all of this right would mean that any decisions, which seek to rem-
edy the situation or intervene, involving serious decisions about the freezing or withholding 
of funding, because the Minister is insisting in putting competence based boards in place at 
university level, any decisions to intervene on the recommendation of the CEO of an t-údarás, 
should by definition be precisely that.  They should be decisions on the recommendations of the 
CEO but approved by the board�  The board should be somehow held accountable, ultimately, 
not by an individual but by another board�

To the argument that the CEO is somehow the Accounting Officer to the Comptroller and 
Auditor General, or that the CEO is the man or woman in the spot, the fact that the CEO would 
have to get board approval for a decision in no way takes from the CEO’s accountability or legal 
position of accountability�  People come before Oireachtas committees all the time and have to 
account for their role, decisions and stewardship�  It does not mean that the decisions they take 
are somehow decisions that they are empowered to take completely independently�  They are 
decisions they take because they have boards to which they are accountable�

The Minister has presented the argument - a slippery argument which I ultimately do not 
believe is valid - that the reason he is not requiring that CEOs be accountable to the board of an 
t-údarás for certain key and serious actions they want to take in universities, is that somehow it 
is because they are the person in the accountable spot that justifies him or her not being required 
to have the approval of the board of an t-údarás�  That argument makes no sense�  People who 
are accountable in law for whatever function they hold, in most cases that I can think of, are still 
accountable to the boards that are behind them.  That does not speak to the specific amendment 
but it does relate to the issue of a competency based board�  There is a problem in that aspects 
of the Bill do not seem to respect the competence and appropriate zone of action of individual 
universities and governors that hold them to account�

On the subject of amendment No� 317-----

06/07/2022PP00200Senator  Malcolm Byrne: We are only on amendment No� 2�

06/07/2022PP00300Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): There was a mix-up.
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06/07/2022PP00400Senator  Rónán Mullen: I apologise�

06/07/2022PP00500Senator  David Norris: I thought they were coupled�

06/07/2022PP00600Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): We are still on section 2, amendment 
No� 2, in the names of Senators Norris, Clonan, Boyhan, and McDowell�  There was a mistake 
with the TV-----

06/07/2022PP00700Senator  Rónán Mullen: With the grouping�  It caused me to do a lot of hurried scribbling 
a few minutes ago�

06/07/2022PP00800Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): There were no mistakes with the group-
ing�  The mistake was with the TV screen�

06/07/2022PP00900Senator  Rónán Mullen: Amendment No� 317 is not being discussed yet?

06/07/2022PP01000Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): No, not yet, which means the Senator 
has plenty of time�

06/07/2022PP01100Senator  Rónán Mullen: Which brings me to my last point-----

06/07/2022PP01200Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): The Senator may like to make his last 
point brief�

06/07/2022PP01300Deputy  Simon Harris: Next point.

06/07/2022PP01400Senator  Michael McDowell: For the time being�

06/07/2022PP01500Senator  Rónán Mullen: How can we believe the Minister when, last week, no one was 
left in any doubt that he fully supported thorough scrutiny of the many amendments that have 
been carefully prepared on foot of consultation and contact between Members and legitimate 
stakeholders?  According to his explanation today, he is allowing a process to go ahead without 
protest that will see the Bill guillotined after a few, very short hours of scrutiny�

06/07/2022PP01600Senator  Malcolm Byrne: I do not think it is without protest, in fairness�

06/07/2022PP01700Senator  Rónán Mullen: It is without protest from the Minister�

06/07/2022PP01800Deputy  Simon Harris: I protested a lot of it�

06/07/2022PP01900Senator  Rónán Mullen: The Minister has the power to ask and insist that the Bill is not 
guillotined today�  Has he used that power?

06/07/2022PP02000Deputy  Simon Harris: I have no such power�

06/07/2022PP02100Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): We will not have a back and forth with 
the Minister�

06/07/2022PP02200Senator  Rónán Mullen: The Minister has the power to ask it�

06/07/2022PP02300Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: We could call the Leader into the Chamber�

06/07/2022PP02400Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): Hold on a second and relax.  Everyone 
needs to tone it down a bit�  Can we speak to the amendments, if that is alright?  We do not need 
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a back and forth�

06/07/2022PP02500Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: The Senator is right�  We could call in the Leader�

06/07/2022PP02600Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): Let us speak to the amendments�

06/07/2022PP02700Senator  Rónán Mullen: We are in a completely artificial process where we have to slide 
in important, substantive points relating to other amendments because we know we will not get 
to them today-----

06/07/2022PP02800Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): That is a fair point but if we are also 
going to-----

06/07/2022PP02900Senator  Rónán Mullen: -----and the Minister is asking us to trust the Government�  He is 
the Minister but he is presiding here on behalf of the Government�

06/07/2022PP03000Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): I am all for letting Senators speak as 
much as possible, but let us get through some of the amendments and afford as much time to 
as many Senator to participate in the debate and go through as many amendments as possible�

06/07/2022PP03100Senator  Rónán Mullen: How many amendments does the Acting Chair think that will be 
by the time he-----

06/07/2022PP03200Senator  Malcolm Byrne: It depends on votes�

06/07/2022PP03300Senator  Rónán Mullen: -----as a percentage?

06/07/2022PP03400Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: In fairness, if the Minister wants to, he could call the 
Leader in�

06/07/2022PP03500Deputy  Simon Harris: No, I cannot�  How can I call in the Leader?

06/07/2022PP03600Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: The Minister could ask to lift the guillotine�

06/07/2022PP03700Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): I am keen to let as many Senators from 
both sides of the House in as is possible.  The next Senator to speak is Senator Higgins.

06/07/2022PP03800Senator  Rónán Mullen: I commend the Acting Chair’s spirit of fair play but this is a farce 
in which the Minister and Government are complicit�

06/07/2022PP03900Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): The point is well made�

06/07/2022PP04000Deputy  Simon Harris: I am not�

06/07/2022PP04100Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I will be very brief because I am keen to move to the next 
grouping in which I have a number of amendments relating to equality�  In response to the 
debate, I wish to correct two points that were made�  First, it was suggested that the measures 
being put forward relate to governance and finance solely.  The other suggestion is that any 
policies that might be relevant will be developed with the Higher Education Authority, or an 
t-údarás�

In this Bill, in sections 76, 119 and, I think, in another section, there are extremely strong 
powers in relation to policies that are not confined to the issues of finance or governance.  In 
fact, there is a requirement by governing authorities to put in place measures to implement and 
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report on compliance with the policies that may be set out in codes, guidelines or other docu-
ments, such as memos, circulars etc�, of the Government or of a Minister of Government to the 
extent that those policies affect or relate to the functions of universities.  Just to be very clear, 
there are measures in this Bill requiring governing authorities of universities to implement and 
be compliant with polices set out in codes, guidelines and other documents of the Government 
or a Minister�  In that regard, it is quite a wide reach�  It is not clear�

There will be opportunities when we come to debate sections 76, 119 and others where we 
have amendments where we seek to limit it so that it would be compliant with statutory require-
ments�  I know there are amendments we may table, given the subject matter of this, which is 
the academic issue, and I am expecting there would be support from Government Senators for 
this, specifically to preclude that there would be any such requirement for compliance with any 
policies that relate to academic matters�  Perhaps we can address those when we come to them 
in sections 76, 119 and others, but we need to be very clear these are not solely matters of gov-
ernance and finance.  There is quite wide language in terms of policy in this Bill in relation to 
the expectations on governing authorities of universities.

I am happy to leave it there because I do not want to talk longer.  I want to get to the next 
grouping, which are important amendments around the issue of equality�

06/07/2022QQ00200Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): I agree with that sentiment�

06/07/2022QQ00300Senator  David Norris: I apologise to the House�  I thought we had been discussing amend-
ment No. 317 when I heard an extensive discussion going on behind me.  However, it has been 
ruled out of order and I accept that�

06/07/2022QQ00400Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): Would the Minister like to come back in?

06/07/2022QQ00500Deputy  Simon Harris: I want to come back on the issue of academic autonomy and on the 
comments I have heard from Senators here�  Autonomy is protected, but autonomy cannot be 
used as a fig leaf or a catch-all word to cover other issues that are of legitimate importance, such 
as in relation to governance, accountability and in relation to an education system that advances 
the delivery of public policy�

I attended a very good debate in this House, led by Senator Ruane, on the issue of non-
disclosure agreements, NDAs.  During that debate, I specifically referenced this legislation and 
the ability of the HEA to set guidelines, codes and practices on a number of areas, including, in 
the context of that debate, the issue of NDAs.

We have had reports from the Committee on Public Accounts, such as the report from 2017, 
which calls for legislation just like this�  There some Senators, including my good friend Sena-
tor Craughwell, would rightly be jumping up and down about many issues if he felt there were 
concerns about the expenditure of public money and he did not feel the response was robust 
enough�  He would probably be trying to hold people like me to account for this�  You can only 
hold people like me to account and the HEA and others if there are enough levers, clarity and 
structures in place in terms of accountability�

My job is not just to write the cheque on behalf of the taxpayer.  That would be a very simple 
job.  My job is not just to say, “Here is the cheque; here is the money; go off and spend it how 
you wish”.  This is €2 billion of taxpayers’ money.  When we are consulting all these stakehold-
ers, whom I know very well, respect them and consult them regularly, there is another very 
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important stakeholder here and that is the citizen, the person, the taxpayer.  Their voice is not 
being heard enough in this debate�  This debate is hearing the voices of representative groups, 
which is perfectly fine and legitimate.  I meet them too and I have no issue with that, but there 
is also the citizen�  I believe it is right and proper we put a HEA in place that has a competency-
based board and that can set codes, guidelines and policies�  I do think there is a link between 
public funding and public policy�  That is not a revolutionary concept�

Senator Norris can keep on making that point about experience in higher education and the 
Minister�  The man who is sitting beside Senator Norris was the Minister for Justice�  He never 
wore a Garda uniform and he was a perfectly fine Minister for Justice.  This idea-----

06/07/2022QQ00600Senator  David Norris: He was a very distinguished senior counsel, so he knew the law 
from the other side�

06/07/2022QQ00700Deputy  Simon Harris: Be that as it may, did he know what it was to police-----

06/07/2022QQ00800Senator  David Norris: It is a very salient point�

06/07/2022QQ00900Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): The Minister must be allowed to speak 
without interruption�

06/07/2022QQ01000Senator  David Norris: He invited it�

06/07/2022QQ01100Deputy  Simon Harris: Does the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine, have to be 
farmer?  I am just responding to it, with great affection and respect.  

06/07/2022QQ01200Senator  David Norris: I thank the Minister�

06/07/2022QQ01300Deputy  Simon Harris: However, I do think it is an important point�  The other point I 
want to make relates to the issue of the CEO of the HEA�  I believe sometimes there is an is-
sue with picking pieces of the legislation and reading them in isolation�  I do not think that is a 
useful thing to do�  The CEO of the HEA, as Senator Mullen pointed out, is always accountable 
to the board.  There are certain things which the CEO will need the explicit approval of the 
board to do, but even in the areas where explicit approval is not needed, every CEO of every 
organisation is always accountable to the board�  The CEO, though, cannot just be the convenor 
of the board meeting�  It cannot just be the CEO’s job to convene a board meeting�  The CEO 
has executive powers in relation to arrangements.   I am sure we will debate where there is an 
appropriate division-----

06/07/2022QQ01400Senator  Rónán Mullen: We probably will not, because we will not get there�

06/07/2022QQ01500Deputy  Simon Harris: This is not the Final Stage of this legislation�

06/07/2022QQ01600Senator  Rónán Mullen: Come on now�

06/07/2022QQ01700Deputy  Simon Harris: We have Report Stage to go�

06/07/2022QQ01800Senator  Rónán Mullen: The Minister is taking the mick now�

06/07/2022QQ01900Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): Many other speakers want to come in 
after the Minister, so please let the Minister speak without interruption�

06/07/2022QQ02000Deputy  Simon Harris: I have come into this House and I have had slurs and names being 
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called at me�  I am not taking it anymore�

06/07/2022QQ02100Senator  Rónán Mullen: The Minister is not being called a name�  We are just not letting 
our entire-----

06/07/2022QQ02200Deputy  Simon Harris: Senator Mullen is just heckling me�  If he could just, for one mo-
ment-----

06/07/2022QQ02300Senator  Rónán Mullen: Feel free to heckle me back�

06/07/2022QQ02400Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): Hold on a second�  When I chair the Se-
anad I try to be fair to everybody�  Let us take the tone down a little bit�  There are two other 
speakers, Senators Ruane and Craughwell, who would like to come in after the Minister�  Let 
us not interrupt the Minister.  Let him finish his point and then we can get on to the two other 
Senators, if that is fair enough�

06/07/2022QQ02500Deputy  Simon Harris: We are engaging in good faith�  I made myself available as the 
Seanad ordered its business�  On Senator Craughwell’s point on the TUI and the issue of full 
representation, and I accept his bona fides as well as his long, distinguished relationship with 
the TUI, we have made progress on representation on governing authority boards�  That was 
warmly welcomed at the TUI congress in Wexford.  It was something it had sought for a long 
time�

We are making a different and distinct point in relation to the HEA board, because if there 
is a seat here and a seat there, it very quickly becomes a representational board rather than a 
competency-based board�  However, I accept, and there is no point in being disingenuous on my 
part, that it could be presented as an anomaly�  I have made a conscious decision to put a seat in 
place for students on the board of an t-údarás�  Beyond that, we have not done so for any other 
representative group, and a compelling case could be made for many�  Beyond that, we have 
decided to go through the normal public appointment process, which is competency-based�  I 
think and hope that is the correct balance�

06/07/2022QQ02600Senator  Lynn Ruane: As it was brought up in reference to the Employment Equality 
(Amendment) (Non-Disclosure Agreements) Bill, which has been very well-supported by the 
Minister and by the Government and will be so again this evening, I wish to point out one slight 
difference in that the NDA Bill is legislation that will apply to all citizens, and I know that is 
an intersection with policy, whereas the reference Senator Higgins made was to policies, which 
can change from Government to Government and Minister to Minister�  Even though law and 
policy intersect, they are very different.  The NDA Bill would be law, and what we are referenc-
ing is the overreach in terms of potential policy areas different Governments may take on.  That 
is to clarify and put on the record the difference between the two.

06/07/2022QQ02800Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: The Minister is dead right�  If I saw something going 
wrong, I would hold the Department in question to account�  I have been trying to do that for 
the past two years with another Department and getting nowhere�  In fact, the worst thing that 
ever happened to this country was the Ministers and Secretaries Act 1924, where the Minister 
takes the fall but somebody else does the deed�  That is the way I feel about it�

With respect to the Minister’s comment on us representing pressure groups or groups with 
specific interests, I have not been contacted by either IFUT or the TUI.  It is in my DNA to 
question that�  I have had two amendments provided to me by the Irish Universities Association, 
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which thought it had a deal with the Minister on those two amendments, one of which relates 
to the CEO’s powers�  The other amendments and contacts I have had have been from citizens, 
some of whom are sitting in the Gallery�

06/07/2022QQ02900Senator  David Norris: We are all citizens�

06/07/2022QQ03000Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I am talking about Joe Citizen here, the people the Min-
ister is talking about-----

06/07/2022QQ03100Senator  David Norris: Some are more than not�

06/07/2022QQ03200Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: -----who expect he will not write that cheque without 
having proper governance in place�  At the end of the day, even pressure groups that contact 
us are citizens with a specific interest; I will accept that.  I will put on the record today that I 
attended the TUI conference where the Minister was hailed as a hero by many; he really im-
pressed them all�  I hope they will still be as impressed when this Bill passes�

My final point is that it is within the Minister’s gift today to say he does not like the pace at 
which this Bill is going through and to ask whether the Leader could come to the House, amend 
the Order of Business and lift the guillotine�

06/07/2022RR00200Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): We must stick to the amendments�

06/07/2022RR00300Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: We do not have to�

06/07/2022RR00400Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): We do, which the Senator knows well�  I 
call Senator Malcom Byrne�

06/07/2022RR00500Senator  Malcolm Byrne: Again, I speak in support�  As the Minister knows, Senator 
Craughwell was at the TUI conference�  In terms of what the Minister has done with governing 
bodies, it is about ensuring that the academic and non-academic staff are represented on govern-
ing authorities�

I find what Senator Higgins said about public policy and giving the Minister more powers 
kind of unusual.  Yet, most of the amendment she tabled are on specific areas of public policy.  
It is around expecting an t-údarás and the universities to adhere to requirements around the sus-
tainable development goals, SDG, and climate�  Indeed, one of the areas in which the Minister 
has been to the fore has been addressing questions of gender equity within higher education�

These are public policy decisions; they are not to do with academic freedom�  It has no 
impact on what a lecturer in medicine can teach or on a business studies lecturer’s approach or 
philosophy�  Indeed, as we know, where we saw the problems with some prominent academics 
who, for instance, preached an anti-vaccination message in institutions, their academic freedom 
had to be respected�  The State criticised but did not seek to interfere with institutions in that 
regard�  On matters of public policy where we as citizens are contributing in a particular way, 
however, we expect a response.  That is why the legislation is correct.  I find it somehow odd 
that Senator Higgins is almost arguing against giving the Minister and the authority-----

06/07/2022RR00600Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): I will let Senator Higgins come back in�

06/07/2022RR00700Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I do not want to come back in�  I want to move on, but I want 
to note that this is an inaccurate representation of what I said�
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06/07/2022RR00800Senator Malcolm Byrne: All I am saying is that the next number of amendments are all 
going to be dealing with specific areas and, as the Senator knows, I agree with many of them.

06/07/2022RR00900Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: It is about putting them into legislation-----

06/07/2022RR01000Senator  Lynn Ruane: Put them into legislation with names�

06/07/2022RR01100Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: -----and naming them�

06/07/2022RR01200Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): Senator Byrne might stick to the amend-
ment at hand�

06/07/2022RR01300Senator Malcolm Byrne: I am.  Here is the point around this.  That is all fine; it is around 
the principle that if we put them into legislation and they form part of public policy, then there 
is an expectation that the Minister and an t-údarás will ensure that action is taken on them.  If 
there is not action taken on them by the universities and an t-údarás, what should the Minister 
do?  Should the Minister just say this institution is doing nothing to further SDG goals or gender 
quality and that he must respect the autonomy of the institution and not do anything?

In fairness to the Minister, there have been a number of key areas�  I will instance the ques-
tion of gender equity, which he and his predecessor, Ms Mary Mitchell O’Connor, have pushed 
quite strongly.  They are positive examples of where public policy must be followed.  It is key 
with this legislation�  That is why we should stick to what we are talking about�  Confusion is 
being deliberately perpetrated that this impacts on academic freedom; it does not�

06/07/2022RR01400Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): I picked a good hour to chair the Seanad 
this week, that is for sure.  Let us move on to the next amendment.  Is Senator Norris pressing 
amendment No� 2?

06/07/2022RR01500Senator  David Norris: Yes�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022RR01700Acting Chairperson (Senator John McGahon): Amendments Nos� 3, 4, 156, 212, 214 
and 317 are related and may be discussed together by agreement�  Is that agreed?  Agreed�

06/07/2022RR01800Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I move amendment No� 3:

In page 13, line 18, after “disadvantaged,” to insert “persons to whom the Equal Status 
Acts 2000 to 2018 apply to,”�

  These amendments all relate to issues of equality�  It gives me a useful opportunity, there-
fore, to clarify the points that were made previously.  I am not against public policy existing but 
to be very clear, and I was clear in my intervention that my concerns are that there are require-
ments in the Bill for governing bodies of universities and individual institutions to implement 
and report on their compliance with policies of the Government or a Minister of the Govern-
ment�  Again, those are not policies that have become full public policy by means of either 
statute, regulation or law or, indeed, that have been agreed by the Oireachtas or the HEA�  We 
all have policies we might put in our manifestos�  Ministers may have policies and Government 
may have policy but the muddying of the line between public policy and Government policy is 
an issue on which we need to be clear�

I was specifically clear that I will have amendments that say they may have mechanisms in 
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terms of compliance with matters of statute, that is, regulations that are in place on a statutory 
basis, laws that are put into place, laws on non-disclosure agreements, NDA, which I hope will 
be law soon or, indeed, such measures as I propose putting into law here�  I am clear on the 
policies I think should become law and be given a statutory basis and should, therefore, then 
be matters that are appropriately enforceable�  I am not okay with a blank cheque whereby any 
future Government’s or future Minister’s policy should automatically become something that 
on which an HEI must implement a report�  That is what provisions in sections 76 and 119 say 
at the moment�  I will propose amendments to them saying that there are many areas in which 
we should have more laws and clearer laws, including areas such as equality�  They should be 
done in a proper way by law, however, and that is what should be indicated�

I will discuss the amendments in the grouping, all of which relate to the question of equal-
ity.  Amendment No. 3 seeks to amend the definition of “priority groups” in the interpretations 
section and proposes to insert “persons to whom the Equal Status Acts 2000 to 2018 apply to”�  
Currently, the definition of “priority groups” mentions “persons who are economically or so-
cially disadvantaged, persons who have a disability or persons from sections of society that are 
under-represented in the student body in higher education”�  It is important to be clear and to in-
clude those to whom the discrimination grounds in our Equal Status Acts apply, many of whom, 
in fact, are under-represented or even if they are represented, face particular obstacles in terms 
of their access to higher education.  Those include, for example, the grounds in the equality Act 
relating to things such as gender, marital status, family status, religious beliefs, age, disability, 
race and membership of the Traveller community�  The current wording is quite narrow and 
does not specifically name many of the grounds that have historically been sources of exclusion 
such as, for example, race, family status, sexual orientation, members of the Traveller commu-
nity who have experienced particular exclusion and, indeed, lone parents who face particular 
obstacles.  Again, it is an attempt to widen who might be captured in the definition of “priority 
groups” and ensure that those groups, which have been acknowledged by the Equal Status Acts 
to have experienced discrimination across society, are not forgotten in the definition.

Amendment No� 156 would amend section 34(3) by providing that in the ongoing review 
of the demand for higher education in the State, an t-údarás would have regard to “the needs 
of society to address issues of poverty, social and economic inequality, racial inequalities and 
inequities and gender inequalities and inequities” in assessing the demand for higher education 
at a regional and national level in each discipline�

Amendments Nos� 212 and 214 relate to the equality statement provision under section 62 
of the Equal Status Acts and suggest that in preparing the equality statement, the designated 
higher education institutions should consult with representative organisations of those to whom 
the Equal Status Acts apply.  Examples of such groups are the Irish Traveller Movement, Pavee 
Point, the Disability Federation of Ireland or, indeed, many of the disabled persons organisa-
tions in the State, Social Justice Ireland, Movement of Asylum Seekers in Ireland, MASI, and 
others�

Amendment No� 214 seeks to inert the word “equity” in section 62(5)(b), which currently 
provides that an equality statement of a designated institution of higher education to which 
the section applies shall specify the policy of the institution on equality in all activities of the 
institution�

5 o’clock
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This amendment simply refers to equity�  There is another point in the Bill where there is a 
reference to equality of opportunity, which is not the same as equality of outcomes or equality 
in its wider sense, so this is an attempt to add “equity” and thereby strengthen what we mean 
by equality�  We are not going for a minimalist version�  I know that is not the intention in the 
equality statement but elsewhere in the Bill equality of opportunity is referenced, which I be-
lieve is needlessly narrow and which I will seek to amend�  These amendments all seek to give 
strength to the legislative provisions in respect of equality and equality statements in the Bill�

06/07/2022SS00200Senator  Lynn Ruane: Senator Higgins covered a lot of the amendments but I will pick up 
on the last point.  The difference between equity and equality is a crucial conversation.  Equality 
of opportunity means, for example, everybody has the right to apply to Trinity College Dublin.  
The equality of opportunity exists for everyone, but obviously that is not true.  Equity is a much 
more targeted, aggressive approach to addressing the inequalities that exist in society by tak-
ing account of the inequality in a person’s environment, background, class or race, whatever 
that may be�  Equity has much more of an agenda in really addressing many of the issues that 
will arise.  Even with regard to the first amendment relating to the Equal Status Acts, when we 
look at the different groups that are under-represented the last word change in terms of adding 
“equity” under amendment No� 214 in section 62(5)(b) would go a long way in strengthening 
the language in the Bill�

06/07/2022SS00300Senator  Rónán Mullen: I wish to speak to amendment No� 317�

06/07/2022SS00400Senator  David Norris: You cannot�

06/07/2022SS00500Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): There is a vote in the Dáil and the Min-
ister, Deputy Harris, has to attend it�

06/07/2022SS00600Senator  Malcolm Byrne: I propose that we suspend for ten minutes to allow the Minister 
to attend�

06/07/2022SS00700Senator  Victor Boyhan: It should be 15 minutes�

06/07/2022SS00800Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): Is everybody happy with 15 minutes?

06/07/2022SS00900Senator  Rónán Mullen: Once 15 minutes are added at the end�

06/07/2022SS01000Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): As much as you like, Senator Mullen�

06/07/2022SS01100Senator  Lynn Ruane: Can we amend the Order of Business to add the time at the end?

06/07/2022SS01200Acting Chairperson  (Senator  John McGahon): The Minister is happy with that�

  Cuireadh an Seanad ar fionraí ar 5.03 p.m. agus cuireadh tús leis arís ar 5.25 p.m.

  Sitting suspended at 5.03 p.m. and resumed at 5.25 p.m.

06/07/2022UU00100Acting Chairperson (Senator Fiona O’Loughlin): We will continue our Committee Stage 
examination of the Higher Education Authority Bill 2022.  I understand Senator Mullen is in 
control of the Chair�  I mean he is in possession�

06/07/2022UU00200Senator  Rónán Mullen: It does not feel like possession�

06/07/2022UU00300Acting Chairperson (Senator Fiona O’Loughlin): The Senator does not feel like he is in 
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control but feels like he is in possession�  Is that it?

06/07/2022UU00400Senator  Rónán Mullen: While I am in possession, I must start with a confession�  The 
amendment I have tabled is to the wrong section of the Bill�  However, I can still speak to the 
principle of it�  Amendment No� 317-----

06/07/2022UU00500Acting Chairperson (Senator Fiona O’Loughlin): Which amendment is the Senator 
speaking to now?

06/07/2022UU00600Senator  Rónán Mullen: I am speaking to amendment No� 317, which proposes to amend 
section 129, which relates to the equality statement of the college�  However, this part of the Bill 
relates to the National College of Art and Design, NCAD�  My error was in tabling the amend-
ment to that section when it should more properly have been proposed to section 62�

On the principle of the amendment, in the context of the preparation of an equality state-
ment, a number of different requirements are made of a designated institution of higher educa-
tion�  There is an onus on such an institution to prepare an equality statement�  This involves 
the preparation of a statement of the policy of the institution for enabling access to it and to the 
education it provides by students in priority groups and persons in those groups who seek to 
become students and a statement on the policy of the institution relating to equality, including 
gender equality, in all activities of the institution�  In addition, section 62(5)(c) refers to “the 
manner in which the plan relates to any strategic development plan under section 61” and so on�  

I wish the Minister to consider the inclusion among these requirements of a requirement for 
the equality statement to address the policy of the college relating to respect for the academic 
freedom of students of that college�  That is a core issue in respect of equality�  I apologise for 
my mistake, which was to propose the amendment of a section that deals only with NCAD�  It 
is of course my intention that the requirement to prepare a policy on the academic freedom of 
students would apply to all designated institutions�  I believe the Minister will agree that the 
principle is the same and that it could be addressed�  I hope he will agree with me�  I am happy 
to submit a revised amendment on Report Stage and I would be even more happy to withdraw in 
anticipation of the Government introducing an amendment of its own on this matter on Report 
Stage�

Why am I proposing this amendment?  We talk about the importance of academic freedom�  
Academic freedom as generally understood in an academic context is not just a matter of equal-
ity�  Academic freedom goes to the integrity of universities and institutes of higher education�  It 
is part of the secret sauce of an institute of higher education.  It is what makes possible the ex-
ploration of ideas and an expansive approach to research in all areas, not just in the humanities.  
We know that the curtailment of academic freedom is a recipe for disaster where it occurs�  This 
issue has many dimensions and there are other aspects we might rightly consider in the context 
of other legislation.  For example, a matter of major concern to people is the implications not 
just for academic freedom, but for human rights�  Academic freedom is part of that and separate 
from that in the context of the connections between institutions of higher education and coun-
tries such as China.  One thinks of the influence of the Confucius Institutes, as well as the joint 
college arrangements that have been embarked on and the joint delivery of academic courses 
between Irish colleges and colleges in countries such as China�  When one also considers the 
surveillance state that China is, one must surely have questions about the risks to academic 
freedom inherent in those links�  The links might be welcome for all sorts of reasons but there 
are inherent risks to academic freedom where one is dealing with institutions that are, in one 
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way or another, under the control of a surveillance State�

What happens to a student who comes here and wants to write a thesis about democracy 
and the problems with the Chinese system?  To what extent are the academic freedom, human 
rights, welfare and safety of such a student or indeed a member of academic staff who comes 
from a country like that to work here compromised?  That is just one example.  That is just one 
of the issues that are coming up around academic freedom these days�  The issue is broader and 
more general than that�  It touches on the capacity of an institute of higher education to be the 
best it can be, to give access to all areas in terms of the exploration and development of ideas, 
theories and so on�

The key point is that academic freedom cannot be just understood in the context of equal-
ity, although there is an equality dimension to it�  Nor can it be understood just as an issue that 
applies to academics or the paid staff of the university.  Increasingly, we live in a world where 
institutes are highly politicised and students can come under various different kinds of pres-
sure not to think certain thoughts or develop certain ideas and not to go there on certain issues, 
whether it is the Chinese Government and its attitude to some of the course content or some of 
the proposed research areas undertaken by a Chinese student who is based in Ireland, for exam-
ple, or whether it is a student who feels inhibited from getting into an area of sociology, politics 
or whatever other discipline it may be because it might incur the displeasure of college authori-
ties, academic authorities or the people to whom they have to submit their work for assessment�

We read in these days about the apparent lack of academic freedom that is going on in the 
western world and the shouting down of academics and other students by people�  When we 
read about that - thankfully, we have generally come across this in other countries so far - we 
know that something antithetical to the idea of a university is going on�  University must surely 
be the place where people come up with ideas and where people are free to explore ideas.  They 
may be unpopular ideas�  They may go against the grain of establishment thinking within the 
university or outside of it.  It is time now to ask universities over which the State exercises a 
certain level of oversight, and clearly this legislation is about that, what they are doing to pro-
tect the academic freedom of students�  A key area of this comes under equality�  As I said, it is 
not confined to equality, but it very much comes under equality.  If one student feels inhibited, 
or is inhibited, from engaging in the pursuit of ideas, for example, a proposal for thesis, and an-
other student does not, for whatever reason, for instance, because the ideas are in vogue or not 
in vogue or there are cultural, economic and institutional pressures, that is antithetical to what a 
university is supposed to be about�  That is the reason I am asking, in conclusion�  

06/07/2022VV00200Acting Chairperson (Senator Fiona O’Loughlin): As Senator Mullen has indicated, he 
will resubmit the amendment, perhaps he will-----

06/07/2022VV00300Senator  Rónán Mullen: Notwithstanding the fact that my amendment is in the wrong 
place, maybe the Minister would be kind enough to address the proposal�  It is clear what I am 
asking for�

06/07/2022VV00400Acting Chairperson (Senator Fiona O’Loughlin): I tadfafd

06/07/2022VV00500Senator  Aisling Dolan: I appreciate Senator Mullen’s concerns about academic freedom�  
It is crucial and a cornerstone of our democracy�  The Senator is an advocate for the freedoms 
we need to protect and guarantee in many countries around the world�  Ireland is, I hope, a great 
advocate for that through its participation in international organisations�
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We acknowledge that academic freedom, which is addressed in section 120, is a crucial part 
of the Bill�  It is important that the academic freedom of all our institutions has been enshrined 
here in the Bill before us�  It is important, as Senator Mullen mentioned, and I feel it is present 
in the Bill as well, that academic freedom is for all the higher education institutions, and that 
encompasses both students and staff.  The Minister may wish to comment on that.  That is a 
cornerstone of what we want to achieve in Bill�  We want to ensure academic freedom will be 
part of everything our third level higher education institutions are funded for through the HEA�

06/07/2022VV00600Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I have just returned to the House�  Speaking about aca-
demic freedom, I spent quite a lot of time in further education in Blackrock, as the Minister 
knows�  In the late 1990s and early 2000s, we had the good fortune to attract quite a number 
of students from China.  They were excellent in information technology, IT, and various other 
areas but in areas where they were asked to express an opinion, there was always a difficulty.  
Why do I bring that up with respect to equality and academic freedom?  Substantial funding 
has come into academic institutions from China through Confucius Institutes and so forth�  It is 
important that we underpin academic freedom and ensure that regardless of where this welcome 
funding comes from, we protect the freedom of institutions to develop and deliver programmes 
in a fair, open and equal way and with full academic freedom�

Having said that, I am also aware that, from time to time, academic freedom is used as a 
shield to prevent questions being asked�  I am aware of one particular institution, which I will 
not name, in which a particular practice went on.  The offended party contacted the institution, 
said the practice was outrageous and they deserved and required the right of reply to the particu-
lar programme that was being run�  They were told they would not be given a right of reply be-
cause the lecturer in question was operating under academic freedom�  The matter was escalated 
and went to the top of the institution in question�  The answer came back that academic freedom 
meant there could be no interference.  There is a fine line to be watched there.  I am 100% 
behind academic freedom, but we must also be careful that it is not used to mask other issues�

I spoke about China, which was not the area that gave rise to this problem�  I know from my 
work on Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence and the debate in the House on Tai-
wan that the Chinese do not take kindly to any sort of criticism�  From that point of view, this is 
something we need to watch�  It is a delicate matter for the Minister and whoever succeeds him 
as Minister�  I hope that will not be for a long time in light of the vote this afternoon�

06/07/2022VV00700Deputy  Simon Harris: There is quite a bit to mull over in this series of amendments�  I will 
start with Senator Mullen’s acknowledgment that the placing of the Bill is not the substantive 
issue�  I see what he is trying to do here and he eloquently outlined it�

To add to Senator’s Craughwell’s point, we had a discussion in the Dáil on the need for 
greater transparency around funding sources, etc�  That is probably something we can all agree 
on; I certainly hope so�  How we achieve this is the interesting part of the discussion in many 
ways�  One element of the Bill that has been somewhat criticised in this House is the ability of 
the HSE to set codes, guidelines and the like�  This is a useful area in which such guidelines 
and codes could be drawn up in respect of interactions with others abroad, transparency around 
that, and respecting freedom and autonomy�  It is possible to respect freedom and autonomy and 
still have full transparency�  I am not unsympathetic to the argument�  I still have an open mind 
on whether that is enunciated in the legislation, or in the provisions for codes and guidelines in 
that legislation�
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I will make two other points�  It is not to be argumentative but I am not sure the equality 
statement is the right place to put this.  That could have an unintended effect.  The equality 
statement should stand alone�  I am not suggesting this is anyone’s motive at all, but the sug-
gestion there can be a dissent from equality because of academic freedom for students is not the 
right place to insert this, to take the broader point the Senator made�  The other point, which is 
more of an observation, is the amendment as drafted very much refers to academic freedom of 
students�  In the legislation generally - and my colleague, Senator Dolan, referenced academic 
freedom - we are referring to academic freedom of staff.  That is a different point but I will 
highlight it�

I am happy to engage with the Senator on this�  I am not giving an assurance in the House 
that I will bring forward an amendment or support an amendment on Report Stage, but impor-
tant issues have been raised about how our institutions are fully independent, autonomous and 
free�  How there is transparency regarding sources of funding and relationships that come from 
outside the Exchequer is an area worth exploring.

On Senator Higgins’s amendment and Senator Ruane’s discussion of it, this is an area I am 
genuinely happy to discuss with them�  I am not in a position to accept the amendments but not 
for what I hope they will not see as bad motives�  I am teasing these issues through with the 
drafters of the legislation, and with my officials and team.  Taking the amendments in order, 
amendment No� 3 references the Equal Status Act�  I fully subscribe to supporting the Act�  The 
Equal Status Act, by its very nature, can and must be applicable to all citizens at various stages�  
Any one of us can find ourselves discriminated against on any one of the grounds outlined in 
the Equal Status Act�  What we are trying to do in this section, and perhaps the Senators think 
we are not doing it right, is call out particular under-represented groups and particular priority 
groups�  That is what we are trying to achieve�  Not every ground under the Equal Status Act is 
necessarily under-represented in higher education whereas there are some quite specific groups 
that are under-represented but might not be explicitly covered by the Equal Status Act.  I am 
happy to engage further with Senators regarding that�

On the issue of “and social classes” in amendment No� 4, again, I see what the Senator is 
trying to do.  I am struggling to work out how we even define social classes.  If we put this into 
the legislation, what is the added benefit of the wording? 

06/07/2022WW00200Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I do not think we are discussing amendment No� 4 yet�  It 
will be moved separately�

06/07/2022WW00300Deputy  Simon Harris: I apologise�  I will move on�  That will save me saying it later�

06/07/2022WW00400Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I apologise�  I was wrong�  I did not actually speak to 
amendment No� 4�  I thank the Minister for speaking to it�

06/07/2022WW00500Acting Chairperson (Senator Fiona O’Loughlin): I was just about to intercede�

06/07/2022WW00600Deputy  Simon Harris: I am sure the Senator will come back in but how we define social 
classes and how we envisage that working is the question I had�

Amendment No� 156 proposes to include an additional provision that an t-údarás shall have 
regard to in assessing the demand for higher education at regional and national level�  We be-
lieve this is covered by the provision in section 34(3)(d)(iv), which references issues of equal-
ity, diversity and the inclusion of students in priority groups and persons in those groups seek-
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ing to become students in higher education�

Amendment No� 212 proposes to have representative organisations to which the Equal Sta-
tus Act applies.  We are trying to keep it a little more flexible.  There is already very clear provi-
sion in the legislation in respect of consultation with other bodies or persons as necessary�  I am 
not sure it would be necessary to consult everybody covered by the remit of the Act on every 
matter�  Some matters will quite simply not be relevant to some grounds of that Act�  It could 
very much vary from case to case�

The matter of equality versus equality of opportunity and equality versus equity is a real is-
sue.  There is a difference between equality and equity.  There is definitely a difference between 
equality and equality of opportunity�  I am not convinced this is the right part of the Bill in 
which to address that�  Again, I am not being particularly argumentative�  This part of the Bill 
relates to equality statements in and of themselves�  There is a very good discussion to be had 
about equity and access�  I would argue we have dealt with that in other parts of the Bill�  The 
Senator may argue we have not done so well enough�  That is a legitimate debate to have�

06/07/2022WW00700Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: Given the Minister said he will engage, we will follow up 
on the issues of equity and equality of opportunity�  There is always a danger when we name 
some groups and not others in legislation.  That is something we get warned off quite often.  
Certain groups are mentioned but, for example, members of the Traveller community are not 
named.  We know there are very specific obstacles for those who are parents, but in particular 
those who are parenting alone and have that family status�  There is a danger that in talking 
about unrepresented groups, we may address the matter of such groups but, even within that, 
cohorts may be forgotten�  It may be said we are dealing with unrepresented groups but we have 
decided not to deal with, or take active measures on, those groups that may need particularly 
high levels of supports, for example.  There is a danger with the wide framing in that regard.

I am happy to engage with the Minister on equality and equity�  I concur with him�  My col-
leagues and I have tabled a number of amendments relating to academic freedom�  We tabled 
them to this section in the context of the functions of an t-údarás.  That may be a more appropri-
ate place for them�  On the equality statement, the Minister will be conscious there are amend-
ments that, if we are discussing the equality issue with him, we may engage further with him on 
around, for example, the IHREC legislation, and the public duty on equality and human rights 
that applies to all public bodies�  It needs to be very clear the function of an equality statement 
relates to equality and is not something that can be caveated or diluted in that regard�

However, there is an incredibly important function in this Bill as regards academic freedom�  
We have tabled amendments on strengthening that, including how it applies to students and 
staff.  They are both important debates.  I am conscious this amendment relates specifically to 
the equality statement at present, but I hope we will also get to discuss the other matter�

06/07/2022WW00800Senator  David Norris: I will refer to a small grammatical point in amendment No 3, which 
states, “after “disadvantaged,” to insert “persons to whom the Equal Status Acts 2000 to 2018 
apply to,”�”  The second “to” is inelegant�  One should not end with a preposition anyway�

06/07/2022WW00900Senator  Rónán Mullen: It is a “to” too much�

06/07/2022WW01000Senator  David Norris: It is “to” much for a white lady like me�

06/07/2022WW01100Acting Chairperson (Senator Fiona O’Loughlin): I thank the Senator for pointing that 
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out�  We are all the better for knowing that�  I was not sure if Senator Mullen was indicating to 
speak or was trying to get my attention to allow the Father of the House in�

06/07/2022WW01200Senator  Rónán Mullen: We will not mess with your tutu�

06/07/2022WW01300Acting Chairperson (Senator Fiona O’Loughlin): How does the Senator know I am 
wearing one?

06/07/2022WW01400Senator  Rónán Mullen: I hope it is okay to say something like that�  It is a question of 
academic freedom perhaps�

06/07/2022WW01500Senator  David Norris: It is fine to have one.  Archbishop Tutu.

06/07/2022WW01600Senator  Rónán Mullen: The Senator has never been better than he is now�

I thank the Minister for his considered and, indeed, considerate response to my amendment�  
He raised two points.  The first recognised the validity of the question posed, namely, whether 
an equality statement should be in the legislation or if it should be an option of an t-údarás to 
produce a code, policy or guideline on the matter�  I will make the point that this is a very impor-
tant issue�  The reason the production of an equality statement is required directly in legislation 
is in a way, I presume, because it is too important to be left - I will not say at the whim because 
I do not want to suggest the board or its CEO do not take their duties very seriously - to the 
question of whether they might opt to produce a code, guideline or policy�  There is a further 
question underlying many of our concerns about the requirements and scope of the CEO to take 
certain actions�  What if there is a CEO who is not strong on this area?  This is partly why we are 
also concerned to ensure the CEO has the approval of the board for certain important decisions�

The question of academic freedom of students is too important not to be in the covering 
legislation�  The issues are emerging and are emerging now�  They are not just possible issues; 
they are real, as I said in the context of the freedom and safety of students and staff coming 
from abroad�  I am referring to students, in particular�  In the times in which we live, there is a 
perception that people are not as free to engage in free and open inquiry as we might hope in a 
democracy�  It is important that the Government take a position on that and say we now need 
to unpack the question of academic freedom�  The Minister rightly says people understand the 
matter to be about academics being free in their academic areas, but I am saying that academic 
freedom, if it is to make sense, is freedom of academic pursuit and therefore must apply to stu-
dents.  It is too important not to be in the legislation.  That is the first point.

The second point concerns whether it ought to be under the heading of the equality policy 
—  Senator Higgins does not agree with me that it would work there — or somewhere else�  
Once it was in the legislation, I would not greatly mind, but I insist that academic freedom of 
students is a question of equality�  It is also a question of quality�  Let us say somebody wants 
to depart from perceived wisdom on, say, climate change in an extended essay or thesis for a 
Master’s degree or PhD�  Do we want that to be possible in a university?  I do but not because 
I might agree with where the student or postgraduate is coming from�  The student would be 
subject to the standards on the assessment of his or her work�  To be able to go there is vital�  It 
is what we want our universities to do�  They protect us, in the way the Parliament is supposed 
to protect us in other ways, by allowing this inquiry�  That, at its core, is an equality question�  
Are people to be free in the pursuit of ideas, the development of theories, research and so on?  
It is an equality question�  I insist on that to Senator Higgins�  It is not about subtracting from 
equality thinking.  Equality thinking expands to include the fundamental equality of students, 
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one to another, to pursue ideas, research and so on�  Of course, I am also stressing that it is an 
issue of quality because, if it is not possible in higher education, the students will be the poorer 
for it, and the poorer will be the Irish educational and academic product�  I ask the Minister 
to consider putting the provision in the legislation�  I defend the idea that it goes to the issue 
of equality and therefore would not be out of place in an equality statement, but the important 
thing is that it be included�

06/07/2022XX00200Senator  Michael McDowell: Does the Minister see any role for the HEA and–or guide-
lines issued by the HEA in ensuring universities, lecturers, student societies and student unions 
are free to pursue diverse opinions without being bullied out of it by one ideology or another on 
university campuses, in particular?

06/07/2022XX00300Deputy  Simon Harris: I have only a very brief point�  My colleagues have provided me 
with a copy of the Universities Act 1997, which might be useful in respect of the question of 
Senator McDowell, who will be very familiar with the Act, and the question of Senator Mul-
len�  I presume Senator Mullen is going to consider the matter more between now and Report 
Stage, as will I�  In Chapter I of Part III of the Act, which concerns the objects and functions of 
a university, subsection 12(d) states the objects of a university shall include “to foster a capac-
ity for independent critical thinking amongst its students”�  The idea of reading this legislation 
in consultation with the sectoral legislation is an important consideration for all of us�  “Yes” is 
the short answer to Senator McDowell’s question�

On my final point, I will go from memory.  Deputy Ó Cathasaigh raised a point in the Dáil 
about transparency in regard to non-Exchequer funding, which is more to Senator Craughwell’s 
point�  We have a responsibility in terms of public funding�  That is the role of the HEA�  How-
ever, what about funding from non-Exchequer sources?  It is entirely appropriate to receive 
funding from non-Exchequer sources, but what about transparency regarding where it comes 
from?  I think that is what Senator Craughwell’s point was about�  I gave a written assurance 
to Deputy Ó Cathasaigh in the other House on the HEA being asked to work on codes and 
guidelines when this legislation passes�  I will be happy to share that with Senators Craughwell, 
McDowell and Mullen in advance of Report Stage if that is useful to their thinking�

06/07/2022XX00400Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: The question of quality was mentioned�  I have amendments 
on this that I hope we will get to discuss later.  I refer to the value attributed to excellence in 
relation to the functions.  On the question of financial transparency, to which I hope we will re-
turn on Report Stage, financial transparency is important but we must not end up with a narrow 
version of value for money�  Therefore, I have a number of amendments�  In the debate, we must 
engage with issues such as quality rather than a narrowed version of value for money�  Again, 
we will have an opportunity to discuss that�

Given that the Minister is going to engage with us on equality issues over the coming days, 
I will withdraw amendment No� 3, with the leave of the House�

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn�

06/07/2022XX00600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I move amendment No� 4:

In page 13, line 19, after “society” to insert “and social classes”�

I propose to withdraw the amendment but I reserve the right to reintroduce it�
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Amendment, by leave, withdrawn�

06/07/2022XX00800Senator  David Norris: I move amendment No� 5:

 In page 13, line 26, to delete “(including knowledge of humankind, culture and soci-
ety)”�

I cannot recall the number of times I have been told from the ministerial chair that lists are 
anathema.  They are because they are not exhaustive.  They actually confine rather than expand 
legislation�  For that reason, I propose to delete “including knowledge of humankind, culture 
and society”�  What is “knowledge of humankind” anyway?  It is either such a vast idea or such 
a daft idea that I am rendered speechless�

06/07/2022XX00900Deputy  Simon Harris: I doubt that�

06/07/2022XX01000Senator  Michael McDowell: I strongly support the amendment�

06/07/2022XX01100Deputy  Simon Harris: Some of my most enjoyable moments in this House have been 
when I have been corrected on grammar, typos, punctuation and verbosity-----

06/07/2022XX01200Senator  Rónán Mullen: It is all we have left�

06/07/2022XX01300Deputy  Simon Harris: I learn a lot�  It is a very valid question that Senator Norris asks re-
garding where these words came from.  The challenge with defining anything is that you have to 
define it.  Once you decide you are going to have a definition, you have to put words to it.  The 
definition we have used on research is one that is generally used internationally.  The definition 
included in this Bill, which the Senator is seeking to amend, comes from the OECD’s Frascati 
Manual, which is generally the global reference point for collecting research and development 
statistics and definitions.  From my own inquiries, I believe knowledge of “humankind, culture 
and society” is important to research, including the humanities and the like�  I do not need to tell 
a Joycean scholar like Senator Norris about the importance of that.  The definition came neither 
from me nor my very learned officials but from the OECD Frascati Manual.

06/07/2022XX01400Senator  David Norris: I am relieved to hear that�

06/07/2022XX01500Deputy  Simon Harris: Therefore, I am not in a position to accept the Senator’s amend-
ment�

06/07/2022XX01600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I will be very brief.  Given the broadness of the definition, 
the reference in the Frascati Manual and the Minister’s acknowledgement of the importance of 
the humanities, I wish to note that, at a later point, I will be introducing amendments because I 
am concerned that in the sets of partnerships envisaged in the legislation, Science Foundation 
Ireland is mentioned but the Irish Research Council and the Health Research Board, which have 
very important roles in the humanities, are not equivalently mentioned�  I am sure that mention-
ing Science Foundation Ireland while leaving out the Irish Research Council is an inadvertent 
oversight�  It is useful to make this point�  I will be moving amendments in this regard on Report 
Stage�

6 o’clock

06/07/2022YY00100Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I would be worried if the Minister were to use “knowl-
edge of humankind, culture and society” as a benchmark, given the empathy with humankind 
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of some of the individuals I have met in my life�  Culture changes over time�  I threw that in for 
the hell of it.  The Minister’s view of humankind and my view of it may be two very different 
things�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022YY00300Acting Chairperson  (Senator  Fiona O’Loughlin): Amendments Nos� 6 to 8, inclusive, 
47, 184 to 194, inclusive, 211, 213, 215 to 217, inclusive, 274, 275, 314 and 316 are related and 
may be discussed together by agreement�

06/07/2022YY00400Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I move amendment No� 6:

 In page 13, to delete lines 33 and 34�

These amendments predominantly relate to the issues of the definition of “student union” 
and indeed, a large number of amendments throughout this Bill that relate to the important role 
of students’ unions�  We will later discuss my amendments with regard to ensuring that there 
is not an erosion of the role and representation of students’ unions within specific institutions 
of higher education, where the lowering of numbers is lowering the level of representation of 
students’ unions, including the very important roles played by different students’ unions officers 
in specific institutions and an t-údarás.  Simply having a USI representative on an t-údarás is not 
necessarily sufficient because there are universities, including UCD and UL, that are not repre-
sented by USI�  The Bill is, in some cases, lowering the levels of students’ unions representation 
on the boards of institutions�

However, all of those amendments will flow partly from us being very clear that we know 
what we are talking about when we talk about a students’ union�  I have to strongly disagree 
with the proposed definition put forward in the Bill.  The Bill proposes that a students’ union, 
“means the student union or other student representative body recognised” by a higher educa-
tion provider or a Minister�  Students’ unions are very important because they represent the 
students’ voice�  One of the crucial points is that they are chosen and elected by the students�  
This effectively reverses the power in that regard, whereby the relevant body, which will have 
access to the limited representation under the Bill, is that which either the institution or the 
Minister chooses to recognise, and does not ensure that we have a proper representation�  That 
is the reason for amendments Nos� 6 and 7�

Amendment No. 6 deletes the current definition of a students’ union, which is not appropri-
ate, in that the union would need to be recognised by a governing authority or a Minister�  I 
know the current Minister is engaging with students’ unions�  Future Ministers, Governments or 
individual institutions may have different points and points of conflict.  They may indeed prefer 
to have a different representative body with a different power balance.  If we look to places such 
as Hungary, where there has been a systematic dismantling and repression of the power and 
voices of students, it is very important that we future-proof this legislation�  

Amendment No. 7 proposes a preferred alternative to deletion.  It specifically defines that a 
students’ union would be an independent body that is elected by the students�  I know a couple 
of amendments have been put forward in that regard, but the fundamental point is that the stu-
dents choose their union�  A students’ union must be independent and elected and chosen by the 
students, not awarded status by a higher education institution or a Minister�  This is fundamen-
tal, because if we say that recognition downwards has more weight in the legal recognition of a 
union, rather than an electoral mandate, that undermines the democratic frameworks which are 
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crucial to students’ unions�  I know many in these Houses have their own background within the 
students’ union movements�  We have a fundamental understanding of what unions are in terms 
of collective power, decision-making and representation of interests�

I note that there is a diversity of unions that need to be properly represented in terms of 
professional unions and academic institutions�  I have included Fórsa�  SIPTU and others have 
all been mentioned with regard to professional staff.  Their lack of representation is an issue to 
which we will come later and which I will seek to amend�  There is also a diversity of students’ 
unions�

There is a danger this could lead to a level of cherry-picking�  We are very aware of wider 
discussions on trade unions�  We have seen employers in the State which set up employee repre-
sentative groups, that they would prefer to have and discuss with, rather than speak to the trade 
unions that represent workers�  We do not want to have an equivalent, parallel language and 
practice here�  Whether the Minister accepts the amendment in terms of the language I have put 
forward, it is absolutely fundamental that this Bill recognises that students’ unions are elected 
by students�

Amendment No. 211 specifies that in preparing an equality statement, the education insti-
tutions would consult with representative groups and organisations.  I have not specified such 
groups, but it is the principle.  Those would be students, in particular, in this context.  I am 
not talking about NGOs as I did previously, but students’ groups that represent�  We talk about 
under-represented groups within the university.  Those groups may need to have that specific 
voice put forward in terms of being consulted because, they may not be large enough in number 
that they will end up elected fully to the students’ unions�  I am thinking of groups such as Min-
ceirs Whiden in NUIG and the UCD LGBTQ society�  A number of under-represented groups 
with which this Bill specifies that it wants to engage have their own representative organisations 
and groups that they have put together within universities�  It is important to engage with them 
with regard to the equality strategies�

Amendment No� 213 inserts a new paragraph in section 62(5) to provide that an equality 
statement would specify the policy of the institution with regard to the protection of mental 
health and well-being�  This could be within the equality statement or it may be a separate mea-
sure�  I reserve the right to bring it forward elsewhere�  It is crucial that there would be policies 
specified with regard to protection of mental health and well-being of students and staff, and 
supports in place within the institution, around the promotion of positive health and well-being�  
We know from the ESRI disrupted transitions report last month that poor mental health during 
the pandemic and Covid has been extremely disruptive in terms of young adults’ employment, 
education, day-to-day activities and, indeed, mental health�  

I have lengthy provisions and discussions to make in the area of mental health, because the 
Minister will be aware that it is a matter of absolutely crucial importance to staff and students.  
However, given the time constraints, I will move on�  I note the high numbers of young people, 
many of whom are students, who are at the threshold for depression and the ESRI research in 
that regard.  That is of significant concern.

Amendment No� 217 is important�  The Minister mentioned the issue of social class and 
social and economic deprivation being wider than equality�  If we are looking at equality and 
wider than those simple categories currently named under the Equal Status Acts and so forth, 
a crucial issue is that we would make provisions in our equality statements with regard to the 
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policy of the institutions in terms of ending academic precarity�  Precarious employment in Irish 
colleges leaves many academic staff and PhD students who work unable to secure bank loans, 
afford healthcare, find accommodation, start families or get above the poverty line.  The Irish 
Precarity Network, which is a group of academics, researchers and educators, has warned of 
the devastating impacts�

A few years ago I launched a report from TASC which looked at precarious employment�  
The Living with Uncertainty report looked at the extremely damaging effect of precarious em-
ployment on individuals and society, including issues like academic freedom�  It highlighted 
universities as an area where there is an acceleration in the levels of such employment and that 
is having a negative impact in precisely the kinds of institutions that should be coming forward 
with proposals for a more equitable society�  This is a loss for society as well as for the individu-
als�

We know there are a huge number of people on temporary contracts of between three and 
12 months�  For PhD students, the Irish Research Council is deeply inadequate�  I have facts 
and figures on precarious employment and the devastating impact it is having on individuals 
and on the institutions, the quality thereof and the ability of those working in them to do chal-
lenging work, build momentum or explore or do blue-sky thinking of any kind because they are 
constantly moving from contract to contract.  I will not discuss the figures because we have so 
many amendments to get through�  I know the Minister is aware of them and believe we should 
in our equality statements include provisions on precarity�

The Athena SWAN system, an established measure on gender equality in universities, has 
named precarious employment as a gender equality issue and identified the number of staff on 
secure contracts with secure progression pathways and continuity of employment as one of the 
main factors in determining whether we move forward on equality�  The equality and precarity 
link has been strongly made by Athena SWAN regarding academic institutions�  One of the best 
ways to deal with this is to make sure we have trade union representation on an t-údarás and the 
boards of institutions�

Amendment No. 274 provides that in preparing a strategic plan the chief executive of a uni-
versity should consult “representative organisations of students belonging to priority groups”�  

Amendment No. 275 suggests that when preparing a strategic plan, the chief executive of 
a university should consult the “trade union representatives of both academic and professional 
staff”.  I would like to also see these represented on the boards.

06/07/2022ZZ00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I thank the Senator�  We will now hear from our esteemed father 
of the House, Senator Norris�

06/07/2022ZZ00300Senator  David Norris: I thank the Leas-Chathaoirleach�  Amendments Nos� 7 and 8 are 
remarkably similar.  The one difference is very significant.  It is that amendment No. 8, which I 
have come to prefer, refers to the election by students�  This is important in terms of democracy 
so I will move support from my amendment to Senator Higgins’s, which I think is a better and 
more comprehensive amendment�

06/07/2022ZZ00400Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I support Senator Higgins on amendment No� 6 in rela-
tion to the reference that “‘student union’ means a student union or other student representative 
body recognised by a higher education provider or by the Minister”�  I am involved in another 
area with a representative group which the Minister and the organisation in question have de-
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cided they do not want to recognise, yet they were elected by a group within the organisation�  
That is why amendment No� 8 is the important one and I agree with Senator Norris on that�  I do 
not see how a Minister or institution can ignore a group that was elected by the membership of 
the student body.  I would have huge difficulty if that is in any way enshrined in the legislation.  
Those two lines enshrine in the legislation that the Minister or higher education provider can 
turn around and say they do not recognise a given body�

As a trade union representative, I recall sitting in front of a chief executive officer of a vo-
cational education committee, VEC�  I went in to make some representations and he looked at 
me and said he did not recognise the union�  We had a long debate on it�  As Senator Higgins 
said, many trade unions have tried to set themselves up in some of the larger companies in this 
country - some that fly aeroplanes, for example - and the organisation has decided it does not 
want to recognise them�  From that point of view, I support amendments Nos� 6 and 8�

An amendment referred to “priority groups”.  I have a difficulty with that term because mak-
ing one group a priority makes another less of a priority�

On precarious employment, one of the most disgusting latent aspects of legislation from 
Europe was the establishment of employment by the hour in academic institutions, schools and 
colleges.  Highly qualified people being employed for a couple of hours per week is repugnant 
to any commitment to the organisation�  That kicks in to academic freedom, where a lecturer 
takes a view in the programme he or she is delivering and the academic institution or dean of 
the faculty does not like it�  The lecturer is then gone when the contract comes up for renewal�  
Whatever happened to the permanent, full-time job?

06/07/2022ZZ00500Senator  David Norris: Hear, hear�

06/07/2022ZZ00600Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: I would love to know what happened to that.  I find it the 
most difficult thing.  I was employed in teaching in 1995 and went straight into a permanent 
job with full hours�  Less than two years later, colleagues were being employed for a couple of 
hours per week�  I remember writing to the Minister responsible for social protection that teach-
ers and lecturers teaching for one hour per day were not earning any sort of income but were not 
entitled to any sort of welfare because they were working for five days per week.  What is more, 
many of them were required to sit in the staff room in case additional hours came up.  This hap-
pened in institutes of technology, now technological universities, as much as in second level 
schools�  I do not know what happened that employment in education has become so precarious�

In my final year in the Teachers Union of Ireland, we negotiated a change to the contract of 
indefinite duration from four years to two, which was a remarkable achievement at the time.  
The Department and the unions came together on that�  If we want the best people driving our 
academic institutions to the highest levels internationally, we have to give them employment 
which guarantees their income, the home loan that Senator Higgins spoke about, the ability 
to buy a car and to live a life as a young person, rather than wait until they are a decrepit old 
so-and-so like me before they have enough money to live on�  It is not good enough�  I ask the 
Minister to take Senator Higgins’s amendments on board�

06/07/2022ZZ00700Senator  Lynn Ruane: I will speak to amendments Nos. 6 and 7 from my experience of 
being involved with student unions�  What concerns me most about the idea that a student union 
would be recognised by the governing authority or the Minister is that the power imbalance that 
inadvertently creates can impact on the type of activism or issues that a given student union 
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may take up if it is at complete odds with a governing body or Minister at the time�  That might 
be due to third level funding, BDS fees or any issues the students’ unions have taken on over 
the years�  It could also be about students taking more radical action, like taking over a building 
or protesting in a disruptive way�  In that case, a governing authority might refuse to recognise 
that student body because it is progressive, is taking direct action or is getting in the way of 
governing board decisions�  We cannot leave it in the gift of governing authorities to recognise 
students’ unions�  It would be like me having a mandate from the TCD electorate and then com-
ing in here and having to ask the Oireachtas to recognise my mandate�  It does not make sense 
in the flow of things.  Once people are voted in on a mandate and that independent body exists, 
we should not be looking somewhere else for that to be recognised�  We should know that our-
selves because we have individual mandates as politicians, in the same way students’ unions 
have their own individual mandates.  I would hate for that power imbalance to affect the types 
of issues students’ unions take on out of fear or because of the threat of not being recognised 
by the governing authority if that governing authority is conservative in relation to union ac-
tion.  I ask the Minister to look at these amendments between now and the next Stage.  They are 
important amendments�

06/07/2022AAA00200Senator  Fintan Warfield: I support amendments Nos� 6 and 7, which relate to students’ 
unions, as well as amendment No� 206, relating to trade union representation�  We will never 
get to the amendments Sinn Féin has tabled but we have a similar amendment, No� 117, on 
trade union membership on the board of the HEA�  Amendments Nos� 206 and 117 relate 
to academic and non-academic staff, respectively.  The absence of specific reference to trade 
unions throughout this Bill has been addressed by a number of amendments�  That is welcome�  
It is important that they are represented on the board of the HEA�  I will say that now because I 
probably will not get the chance to say it again�  As well as the governing bodies of individual 
institutions, the inclusion of trade unions on the HEA’s governing authority is welcome but we 
could go further there�

On amendments Nos� 217 and 275, Senator Higgins spoke about the precarious employ-
ment in these institutions�  Precarious employment has been allowed to spread throughout high-
er education.  There needs to be specific reference to this in the HEA’s work.  Governance of 
the sector must relate to the working conditions of all workers in the sector�  According to the 
OECD, Ireland’s student-staff ratio is 23.4:1.  That is well out of line with the EU average of 
15:1�

06/07/2022AAA00300Deputy  Simon Harris: I do not mean to be rude but I have to vote in the Dáil again�

06/07/2022AAA00400Senator  Fintan Warfield: They must be tight on numbers over in that House�

06/07/2022AAA00500Deputy  Simon Harris: The Senator must follow the news because-----

06/07/2022AAA00600Senator  Fintan Warfield: It is time for a general election�

06/07/2022AAA00700Senator  Malcolm Byrne: I propose a ten-minute suspension�

06/07/2022AAA00800An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is that agreed?

06/07/2022AAA00900Senator  Lynn Ruane: Can we move for an extension to pick up the time?

06/07/2022AAA01000Senator  Malcolm Byrne: The next item is due to start at 7.15 p.m.  Is it agreed that we 
keep going until the Institutional Burials Bill is to be taken?
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06/07/2022AAA01100Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: When we come back, any time taken should be added back 
as an extension.  If that means everything moves later-----

06/07/2022AAA01200Senator  Malcolm Byrne: I will need the Leader-----

06/07/2022AAA01300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: We need the Leader of the House to make such a proposal�  We 
can only move the suspension-----

06/07/2022AAA01400Senator  Malcolm Byrne: I will check�

06/07/2022AAA01500Senator  Lynn Ruane: The Minister has said-----

06/07/2022AAA01600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: The Minister has indicated he is happy to-----

06/07/2022AAA01700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is it agreed to have a ten-minute suspension to facilitate the 
Minister?

06/07/2022AAA01800Senator  Malcolm Byrne: I will undertake to speak to the Leader in the meantime�

06/07/2022AAA01900Senator  Lynn Ruane: Thank you�

06/07/2022AAA02000An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is that agreed?  Agreed�

  Cuireadh an Seanad ar fionraí ar 6.24 p.m. agus cuireadh tús leis arís ar 6.39 p.m.

  Sitting suspended at 6.24 p.m. and resumed at 6.39 p.m.

06/07/2022BBB00100Senator  Annie Hoey: We were talking about the definition of students’ unions.  We talked 
about this previously and this is something that came up when I was in the student movement, 
when we used to meet officials in the old Department of Education and Skills, which has now 
separated into two Departments�  Maybe we were being a bit suspicious but we always got the 
sense that the officials did not want to define a students’ union on the off chance there was a 
falling out.  There was always the question of what would happen if we ceased to exist.  We do 
not operate any other system by saying “but you might disappear”�  That is not a logical reason�  
This was said in conversations�  Any time legislation was being brought in around this area, we 
would try to get a definition of students’ union in there because it is a good idea to have one.  I 
certainly would agree with the second definition as opposed to the first.  Students’ unions have 
representation on a number of bodies.  They are democratically elected.  I am still mystified ten 
years on as to why there is so much resistance to defining them in a way that recognises their 
democratic structures and the fact they are elected by students for students and have a really 
important role and function�  I am not really entirely sure why�  I really would love to hear the 
reason because as I said, over the ten years I have been doing this, we have never been given 
a solid reason.  There were kinds of loose questions, for example about what would happen if 
things do not work out�  It is not a relationship; we are not dating�  It is a students’ union�  They 
have a long history and have been around�  Students’ unions predate some of this legislation we 
are updating.  It is unlikely that they will disappear off the face of the earth and even if they do, 
we can turn amendments around pretty quick smart in here if we have to�

I do not understand why there is resistance to defining it.  When we are making such big, 
broad, sweeping statements about what the future of higher education will look like through 
this Bill, it would be really good to embed the students’ unions into that and give them the 
recognition they deserve�  They are a representative body elected by students both locally and 
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nationally�  I do not know why we are not doing it; it is beyond me�  I would love to hear why 
we are not recognising this particular structure of education in the way we could and should do�

 This is a good piece of legislation�  There are obviously things we want to see changed�  We 
may not get to our amendments but on the students’ union issue, in particular, I do not know 
why we are not doing it.  I implore the Minister to consider putting that definition in to give the 
students’ unions the respect and autonomy they deserve for the democratic role and function 
they play�

06/07/2022CCC00200Senator Malcolm Byrne: I certainly think it should be clear, as does the Minister, that the 
student voice should be recognised in all cases�  That voice should be heard through the demo-
cratically elected students’ union within the institution and the Union of Students in Ireland, 
USI, at a national level�  As the Minister outlined earlier, it is obviously key within this legisla-
tion that there is very specific provision for a USI representative on the board of an t-údarás and 
enhanced and clear student representation with regard to governing bodies�  It has been made 
clear and the Minister has been very strong in terms of recognising the student voice�  It should 
also be acknowledged that Government policy has been about recognising the student voice, 
particularly around these issues�  I would even cite the recent decision of the Minister for Edu-
cation, Deputy Foley, to appoint the president of the Irish Second–Level Students’ Union to the 
board of the National Council for Curriculum and Assessment�  The Minister is correct in listen-
ing to the partners in education at all times and the USI is the representative body for students�

In the same way, in terms of engaging with this legislation, the representative voice for 
universities is the Irish Universities Association and for the technological sector it is the Tech-
nological Higher Education Association.  I know the Minister has engaged extensively with 
them�  Those are, therefore, the voices that need to be listened to on this legislation in terms 
of representative organisations�  With regard to Trinity College Dublin, the provost speaks on 
behalf of the institution�  Indeed, with regard to all the other institutions, it is their presidents 
and governing bodies�  Those are the representative structures that speak on behalf of the insti-
tutions.  In the context of this legislation, I know the Minister has listened to all those from the 
real representative bodies and has taken on board extensively their amendments.

I was almost pleasantly surprised that I did not have to propose too many amendments 
because of the number of amendments the Minister took on board during the Dáil debate�  A 
very valid point was made by colleagues, however, because an issue arose historically with one 
institution around the representation of students on the governing bodies by people who were 
not democratically elected student representatives�  That problem arose but I will not go into 
that detail�

I am certainly open to this; it is something the Minister might look at considering on Report 
Stage.  To have a clear definition around the provision that representatives must be elected by 
the students is important�  That said, it must be acknowledged very clearly that this legislation 
very much strengthens the student voice right throughout�  It is a big leap forward from both the 
1971 Act and the Universities Act 1997�

06/07/2022CCC00300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I thank Senator Malcolm Byrne very much indeed�  We have 
one or two more speakers�  Senator Higgins may come back in now�

06/07/2022CCC00400Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I wish to clarify something very briefly.  I spoke about 
amendment No. 7 but it is actually amendment No. 8 that specifies matters with regard to the 
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elected body.  To be clear, it is amendments Nos. 6 and 8.  Amendment No. 8 specifies that it 
must be an elected body�

On the question of representation, the fact remains that there will be less student represen-
tation within many institutions under this legislation�  There is a lack of union representation�� 
When we talk about other representatives, the fact that they would have previously had a rep-
resentative is a matter of very significant concern, for example in universities in Galway, Cork 
and elsewhere�  Previously, a mayor would have been a public representative who comes from 
a place where universities play a really fundamental role, as they do in some of our towns and 
cities�  Indeed, a local public representative, such as a mayor, may have sat on boards of gov-
ernance in those situations.  I know that concern has also been flagged.  We have, therefore, a 
number of layers of representation to discuss�  I want to clarify the core amendment, however�  I 
referenced amendment No. 7 but it is amendment No. 8 that specifies that it must be an elected 
body�  Again, the Minister heard the importance of that point across the House�

I will make two final points on amendment No. 211.  I spoke about the equality statement 
and we discussed equality and diversity in our institutions and within each institution�  I really 
regret the loss from the previous HEA provisions of the mission statement around recognising 
the importance of diverse institutions across Ireland with distinct missions�  It is not just about 
diversity and equality within each institution, but also the fact that our academic institutions are 
diverse and, in many cases, will have distinct missions�  It will not be always the case that one 
size fits all in that regard.  That is just to clarify amendment No. 211.

As the Minister, Deputy Foley, has been mentioned, it strikes me that if we were to give 
more time to this legislation and give proper time between Committee Stage and Report Stage, 
perhaps we would be able to take on board things that may be discussed in the planned citizens’ 
assembly on education, which is the plan for having a national public discussion on education�  
It seems a little pre-emptive to make such radical changes to our higher education system before 
we have a citizens’ assembly on the matter�

06/07/2022CCC00500Senator  Rónán Mullen: If we are going to have citizens’ assemblies, let us ensure that this 
democratically elected Assembly is allowed to do its work in full�

I wish to speak to my own amendments�  Again, I must start with a mea culpa because they 
are in the wrong place�  The moral of the story is perhaps not to burn the midnight oil�  The 
amendments I am proposing here relate to the issue of consultation with students in the context 
of the strategic development plan of the college and the equality statement�  I submitted these 
for the part of the Bill that relates to the National College of Art and Design, NCAD�  Properly 
speaking, what I submitted by way of a proposed amendment to section 128 should really be in 
section 61, and what I submitted with regard to section 129 should really be in section 62�  As 
previously noted, however, the position is the same�

Sections 61 and 62 provide for consultation with students or the students’ union of the insti-
tution.  That is what it refers to in the context of the preparation of a strategic development plan 
and the preparation of an equality statement�  The point, which my colleagues made already, 
is that it is really important to recognise the role of students’ unions with all their history and 
the fact that they are elected by students�  They have a particular role�  They are funded by uni-
versities�  They are actually funded by students at the fee payment stage, notwithstanding free 
education�  Some thousands are paid by way of a capitation fee, if that is the correct term, and 
that goes inter alia to the funding of students’ unions, clubs, societies and many other activities�  
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It is very important that this money always be disbursed by the university or students’ union 
fairly and with an eye to equality�  The students’ union is in a particularly important place but 
the way the legislation is currently worded appears to provide that it would be not be necessary 
to consult with students’ unions�  Rather it provides for consultation with students or with the 
students’ union of the institution in question�  As I read it, and I hope the Minister will correct 
me if I am wrong, it would not actually be necessary to consult with students’ unions under 
these sections�  The designated institution would simply have to satisfy the requirement of 
consulting with students, although the Bill does not specify which students�  My amendments 
propose to replace “or” with “and”�  The point is that those to be consulted in relation to these 
matters must include students’ unions�  However, I also favour consultation with those beyond 
the students’ unions because there are times when the students’ unions might not be fully rep-
resentative�  The obligation should therefore be to consult broadly�  The consultation obligation 
should never depart from including students’ unions but it may also be appropriate to consult 
with other clubs and societies or other gatherings of students who represent particular academic 
or other interests�  You lose nothing by creating the broadest possible requirement for consulta-
tion�  I hope the Minister will correct me if I am wrong but, as the legislation stands, it would 
be possible to exclude students’ unions from the consultation.  I do not believe that is what is 
meant�  Notwithstanding my own mistake, this problem can be remedied in sections 61 and 62�  
Replacing the word “or” with the word “and” in sections 61(4)(d) and 62(4)(d) would cure the 
defect�

06/07/2022DDD00200Senator  Eileen Flynn: Students’ unions are often the heart of our universities�  Unfortu-
nately, I was never part of one myself but people always reached out.  In the past four or five 
years, I have seen students’ unions being very inclusive of people from ethnic minority groups 
and trying their best to include them� We cannot have legislation that does not include all of the 
students’ unions and that does not treat the 24 institutions highlighted in the Bill equally�  We 
talk about empowering our young people and empowering women to go into politics�  This can 
be a starting point for young people in giving them power, a voice and a say within our univer-
sities�  I support my colleague, Senator Higgin’s amendment No� 8�  I hope the Minister will 
consider it because it is extremely important.  It provides that voice, which can be a voice for all 
students within the university�  It can also be a place for engagement and inclusion�

06/07/2022DDD00300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The next speaker is Senator Pauline O’Reilly.  Given that she is 
always very co-operative, I will ask whether she might facilitate the Minister coming back in�  
She has the intellectual capacity to make her contribution brief to allow the Minister back in�

06/07/2022DDD00400Senator  Pauline O’Reilly: I thank the Leas-Chathaoirleach for his kind words and for 
the------

06/07/2022DDD00500Senator  Gerard P. Craughwell: That is it.  The Senator is finished.

06/07/2022DDD00600Senator  Pauline O’Reilly: I may not be that brief�

06/07/2022DDD00700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Senator is under no pressure�

06/07/2022DDD00800Senator  Pauline O’Reilly: I just wished to come in on the point Senator Mullen raised be-
cause it is recognised as a valid point�  Section 61(4)(d) reads “students or the students’ unions 
of the institution”�  My reading of this is that it means students of the institution�  It cannot just 
be random students but must be the students of the institution as a whole�  It would be worth 
checking that out because it is a valid argument�  We need to make sure it cannot just be a couple 
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of students who are consulted�  That is really the point�

06/07/2022DDD00900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I thank the Senator for her co-operation�  It is important that we 
hear from the Minister�

06/07/2022DDD01000Deputy  Simon Harris: I will also endeavour to be co-operative�  I will provide the House 
with a note on the issue of students’ unions.  I believe we all accept each other’s bona fides 
on this matter.  The intention is not to be exclusionary but to be inclusive and to provide for 
students to be consulted regardless of the scenario�  I will provide a note on that in advance of 
Report Stage in the interests of being brief on the matter�

I will work my way through the amendments because there is quite a lot in this grouping�  
In fairness, Senator Hoey asked a valid question as to why the hell we do not just define “stu-
dents’ union”�  It is a question I have asked myself�  We have worked with the Union of Students 
in Ireland, USI, on this matter and have had lots of discussions about it�  On the face of it, it 
seemed terribly straightforward to me that we should put a definition of “students’ union” into 
the Bill�  Of course, it was not as straightforward as I thought�  I will share with the House the 
rationale behind not defining “students’ union” and what we propose to do as an alternative.  We 
discussed this in the Dáil as well and I have engaged with the USI on it�  

We also sought legal advice from the Attorney General’s office as to how to set about this.  
While legal advice is always privileged, I will share the thrust of the advice with the House�  We 
were advised that, in this legislation, the role of the students’ union is limited to a consultative 
role�  That consultative role is set out in sections 34(2), 61(4), 62(4) and 126(2)�  The references 
to students’ unions all relate to circumstances in which the HEA or others must consult with 
them.  The legal view is that, if we defined “students’ union” in the context of that consultative 
role in the legislation, we could inadvertently reduce the scope of what is intended by a students’ 
union�  We were also advised that there is a great degree of variation between students’ unions 
and bodies across the higher education sector and that a prescriptive provision could lead to an 
inadvertent exclusion of some students’ unions or bodies from the right to be consulted.  We 
were also told that, as has previously been pointed out, there is a definition of “student union” 
in the Universities Act 1997 and in the Technological Universities Act 2018�  As I made the 
point earlier, the sectoral legislation carries forward with this legislation�  Sections 94 and 105 
of the Bill also insert mirror definitions of the section 2(1) definition of “student union” into 
the Institutes of Technology Acts 1992 to 2006 and the National College of Art and Design Act 
1971.  Any change to the definition of “student union” could result in a different scope from that 
of the broader definition in the Universities Act 1997 and in the Technological Universities Act 
2018�  I am sorry if that is a bit technical but at least it will now be on the record for all of us to 
consume and look over between now and Report Stage�

I encourage Senators to scrutinise and engage on this matter before Report Stage but I have 
written to the USI on it�  I believe it has published the letter I sent, which I am very happy for 
it to do�  I have talked about how we can use section 143 of this Bill, which relates to the pow-
ers of the HEA in respect of policies, codes and guidelines, with regard to student partnerships�  
That is badly needed�  I am, quite frankly, not happy with how students’ unions have been 
treated in certain universities�  I have heard from the presidents of students’ unions on that in 
recent weeks�  I am sure this is an issue that will be returned to�  Students’ unions are democrati-
cally elected by students�  They are autonomous and independent�  Their funding needs to be 
protected�  I believe we have a shared view on that�  It is just a question of how best to go about 
doing it in this legislation�  That is my response to amendments Nos� 6, 7 and 8�
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On amendment No. 47, in the first instance, I do not believe this is the right place to put 
it�  That is a technical point but I do not intend to revisit this issue�  I already made a decision, 
after consultation with the USI and compelling arguments from students’ unions, to increase 
the number of student representatives on governing boards in comparison with what was previ-
ously envisaged in this legislation�  That was the right thing to do and will mean that, in most 
cases, the proportion of the total membership of governing bodies who are student representa-
tives will increase under this legislation�  You have to be big enough to admit when you were 
wrong and I believe the idea of having two such representatives was wrong�  Increasing that 
number was the right thing to do�

I just cannot accept amendments Nos� 184 and 185 in the name of Senators Norris and Boy-
han�  It is again slightly technical�  It is proposed to remove the word “Notwithstanding” from 
section 43(1) and to put in “In support of” or “Building on”�  This section relates to the HEA 
engaging with students’ unions�  The word “Notwithstanding” is a reference to something we all 
talk a lot about in this House, that is, recognising the autonomy of the institution�  The primary 
point of engagement should be between the students’ union and the institution�

7 o’clock

We are saying that, notwithstanding that being the main engagement point, there will be 
other occasions where the HEA should engage with student unions�  The word “notwithstand-
ing”, read in isolation, can look like we are trying to exclude something, but it is almost like 
trying to say “in addition to”�

06/07/2022EEE00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: As it is now 7 p�m�, I am required to put the following question, 
in accordance with the order of the Seanad�

06/07/2022EEE00300Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: On a point of order-----

06/07/2022EEE00400Senator  Lynn Ruane: We said we would extend-----

06/07/2022EEE00500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: It is not a matter for discussion�  It is not a point of order�

06/07/2022EEE00600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: On a point of information, it was agreed that the time would 
be extended.

06/07/2022EEE00700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Leader did not propose it�

06/07/2022EEE00800Senator  Malcolm Byrne: I could not get agreement from the Leader on it�

06/07/2022EEE00900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I am required to put the following question in accordance with-
----

06/07/2022EEE01000Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: Sorry, this is-----

06/07/2022EEE01100An Leas-Chathaoirleach: -----the order of the Seanad today: “That amendment No� 6 is 
hereby negatived in Committee; in respect of each of the sections not disposed of------

06/07/2022EEE01200Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: On a point of information-----

06/07/2022EEE01300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: -----the section is hereby agreed�”  This does not arise at this 
point�
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06/07/2022EEE01400Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: Excuse me.  This is the point at which it arises.

06/07/2022EEE01500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: With respect, the Senator is an experienced parliamentarian.

06/07/2022EEE01600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: A proposal was put to us------

06/07/2022EEE01700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Leader must move the motion�  I will continue�

06/07/2022EEE01800Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: ------about whether we would grant a period of suspension 
of the House and we said we would do so on the understanding that the time would be extended.

06/07/2022EEE01900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Leader can do that�

06/07/2022EEE02000Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: Much has not been discussed, such as the incredible powers 
relating to land and assets�  Considerable powers are being given-----

06/07/2022EEE02100An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Senator cannot discuss the Bill at this point�

06/07/2022EEE02200Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: -----to the Minister in this regard and have not been dis-
cussed or debated.  The next section-----

06/07/2022EEE02300An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Order of Business is where this debate takes place�

06/07/2022EEE02400Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: When we are asked to suspend the House-----

06/07/2022EEE02500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Senator has made her point�

06/07/2022EEE02600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: The point I am making now is that our good grace in sus-
pending the House to allow a Minister to vote has been trampled on�  We now have a situation 
where we cannot in good confidence allow a Minister to suspend-----

06/07/2022EEE02700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I am putting the question�  The Senator cannot interrupt any 
further�

06/07/2022EEE02800Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: In this regard, I have to be clear�  We were clearly asked this�

06/07/2022EEE02900An Leas-Chathaoirleach: The Senator is being disingenuous.  She knows the difference.

06/07/2022EEE03000Senator  Lynn Ruane: No, she is not�

06/07/2022EEE03100Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: There will be multiple points at which Ministers will re-
quest a suspension and we will not be able to grant that in good faith-----

06/07/2022EEE03200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: “In respect of each of the following questions undisposed of-----

06/07/2022EEE03300Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: -----if it is not followed through with an extension of time 
as promised�

06/07/2022EEE03400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: -----the section is hereby agreed to in committee; the Title is 
hereby agreed to in committee�”

06/07/2022EEE03500Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: Not agreed�

06/07/2022EEE03600Senator  Lynn Ruane: Not agreed�
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06/07/2022EEE03700An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Excuse me.  I am putting the following question: “That amend-
ment No� 6 is hereby negatived in Committee; in respect of each of the sections undisposed of, 
the section is hereby agreed to in Committee; the Schedule is hereby agreed to in Committee; 
and the Title is hereby agreed to in Committee�”

Question put: 

The Committee divided: Tá, 30; Níl, 16�
Tá Níl

 Ahearn, Garret�  Black, Frances�
 Ardagh, Catherine�  Boyhan, Victor�
 Blaney, Niall�  Boylan, Lynn�
 Burke, Paddy�  Craughwell, Gerard P�
 Buttimer, Jerry�  Flynn, Eileen�
 Byrne, Malcolm�  Gavan, Paul�
 Byrne, Maria�  Higgins, Alice-Mary�
 Carrigy, Micheál�  Hoey, Annie�
 Casey, Pat�  Keogan, Sharon�
 Chambers, Lisa�  McDowell, Michael�
 Clifford-Lee, Lorraine.  Mullen, Rónán�
 Conway, Martin�  Norris, David�
 Crowe, Ollie�  Ó Donnghaile, Niall�
 Cummins, John�  Ruane, Lynn�
 Currie, Emer�  Sherlock, Marie�
 Daly, Paul�  Warfield, Fintan.
 Doherty, Regina�
 Dolan, Aisling�
 Fitzpatrick, Mary�
 Hackett, Pippa�
 Kyne, Seán�
 Lombard, Tim�
 Martin, Vincent P�
 McGahon, John�
 McGreehan, Erin�
 O’Loughlin, Fiona�
 O’Reilly, Pauline�
 O’Sullivan, Ned�
 Seery Kearney, Mary�
 Ward, Barry�

Tellers: Tá, Senators Seán Kyne and Lisa Chambers; Níl, Senators Lynn Ruane and Alice-
Mary Higgins�
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Question declared carried�

Bill reported without amendment�

06/07/2022FFF00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: When is it proposed to take Report Stage?

06/07/2022FFF00300Senator  Regina Doherty: Next Tuesday.

06/07/2022FFF00400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is that agreed?

06/07/2022FFF00500Senator  Michael McDowell: Not agreed�

Question, “That Report Stage be taken next Tuesday”, put and declared carried.

Report Stage ordered for Tuesday, 13 July 2022�

06/07/2022GGG00050Gnó an tSeanaid - Business of Seanad

06/07/2022GGG00100Senator  Regina Doherty: Notwithstanding anything in Standing Orders, I propose that we 
suspend for 15 minutes until the Minister is available, due to a division in the Dáil�

06/07/2022GGG00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is that agreed?

06/07/2022GGG00300Senator  Eileen Flynn: Not unless the Minister can give us back the 15 minutes�

06/07/2022GGG00400Senator  Lynn Ruane: Not agreed�

06/07/2022GGG00500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: I must put the following question: “That the sitting be suspend-
ed until 7�40 p�m�”

Question put: 

The Seanad divided: Tá, 30; Níl, 11�
Tá Níl

 Ahearn, Garret�  Black, Frances�
 Blaney, Niall�  Boyhan, Victor�
 Burke, Paddy�  Boylan, Lynn�
 Buttimer, Jerry�  Flynn, Eileen�
 Byrne, Malcolm�  Gavan, Paul�
 Byrne, Maria�  Higgins, Alice-Mary�
 Casey, Pat�  Hoey, Annie�
 Chambers, Lisa�  Keogan, Sharon�
 Clifford-Lee, Lorraine.  Ó Donnghaile, Niall�
 Conway, Martin�  Ruane, Lynn�
 Crowe, Ollie�  Sherlock, Marie�
 Cummins, John�
 Currie, Emer�
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 Daly, Paul�
 Davitt, Aidan�
 Doherty, Regina�
 Dolan, Aisling�
 Fitzpatrick, Mary�
 Hackett, Pippa�
 Kyne, Seán�
 Lombard, Tim�
 Martin, Vincent P�
 McGahon, John�
 McGreehan, Erin�
 O’Loughlin, Fiona�
 O’Reilly, Pauline�
 O’Sullivan, Ned�
 Seery Kearney, Mary�
 Ward, Barry�
 Wilson, Diarmuid�

Tellers: Tá, Senators Seán Kyne and Lisa Chambers; Níl, Senators Lynn Ruane and Alice-
Mary Higgins�

Question declared carried�

Sitting suspended at 7.39 p.m. and resumed at 8.05 p.m.

06/07/2022LLL0010Institutional Burials Bill 2022: Report and Final Stages

06/07/2022LLL00200Acting Chairperson (Senator Aisling Dolan): Amendment No� 1 arises out of committee 
proceedings�  Amendments Nos� 1 to 4, inclusive, 12 and 16 are related and may be discussed 
together by agreement�  Is that agreed?  Agreed�

06/07/2022LLL00300Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 1:

In page 10, line 37, to delete “and” and substitute “or”�

06/07/2022LLL00400Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

06/07/2022LLL00500Senator  Lynn Ruane: I welcome the Minister to the Chamber�  I will be concise, given 
we have little time to get through the amendments�  The amendment will amend the meaning 
of “principal burial land” in the interpretation section.  Currently, the section defines a principal 
burial land as land “associated with an institution where burials have taken place ��� of persons 
who died while resident at the institution, and ��� which were manifestly inappropriate”�  As 
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drafted, there are two criteria, namely, the person must have died while a resident and must 
have been buried before the State may intervene�  The requirement to meet both criteria is, po-
tentially, a barrier and the amendment will change the wording such that only one requirement 
will apply.  The fact that, for example, a young woman, a baby or a child died in a home or 
was inappropriately buried there should be enough in and of itself to trigger an intervention�  It 
does not seem right that either of these circumstances on its own would not be serious enough 
to warrant an investigation�

Amendment No� 2 seeks to revise the scope of the Bill to align it with the international 
definition of “mass grave sites”, namely, that which has been derived from the United Nations 
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights.  It will incorporate this best-practice defi-
nition into the interpretation of what constitutes a principal burial site to ensure intervention 
will occur in a broader range of burials, whether they are inappropriate in terms of the nature of 
the burial or of the nature of the death of those persons who were buried�

Amendment No� 3 is closely related to amendment No� 1�  As outlined, the Bill currently 
specifies that authorised interventions will be limited to cases where a person died while ordi-
narily resident in an institution and where he or she was buried in a manifestly inappropriate 
manner�  Two criteria must be met before the State may act, namely, the person must have died 
while a resident and must have been buried inappropriately�  The requirement to meet both 
criteria could be a barrier and, in our view, one should be sufficient.  Amendment No. 3 will 
change the wording of the section such that only one of the criteria will be required�

Amendment No� 4 seeks to revise the scope of the Bill to align it with the international 
best-practice definition of “mass grave sites” to include any burial site where the circumstances 
surrounding the death, body-disposal method or both warrant an investigation as to their lawful-
ness.  This will incorporate the best-practice definition into the section, which provides for the 
establishment, by order of the Government, of an office of the director of authorised interven-
tion�  Doing so will ensure the intervention and investigation occur in respect of the broadest 
possible range of inappropriate burials�

Amendment No� 12 will add a function to directors of authorised intervention to include 
the arranging of the forensic excavation and recovery of remains where there is a concern the 
person’s death occurred in a violent, unnatural, sudden or unknown manner�  The current pro-
vision is too narrow in that it specifies that only the circumstances of the burial be considered 
when assessing whether forensic excavation and recovery should be arranged by the director.  
As previously noted, the pre-legislative scrutiny report of the Joint Committee on Children, 
Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth recommended that interventions give due consider-
ation to suspicious or unlawful deaths as well as to the existence of inappropriate burials.  The 
amendment acts on this recommendation as it relates to the arranging of forensic excavation 
and recovery by the director of authorised intervention�

 Finally, amendment No. 16 seeks to expand the provisions relating to the obligations on a 
director of authorised intervention to notify An Garda Síochána and the coroner of certain evi-
dence.  As drafted, section 36 specifies An Garda Síochána and the coroner must be notified by 
a director where evidence emerges that human remains were buried in the principal burial land 
following death in violent or unnatural circumstances�  This means that even though a child, 
or mother or young woman may have died in an unknown or suspicious way, this will not be 
referred to the Garda or the coroner for further investigation, despite the fact the death may well 
have occurred in a violent or unnatural way.  This amendment expands on the current provision 
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by including death in suspicious or undetermined circumstances�  This ensures that where the 
cause of death is undetermined or unclear but suspicious, the Garda and coroner would be noti-
fied and further investigation could ensue.  This amendment acts on the 6th recommendation 
in the pre-legislative scrutiny report by the Joint Committee on Children, Equality, Disability, 
Integration and Youth, which stated that intervention should give due consideration to suspi-
cious or unlawful deaths�

06/07/2022MMM00200Minister for Children, Equality, Disability, Integration and Youth  (Deputy  Roderic 
O’Gorman): I thank the Senators for facilitating the issue with voting today and I gather it may 
need to be facilitated again later this evening�  I thank the Senators for putting forth this set of 
amendments�  I know we discussed similar amendments in the Seanad on Committee Stage here 
and in the Dáil, and I am not going to be in a position to accept these amendments�

Amendments Nos. 1 to 4, inclusive, seek to alter the definition of principal land, as Senator 
Ruane said, and the conditions for making a Government order to allow for interventions in 
cases where inappropriate burials have not been discovered but, rather, where the burials relate 
to any person who died while resident in an institution or where the circumstances of the death 
or body disposal method warrant an investigation as to their lawfulness�

Amendment No� 12 seeks to alter the functions of the director so he or she would have to 
arrange for forensic excavation and recovery of human remains where death may have occurred 
in a violent or unnatural manner or suddenly from an unknown cause�  These amendments will 
allow for interventions in cases where inappropriate burials have not been discovered�  This 
approach would fundamentally alter the scope of the Bill and ultimately change the underlying 
objectives of the legislation�  This is clearly at odds with the Government decision to create a 
lawful basis for forensic excavation, recovery, analysis and identification of remains at institu-
tional sites where manifestly inappropriate burials have occurred, as is the case at the site of the 
former mother and baby institution at Tuam�

These amendments will also represent a strong interference with the jurisdiction of An Gar-
da Síochána and the coroner�  Any intervention and investigation where there are questions 
regarding the lawfulness of a circumstance surrounding a death should clearly come under the 
remit of those two bodies�  This is why the Bill rightly provides up front that an order may not 
be made if an investigation or inquest is already under way, and the Garda Commissioner is of 
the view it would be premature to make an order for intervention pending the outcome of that 
investigation�  Similarly, the Bill rightly provides that where an intervention under this legisla-
tion is under way, the director must notify An Garda Síochána and the coroner of any evidence 
of a violent or unnatural death that comes to light during the intervention and then follow their 
direction�

I also point out that the manner in which bodies are buried does form part of the consider-
ations of what might constitute manifestly inappropriate burials or buried in a way that would 
not reasonably be considered to provide a dignified interment.  I do not see a justification for 
referencing the body disposal method when the manner of interment is already included within 
the scope of the Bill�

The legislation seeks to complement existing law, including the Coroners Act and not re-
place it.  I know this was significant in terms of the pre-legislative discussions.  As Senators 
will know, as a very significant change from the original general scheme, we removed all re-
strictions on the jurisdiction of the coroner�  Furthermore, under this legislation, the director 
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will have to try to identify the circumstances and cause of death of recovered remains, and if 
evidence of violent or natural death emerges, the director must notify the coroner and An Garda 
Síochána immediately�

Amendment No� 16 is concerned with changing the description of the type of death that 
must be notified to the coroner and a member of An Garda Síochána.  While I appreciate the 
intent, I can assure the Senator that the current wording of “violent or unnatural” would encom-
pass any suspicious deaths where there is potential evidence of same�  In practical terms, it is 
important the wording remains aligned with the basis of exhumation that already exists in the 
Coroners Act�  More broadly, the director will publish a full post-recovery analysis report in re-
spect of all recovered remains, which will include the causes and circumstances of death where 
it is possible for that to be determined by the director�  The director will ensure it is brought to 
the attention of the relevant coroner�  In addition, as a result of an amendment that was brought 
forward during the Dáil debate, the legislation will ensure the post-recovery analysis report will 
document where notifications of evidence of violence or unnatural death have been made to An 
Garda Síochána and the coroner�  There will be a clear record of that engagement between the 
director and An Garda Síochána and-or the coroner, which has taken place�  In light of those 
reasons I am not in a position to accept these amendments�

06/07/2022MMM00300Senator  Lynn Ruane: Given the time constraints, we will go straight to pressing the 
amendments�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022MMM00500Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 2:

In page 11, line 1, after “inappropriate” to insert the following:

“or circumstances surrounding the death and/or body-disposal method warrant an 
investigation as to their lawfulness”� 

06/07/2022MMM00600Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022MMM00800Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 3:

In page 14, line 32, to delete “and” and substitute “or”�

06/07/2022MMM00900Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022MMM01100Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 4:

In page 14, between lines 32 and 33, to insert the following:

“(ii) of persons, where circumstances surrounding the death and/or body-disposal 
method warrant an investigation as to their lawfulness,”� 

06/07/2022MMM01200Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

Amendment put and declared lost�
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06/07/2022MMM01500Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 5:

In page 15, to delete lines 4 to 6 and substitute the following:

“(c) the making of the order is in line with the wishes of the majority of relatives of 
persons buried on the land�”�

06/07/2022MMM01600Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

06/07/2022MMM01700Senator  Lynn Ruane: Amendment No� 5 seeks to delete the lines in the Bill which say that 
an order for an excavation of a burial site will only be made if it is necessary for the purposes 
of safeguarding important objectives of general public interest�  It is not clear what these lines 
are achieving, so I propose a deletion and substitution that specifies the Government may make 
an order where doing so is in line with the wishes of the majority of relatives of persons buried 
on the land�  I believe Deputy Cairns said it best in the Dáil debate when she said this provision 
creates unnecessary barriers.  In what scenario could excavating an institutional burial site not 
be in the public interest?  Who decides what is in the public interest?  Would this ever be used 
as a justification not to excavate a site?  It is my view these lines should be deleted and substi-
tuted as set out as, currently, they only create an unnecessary qualifier that risks putting another 
obstacle between the public and the truth�

06/07/2022MMM01800Deputy Roderic O’Gorman: I am not in a position to accept this amendment that seeks 
to remove the very important concept of safeguarding the public interest from consideration 
within this legislation.  The excavation and recovery of human remains is a complex and sensi-
tive intervention�  In making a decision to undertake this, the Government must strike a bal-
ance between the need to intervene with the need to respect the long-standing tradition of the 
sanctity of burials and consider the overall public interest�  Consideration of the safeguarding 
of public interest is not unique to this legislation�  It is a particularly important concept in 
legislation where elements of constitutional rights are at play and are being balanced�  When 
legislation does impact on constitutional rights, it is vital the legislation sets out a robust legal 
basis grounded in public interest for any potential adverse impacts on constitutional rights�  The 
legislation, therefore, sets out a number of factors a Government would have to take into ac-
count when determining if an intervention is proportionate, including the need to accord dignity 
to persons who are buried in the land, the need to respect the views of the relatives of persons 
buried in the land, public health, and alternative options, if any, that may be available�

I believe the amendment proposed would fundamentally weaken the protection of constitu-
tional rights within this legislation and, therefore, the legislation itself�  I do not think that is in 
the ultimate interest of those most centrally affected and as such I cannot accept the amendment.  
To be clear, I do not believe anything about the public interest test will in any way interfere with 
our ability to intervene at the site in Tuam, which is the stated intention of Government�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022NNN00100Acting Chairperson  (Senator  Aisling Dolan): Amendments Nos� 6 to 8, inclusive, are 
related and may be discussed together�  Is that agreed?  Agreed�

06/07/2022NNN00200Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 6:

In page 15, to delete lines 17 and 18�

06/07/2022NNN00300Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�
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06/07/2022NNN00400Senator  Lynn Ruane: Amendment No� 6 seeks to remove the subsection that provides that 
the Government shall not make an order to establish an office of director of authorised interven-
tion if the burial site comprises a burial ground in whole or in part�  In doing so, the amendment 
would ensure that the authorised interventions occur in the greatest possible number of cases�  
As drafted, principal burial land would not be eligible for intervention if even a small part of 
the land comprised a regulated burial ground.  This amendment expands the provision to ensure 
that regulated burial lands can be intervened in, where there is a cause to intervene�  Subsection 
(4)(c)(ii) already specifies that interventions should not occur where the land cannot be exca-
vated without disturbing appropriately buried remains.  In my mind this seems like a sufficient 
protection for remains that are buried appropriately�

While I understand the sensitivity with which we must approach disturbing appropriately 
buried remains, we must balance this with the rights of concerned persons to justice and to a 
dignified burial.  Maintaining the provision that appropriately buried remains should not be 
disturbed strikes me as an adequate provision in and of itself�  This is why I propose a straight 
deletion of lines 17 and 18�

Amendment No. 7 seeks to ensure that every possible effort is made to excavate inappropri-
ate burials�  It is related to some degree to amendment No� 6�

Section 7(4) refers to land that “could not be excavated without disturbing appropriately 
buried human remains”.  This amendment adds a small qualifier that the provision would not 
apply in circumstances where written consent for the excavation was given by living relatives 
of the person whose remains are buried appropriately�  This could be a productive amendment 
because the current version of the Bill seems to create a barrier to uncovering inappropriately 
buried remains in the future�  One can imagine a scenario where a family may be living in a 
small town where an institutional burial site is discovered�  Perhaps the family had relatives in 
an institution and a mass burial site is discovered close to one of the family graves or a family 
plot�  One can imagine that the family would want their appropriately buried love ones to rest 
in peace, but they may also want to desperately know the truth about what happened in the lo-
cal institution and what happened to relatives who may have been in it�  In that case the family 
might want to give permission for a family grave to be excavated.  They might be willing to 
make that sacrifice to find out the truth about their family, another family’s history or their local 
history�  It is with this scenario in mind that I propose a small qualifying amendment, which I 
hope can be seen as a constructive suggestion�

Amendment No. 8 seeks to expand the context in which an authorised intervention takes 
place�  Currently in legislation an intervention would not take place where recovery of human 
remains would be unreasonably difficult.  Will the Minister clarify what constitutes unreason-
ably difficult?  It seems somewhat unclear to me and the provision seems vague.  It is also 
unclear as to how the perceived difficulty would be assessed and who would assess it.  This 
amendment seeks to delete this vague term from the Bill and replace the relevant subsection 
with an alternative, which specifies the intervention should progress unless there is a risk of 
serious physical harm to the persons responsible for the excavation.  In my view this substitu-
tion strengthens the section through the removal of what is a very vague term�  In doing so, the 
amendment ensures that a greater number of interventions will occur where they are required�

06/07/2022NNN00500Deputy  Roderic O’Gorman: I am not in a position to support these amendments that seek 
to amend the criteria under which the Government cannot make an order�  The criteria set out 
are all important factors that need to be considered in decisions on whether an order should be 
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made.  There is a strong rationale for excluding official burial grounds, ensuring that appro-
priately buried human remains are not disturbed unnecessarily and health and safety consider-
ations are taken into account�

Section 44 of the Local Government (Sanitary Services) Act 1948 specifies where burials 
can appropriately take place.  Where this legislation applies, there is an existing provision for an 
exhumation licence to be issued by the relevant Minister for a body or bodies that were buried 
at that location�  An intervention under this Bill would, therefore, not be warranted if the provi-
sions of the 1948 Act are applicable to the burial grounds in question�

It is also reasonable not to disturb remains that were buried appropriately�  A similar con-
dition exists under the 1948 Act.  It is important to respect the long-standing tradition of the 
sanctity of burials and, in some cases, it may be necessary to consider the impact of the inter-
vention on other human remains that were interred appropriately�  While the views of relatives 
in relation to this would be important, and would be provided for under amendment No� 7, the 
Government may need to consider the other factors in this regard�  I believe the current wording 
represents the best approach�

In certain sites, excavations may be unsafe or disproportionately difficult.  These health and 
safety considerations must be taken into account�  While the risk of serious physical harm to 
persons responsible for an excavation would be an important factor, as suggested by amend-
ment No. 8, it would not be sufficient to cover situations where an intervention may not appear 
to pose a risk of physical harm but may be so complex that any attempt to recover the remains 
would not afford dignity to the deceased.  It should be stressed that such circumstances would 
be exceptional.  We are aware that the Tuam site will be challenging, but intervention here is 
justified and the Government has made a clear commitment to doing so once this legislation is 
passed�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022NNN00700Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 7:

In page 15, line 21, after “recovered,” to insert the following:

“unless written consent is obtained from living relatives to excavate the appropri-
ately buried remains,”�

06/07/2022NNN00800Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

Amendment put and declared lost� 

06/07/2022NNN01000Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 8:

In page 15, to delete lines 22 and 23 and substitute the following:

“(d) recovery of human remains from the land would pose risk of serious physical 
harm to persons responsible for the excavation,”.

06/07/2022NNN01100Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022NNN01300Acting Chairperson  (Senator  Aisling Dolan): Amendments Nos� 9 and 10 are related 
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and may be discussed together�  Is that agreed?  Agreed�

06/07/2022NNN01400Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 9:

In page 15, to delete lines 31 to 34 and substitute the following:

“(5) Where difficulties listed under subsection (4), or any other substantive difficul-
ties, are identified in respect of a site which meets the criteria outlined in subsection (3), 
the Government shall make every effort to resolve difficulties and to decide, in consul-
tation with relevant persons, whether it is necessary and proportionate to thoroughly 
examine burials on the land, before it is determined that memorialisation of the burials 
on the land, without further intervention, is more appropriate�”�

06/07/2022NNN01500Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

06/07/2022NNN01600Senator  Lynn Ruane: This amendment proposes to delete the lines in the Bill that allow 
the Government to choose to create a memorial instead of excavating a site and replace them 
with a paragraph providing that the Government must make every effort possible to excavate a 
site and overcome any difficulties that may arise.  Only once all possible routes to examination 
of a site have been exhausted should the Government consider a memorial and nothing else.

This amendment is also about removing barriers�  There should be no easy outs for the Gov-
ernment when it comes to excavating institutional burial sites.  Every site should be examined 
fully.  It is in the public interest to examine every single one of these sites, so long as there are 
living families who desire information about relatives buried in them�  As I have said many 
times already, this is about the truth and closure�  These can only be achieved if we do the hard 
work of examining the burials.

This amendment is slightly different from the version I tabled on Committee Stage, in that 
it specifies that the Government shall consult with relevant persons and parties when deciding 
whether it is necessary and proportionate to thoroughly examine burials on the land.  It ensures 
that creating a memorial is not used as a window-dressing exercise to avoid excavation of a 
burial site�  The amendment ensures that a memorial, without further intervention, is only ever 
a last resort�

Amendment No� 10, like amendment No� 9, seeks to remove from the Bill the provision that 
equips the Government with the power to unilaterally decide not to intervene on a site where 
it decides memorialisation is more appropriate than intervention�  The Government has a posi-
tive legal obligation under the European Convention of Human Rights Act 2003 to investigate 
all sites where there are suspicious circumstances surrounding death�  These investigations can 
happen without excavations and do not preclude memorialisation.  Memorialisation should 
complement rather than replace the process of intervening in and investigating mass graves�  
Any decisions concerning memorialisation should include meaningful participation by survi-
vors and family members�  Regardless of the outcome of consultation with families and survi-
vors in relation to a particular site, the legal obligation on the State to carry out investigations 
into the deaths of the individuals buried there, if the circumstances are suspicious, should be 
provided for in the Bill�  This amendment would achieve this�

06/07/2022OOO00100Deputy  Roderic O’Gorman: While I appreciate the sincere intent that lies behind amend-
ments Nos� 9 and 10, I am not in a position to support them�  As outlined previously, it is vital to 
recognise excavation is not a desired option in every circumstance.  From my discussions with 
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families and survivors, I am aware that for some family members, these sites are the graves of 
their loved ones and they do not want them to be excavated or the remains to be exhumed in any 
circumstances�  For them, that would be regarded as a violation of the sanctity of the remains 
of their loved ones�  Indeed, for some family members, what is important to them is a memorial 
recognising and marking the burial site�

The legislation, as we know, is not site specific and has to be sufficiently flexible to allow 
Governments to take account of differing circumstances and views that may arise in the future.  
On foot of a recommendation from the pre-legislative scrutiny process, this provision in the 
legislation has been amended to specify the Government must have “substantive reasons” to 
form the view that memorialisation of the burials on the land without further intervention would 
be more appropriate�  I would like to dispel any potential misconception that the provisions will 
allow the Government to refrain from intervention�  The Government would have to set out 
clearly the reasons for choosing memorialisation and, in coming to this view, consultation with 
all relevant parties would be important.  The rationale will have to be sufficient and reference to 
some technical difficulties would not be adequate to justify the decision not to make an order.

I hope this provides some element of reassurance�

06/07/2022OOO00200Senator  Lynn Ruane: I will withdraw the amendments in light of the Minister’s response�

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn�

06/07/2022OOO00400Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 10:

In page 15, to delete lines 31 to 34�

06/07/2022OOO00500Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn�

06/07/2022OOO00700Acting Chairperson (Senator Aisling Dolan): Amendment No� 11 has been ruled out of 
order�

Amendments Nos� 11 and 12 not moved�

06/07/2022OOO00900Acting Chairperson (Senator Aisling Dolan): Amendments Nos� 13 and 14 are related 
and may be discussed together by agreement�  Is that agreed?  Agreed�

06/07/2022OOO01000Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 13:

In page 22, between lines 11 and 12, to insert the following:

“(b) a member having expertise in transitional justice,”.

06/07/2022OOO01100Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

06/07/2022OOO01200Senator  Lynn Ruane: The amendment specifies that at least one member of the advisory 
board should have knowledge of and experience in transitional justice.  Transitional justice 
is a response to systemic or widespread violations of human rights that seeks recognition for 
victims and the promotion of possibilities for peace, reconciliation and democracy�  It is justice 
adapted to a society transforming itself after a period of pervasive human rights abuses�  We 
must ensure we take on board the available expertise in this field in order that the victims of 
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human rights abuses in Ireland and their families will receive the justice they so deserve�

Amendment No� 14 seeks to remove the requirement to have an advisory board member 
from the relevant local authority where the principal burial land is situated and to substitute the 
provision with an alternative wherein an expert in transitional justice would sit on the advisory 
group�  The provision, as drafted, runs contrary to the requests made by survivors and stake-
holders during pre-legislative scrutiny�  Given the history of complicity of local authorities in 
the operation of these institutions, it would be insulting to survivors to include this provision�  
Instead, a member with knowledge of transitional justice would be better and more appropriate 
to have on the board�  Like amendment No� 13, this amendment will also make up for the lack 
of any reference to transitional justice throughout the Bill�

06/07/2022OOO01300Deputy  Roderic O’Gorman: I cannot support the amendments, which would change the 
membership of the advisory board�  The Bill provides for an advisory board that will be estab-
lished to guide and support the director of an intervention.  It will include scientific experts and 
former residents, family members of the deceased or both, and consultation with the advisory 
board will be required at regular intervals, including at key decision points in an intervention�  
The addition of an advisory board responds to a number of recommendations from the pre-leg-
islative scrutiny report to enhance transparency and accountability and, in particular, to ensure 
meaningful engagement with families and survivors�  It is an important change, brought about 
between pre-legislative scrutiny and the Bill having been introduced to Dáil Éireann.

In November last year, I published a 22-point action plan for survivors and former residents 
of mother and baby and county home institutions�  This overarching Government response 
to the legacy of these institutions adopts a survivor-centred approach with a focus on human 
rights, and the State’s obligations under domestic and international law underpin every action 
in the plan, including action 22 relating to this legislation�  The primary role of this advisory 
board is to provide advice and guidance to the director at key points in the intervention, and in 
that context, it is important the director consider the views of family members and survivors but 
also have access to scientific expertise.  In inserting provisions for an advisory board into the 
Bill, a key aim was to uphold the rights of family members by promoting their voice and views 
at key decision points in the process.  Furthermore, in appointing a director, expertise in human 
rights will be one of the considerations, as will be coronial expertise.

I recognise that those most profoundly affected by any intervention will be the family mem-
bers of the deceased and former residents of the institution in question, and the advisory board 
includes family members of the deceased and former residents for this reason�  Nevertheless, 
we need to appreciate the sensitivity and impact of an intervention on the local community, as 
well as the role of the local authority in the protection and preservation of burial sites�  Accord-
ingly, the advisory board will include a member of the local authority to represent the interests 
of the local community and to reflect general responsibilities for the protection of burial sites 
and local planning�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022OOO01500Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 14:

In page 22, to delete lines 12 to 13, and substitute the following:

“(b) a member having expertise in transitional justice,”.
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06/07/2022OOO01600Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022OOO01800Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 15:

In page 33, between lines 31 and 32, to insert the following:

“(6) Nothing in this section shall prejudice the rights of those who wish to make a 
protected disclosure under the Protected Disclosures Acts 2014 to 2022�”�

06/07/2022OOO01900Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

06/07/2022OOO02000Senator  Lynn Ruane: The amendment seeks to ensure that nothing in the Bill will pre-
vent someone from making a protected disclosure with regard to wrongdoing in the process of 
excavating a burial site or in the sharing of information of significant public interest relating to 
a burial site.  It is a small addition to section 30, which prohibits the disclosure of confidential 
information by specified persons, including the staff of the director.  “Confidential information” 
is defined quite loosely in section 30(5) and seems to include anything the director decides is 
confidential.  I understand the practical need for confidentiality within the section but it seems 
to have the scope to prevent staff members from disclosing any information the director tells 
them they are not allowed to disclose�  This is a very general provision and, therefore, it is 
important to include this clarifying amendment, which will provide that nothing in the sec-
tion means a person cannot make a protected disclosure in respect of a burial site�  In recent 
weeks, the Protect Disclosures Act was debated in the House and on several occasions it was 
highlighted how important the legislation is�  This clarifying amendment will simply ensure our 
important protections for whistleblowers are not diluted in regard to burial sites�

The amendment is significant in the context of the next Bill before the House, the Employ-
ment Equality (Amendment) (Non-Disclosure Agreements) Bill 2021�  In preparation for the 
debate on that Bill, we have seen cases of barristers and other legal scholars writing clauses into 
legal contracts and non-disclosure agreements that state the parties will no longer be protected 
by the Protected Disclosures Act�  It is a funny thing for somebody who studies law to think 
they could preclude somebody from legislation applying to them.  Based on my experience in 
recent years of seeing that written into NDAs, I want to ensure under this section that, regard-
less of the confidentiality aspect, there is that qualifying piece and people are still protected by 
the Protected Disclosures Act�

06/07/2022PPP00200Deputy  Roderic O’Gorman: I hear the Senator’s concern and I hope I can reassure her�  
I am not in a position to accept the amendment because I do not feel it is necessary�  I believe 
there is a protection there and, as we discussed on Committee Stage, the Protected Disclosures 
Act 2014 protects the rights of those making a protected disclosure under that Act�  This Bill 
does not in any way prejudice the rights of those making a protected disclosure under that 
Act.  While under section 30(2) of the Institutional Burials Bill it is an offence intentionally or 
recklessly to disclose confidential information, that has to be read in light of section 15 of the 
Protected Disclosures Act 2014, which sets out the defences that exist under that Act and states:

In a prosecution of a person for any offence prohibiting or restricting the disclosure of 
information it is a defence for the person to show that, at the time of the alleged offence, 
the disclosure was, or was reasonably believed by the person to be, a protected disclosure�
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This means anyone who discloses confidential information in the reasonable belief he or she 
is making a protected disclosure will have a complete defence from prosecution under section 
30 of this legislation�  The amendment is unnecessary because that defence is there�

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn�

06/07/2022PPP00400Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 16:

In page 35, line 31, to delete “or unnatural circumstances” and substitute “, unnatural, 
suspicious or undetermined circumstances”�

06/07/2022PPP00500Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

Amendment put and declared lost�

06/07/2022PPP00700Senator  Lynn Ruane: I move amendment No� 17:

In page 37, between lines 29 and 30, to insert the following: 

“Review of operation of forensic examination and recovery and post-recovery 
analysis of human remains 

40.  Following the expiration of the period of operation of an Office of Director 
of Authorised Intervention, the Minister shall cause a report to be laid before both 
Houses of the Oireachtas on the carrying out of the functions under this Part, includ-
ing the performance by the coroner of their specific functions, in respect of the entire 
period of operation of the Office”.

06/07/2022PPP00800Senator  Eileen Flynn: I second the amendment�

06/07/2022PPP00900Senator  Lynn Ruane: This amendment addresses the operation of forensic examination 
and recovery and the post-recovery analysis of human remains.  More specifically, it calls for a 
review to be undertaken and a report to be laid before both Houses of the Oireachtas regarding 
the functions of an authorised office under this Part of the Bill, once the examination of a site 
has concluded and the office has ceased operation.

As the Minister will be aware, the role and involvement of the coroner was a point of sig-
nificant deliberation during pre-legislative scrutiny in the Committee on Children, Equality, 
Disability, Integration and Youth and during the Stages of the Bill in the Dáil�  I understand the 
Minister has amended the legislation to take account of these deliberations and discussions, and 
I very much welcome the changes that have been made to the Bill in this way�

The amendment seeks to insert a provision that would see a review undertaken of the func-
tions under this Part of the Bill, including by the coroner, and the subsequent delivery of a report 
to both Houses based on the findings of the review.  This would ensure the very important func-
tions provided for by this section receive additional oversight to ensure they are being carried 
out effectively.  Given the extent of the concerns and the deliberations during pre-legislative 
scrutiny on this issue, this amendment would act as an important safeguard�

06/07/2022PPP01000Deputy  Roderic O’Gorman: I believe we cover all of what the Senator seeks to achieve in 
the existing provisions on reporting, so I am not in a position to accept the amendment.  Section 
35 provides for a director to prepare a report following post-recovery analysis, and this report 
must document the circumstances of the discovery of human remains, the forensic excavation 
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and recovery and the outcomes of activities carried out during post-recovery analysis�  A report 
on the functions carried out under this Part of the Bill is therefore already provided for and there 
is a requirement that this report be published and publicly available�  The legislation also has 
two separate reporting mechanisms�  The director must submit an annual report in section 23 
and a final report in section 105.  Both of these reports must be laid before the Oireachtas.  In 
addition, section 106 provides that, following the submission of the final report of an interven-
tion, the Minister shall “undertake a review of the implementation of this Act, in so far as it 
relates to the Office of the Director”.  This report, again, must be published.

The coroner does not have a specific function under this Bill.  The Bill is designed to com-
plement existing law, including the Coroners Act, and not replace it.  We spoke of the signifi-
cant change made following the publication of the general scheme concerning the removal of 
all restrictions on the jurisdiction of the coroner�  Under this legislation, if evidence of violent 
or unnatural death emerges, the director must notify the coroner and An Garda Síochána im-
mediately and, following an amendment made in the Dáil, the director’s post-recovery analysis 
report must include whether any notification of evidence of violent or unnatural death was made 
to An Garda Síochána and the coroner�  The report will clearly set out if the circumstances set 
out in the Bill were activated and the coroner needed to be informed, but anything beyond that 
would be for the coroner to report�  It would not be appropriate for the director to report on the 
activities of another arm of the State�

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn�

06/07/2022PPP01200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Amendment No� 18 is deemed out or order as it involves a po-
tential charge on the Revenue�

Amendment No� 18 not moved�

Bill received for final consideration.

06/07/2022PPP01500An Leas-Chathaoirleach: When is it proposed to take Final Stage?

06/07/2022PPP01600Senator  Mary Seery Kearney: Now�

06/07/2022PPP01650An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Is that agreed?  Agreed�

Question proposed: “That the Bill do now pass�”

06/07/2022PPP01800Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy  Roderic O’Gorman): What happened 
in Tuam represents a stain on our national conscience.  This Bill will allow us at last to offer the 
children interred at that site in Tuam a dignified and respectful burial.  The Government is com-
mitted to a full-scale forensic excavation of the site and this legislation is essential to deliver 
that.  My sincere hope is this will finally bring some form of solace and closure to the families 
and survivors who have been so deeply affected by this abhorrent situation.  I have met with 
many survivors and family members, as have Members of this House, and I thank them for their 
generosity in sharing the impact on them of what the State allowed happen in Tuam�

I take this opportunity to single out the work of Catherine Corless and her tireless dedica-
tion to uncovering what happened in this location and ensuring the public and the State never 
forgot those children�  Much of what we are achieving as a House and an Oireachtas today is 
due to her work�  I thank the Senators and Deputies who spent so much time working on this 
legislation�  I believe we have greatly strengthened the legislation through the pre-legislative 
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scrutiny process and the process in both Houses.  I thank my officials for their extremely hard 
work and engagement on this legislation�  Subject to the enactment of this legislation, I hope 
to commence it immediately�  I will then seek Government approval to make an order under it 
establishing an office of the Tuam director of authorised interventions.  The draft order will then 
be laid before both Houses of the Oireachtas.  Once approved, the office of the Tuam director of 
authorised interventions will be established�  A director will be appointed with a view to starting 
excavation at the site in Tuam as quickly as possible.

06/07/2022QQQ00200An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Without making a speech from the Chair, I believe the Minister 
is so right in identifying Catherine Corless as a national heroine�

06/07/2022QQQ00300Senator  Mary Seery Kearney: To be fair, the Minister has covered absolutely everything I 
wanted to say other than thank you�  He is the only person left out in that regard�  He has shown 
great commitment and passion to bring about the solace he speaks about�  I, too, pay tribute to 
Catherine Corless�  I think of the Preamble to the Constitution and of the concept of cherish-
ing all the children�  I hope the decision today will bring forward the spirit that underpins our 
Republic, which involves cherishing all the children, and bring dignity and respect where there 
has been none heretofore, because that is the very least those affected deserved.

06/07/2022QQQ00400An Leas-Chathaoirleach: Go raibh agaibh uilig as an dea-obair atá déanta agus as com-
hoibriú liom�

Question put and agreed to�

  Cuireadh an Seanad ar fionraí ar 8.51 p.m. agus cuireadh tús leis arís ar 9 p.m.

Sitting suspended at 8.51 p.m. and resumed at 9 p.m.

06/07/2022RRR00100Employment Equality (Amendment) (Non-Disclosure Agreements) Bill 2021: Committee 
Stage

06/07/2022RRR00200Acting Chairperson  (Senator  Gerry Horkan): The discussion is to adjourn after one 
hour, if not previously concluded�  I welcome the Minister, Deputy O’Gorman, back to the 
House�

06/07/2022RRR00300Senator  Lynn Ruane: On a point of order, I do not think this should be done after an hour�  
It is to conclude, regardless, after one hour�

06/07/2022RRR00400Acting Chairperson (Senator Gerry Horkan): Not according to the Order of Business 
about which I have been informed�

06/07/2022RRR00500Senator  Lynn Ruane: We will have to move quickly because it is agreed to conclude�

06/07/2022RRR00600Acting Chairperson (Senator Gerry Horkan): The discussion is to adjourn after one 
hour, if not previously concluded.  It is not a target or a maximum.

SECTION 1

Question proposed: “That section 1 stand part of the Bill�”

06/07/2022RRR00900Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy  Roderic O’Gorman): I thank Sena-
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tor Ruane for bringing forward this Bill, which highlights the importance of transparency in 
addressing discrimination and ensuring cases of harassment and sexual harassment do not re-
main concealed, thereby protecting and providing cover to those who commit these acts�  The 
Government indicated on Second Stage it would not oppose this Bill but would instead conduct 
its own research in to the prevalence of the use of non-disclosure agreements, NDAs, in cases 
such as this�

In March of this year, officials in my Department published a report, The prevalence and use 
of Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) in discrimination and sexual harassment disputes.  This 
research highlighted that NDAs are commonly used in a range of contexts within Ireland and 
other jurisdictions, but it also noticed there were significant data gaps.  The inherent secrecy of 
these contracts presents challenges in rectifying this.  NDAs are often signed in contexts where 
there is a significant power imbalance between the signatories.

The report notes there appears to be a consensus among all stakeholders that some change 
is needed, with differing perspectives on the optimum legislative response to the challenge pre-
sented by the use of NDAs.  While some commentators and practitioners favour the effective 
prohibition of NDAs in cases of sexual harassment or discrimination, others favour their regula-
tion but still see an important role for them in the ethical resolution of disputes�

The main recommendation from the report is that prevention is key�  Human resource prac-
tices should encourage reporting and foster a workplace culture that does not tolerate sexual 
harassment or discrimination�  In cases in which a settlement following a dispute includes an 
NDA, however, employers should ensure best practice is followed�  I have considered the out-
comes of this research and I now intend to address the findings as part of the ongoing review of 
the equality Acts by my officials.  The process of undertaking that review was valuable.  I thank 
my officials for their work in helping to undertake and devise the review, which is already being 
looked at as quite significant work.

In the context of that ongoing work on the equality Acts, last year I launched the public 
consultation process to inform the review of the equality Acts to examine the functioning of the 
Acts and their effectiveness in combating discrimination and promoting equality.  My Depart-
ment was pleased to receive an extensive response to the consultation, and the submissions are 
currently being analysed�  It is intended that legislative proposals arising from the review will 
be brought forward at the end of this year, including addressing the use of non-disclosure agree-
ments in discrimination and harassment cases�

Notwithstanding the intention of Government to bring forward our own proposals, I will 
indicate amendments to this legislation which the Government intends to bring forward on 
Report Stage.  In this section, the substitution or deletion of definitions of “relevant employee”, 
“relevant individual” and “non-disclosure agreement” may be required to provide greater legal 
clarity and certainty�

06/07/2022RRR01000Senator  Lynn Ruane: I do not intend to speak on every single section, when it is not re-
quired�  It is important to pick up on some of the points the Minister has just made�  I thank him 
and his officials.  Sometimes when you bring legislation and a Department says it will look at it 
or a Minister says he or she will look at it� you hope and want to believe that will happen�  I have 
to say that the Minister, Deputy O’Gorman, and his officials acted very swiftly on carrying out 
that research, which has been very beneficial, not only to me in the progression of this Bill and 
our opening up the area of understanding NDAs in Ireland but also as part of a global message�  
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I informed the Minister a few weeks ago that there are now some Canadian provinces that have 
introduced the Irish legislation before us�  We are having an impact with this very important 
conversation we are having�

The initial research that has been done on non-disclosure agreements and their use of Ireland 
is just the beginning of being able to unearth the level to which NDAs are used here in Ireland�  
What also comes out through our own research that ran in parallel with the Minister’s, because 
we continued meeting with people who are affected by NDAs, is that hybrids of NDAs have 
become prevalent�  There are some classic NDAs used in instances of business and trades which 
should be protected, but what has now happened is that we see severance agreements that look 
plain and simple on the surface, but very significant NDA clauses are contained within other 
such types of agreements, such as compromise and confidentiality agreements.  The clauses are 
not very obvious to the eye as a classic NDA�

I know the Minister intends to bring his own policies forward on this, which I hope we can 
also inform.  I thank the Minister and I am open to working with officials on all the sections 
between now and Report Stage, rather than waiting to come back to Report Stage, whenever 
that happens.  If the Minister gets out there first in terms of bringing his own policies and, po-
tentially, his own legislation and my legislation were not needed, that would also be welcome�

Question put and agreed to�

SECTION 2

Question proposed: “That section 2 stand part of the Bill�”

06/07/2022RRR01400Deputy  Roderic O’Gorman: While I support the principles behind the Bill, as it is cur-
rently drafted, it may not capture the broad nature and use of non-disclosure agreements that 
has come to light in the research carried out by my Department�  The proposals, as drafted, may 
limit the ability of an employee to negotiate a settlement where sexual harassment or discrimi-
nation has occurred�  For this reason,  I will bring forward amendments proposing to amend or 
substitute sections 1 to 5�  I will also bring forward amendments to section 14B(6), as inserted 
by section 2 of the Bill, for the substitution or deletion of the subsection as the nature of “an 
offence” under the provisions of the Bill requires further elaboration.  I also intend to amend 
section 14B(8), as inserted by section 2, because legal or practical issues may arise from the 
provisions under this subsection�  I also intend to bring amendments to section 14B(9), (10) 
and (11), as inserted by section 2, because these subsections may require technical amendments 
flowing from other amendments proposed under this section.  I also propose the amendment or 
deletion of section 14B(12), as inserted by section 2, because this issue may be better dealt with 
under section 1�

06/07/2022RRR01500Senator  Lynn Ruane: I am happy enough to continue to engage on those amendments 
between now and Report Stage�

Question put and agreed to�

06/07/2022RRR01700Acting Chairperson (Senator Gerry Horkan): I welcome to the Public Gallery a number 
of guests of Senator Fitzpatrick’s who are in for the evening: Mr� Alan Smullen, Ms Catherine 
Fox, Mr. Andrew Fox, Mr. Barry Reddin, Ms Bla Flanagan and Mr. Sean Cody.  They are all 
very welcome to Leinster House and I hope they have a nice evening ahead of them�  I am de-
lighted to see people participating in democracy and watching us, quite efficiently, I hope, get 
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through the Bill we are dealing with�  We have dealt with section 2�

SECTION 3

Question proposed: “That section 3 stand part of the Bill�”

06/07/2022RRR02000Deputy  Roderic O’Gorman: I will propose the deletion of section 3(2), as the com-
mencements of any new provisions need to be considered in the context of operational or other 
considerations�

06/07/2022SSS00100Senator  Lynn Ruane: That was a simple enough suggestion, which is great�  I could be 
more efficient in passing the Bill by shutting up and sitting down but believe-----

06/07/2022SSS00200Acting Chairperson (Senator Gerry Horkan): We are not finishing it today.  We are back 
next week for Report Stage.

06/07/2022SSS00300Senator  Lynn Ruane: The Acting Chairperson knows what I mean�

06/07/2022SSS00400Acting Chairperson (Senator Gerry Horkan): I do�

06/07/2022SSS00500Senator  Lynn Ruane: It could be a long time between now and then for me�  I note how 
important this legislation is�  It intersects with some of the other areas on which we work, such 
as protected disclosures and burials�  There are so many areas on which this Bill impacts�  Over 
the past year, the matter has come to light more and more and the media are picking up on it�  
Older women have travelled the country to meet me on this�  One woman in her 60s or 70s 
travelled here on a train to hand-deliver NDAs to me out of fear of the consequences of sending 
them in the post�  I had to meet women in town so they could hand them over�  That is the type 
of fear people are living with�  With regard to obtaining data, there are gaps because of fear�  We 
all understand that, in some cases, the victims of abuse or sexual harassment may sign a given 
document in a desire to see an end to their circumstances, but we know their position changes�  
We know from the campaigns I am involved in on this issue here and in the UK, Australia and 
Canada that over time people regret signing NDAs because they heal within themselves and 
conclude they want accountability regarding how they were treated�  It is a question of being 
able to set a legislative framework and policy to give voice to that, not only for the protection of 
the individual who has signed the NDA but also third parties who may be affected by the abuser, 
on whom there is no actual data because an NDA has been signed�

We have discovered the use of NDAs in the private sector.  This has been more difficult for 
me to get to grips with because I cannot make a freedom of information request�  There is in-
formation that I cannot obtain�  We have tried to use other ways to get companies on board�  We 
have been told a number of companies, including insurance companies, have used NDAs in a 
very aggressive manner in respect of a number of women, but often the same individual, within 
their organisations over a period of ten or 20 years�  There is nothing I can do to reach into the 
private sector�  Legislation is so important because it will apply across the board, not just to a 
particular sector�  That is why legislation, rather than policy, is so important in this area�  It will 
not impact very legitimate NDAs�  It will relate only to a crime being covered up�  One of the 
main points concerns the confidentiality of the victim in some cases.  That is where we really 
need to have conversations.  If confidentiality should apply to the victim, it does not mean it 
should apply to the perpetrator, nor does it mean the perpetrator should not be accountable so 
as to protect the anonymity of the victim.  I look forward to seeing what the Minister’s office 
and Department will come forward with�  I hope that between now and then we can continue to 
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tease out what good legislative practice in this area would be�

06/07/2022SSS00600Senator  Alice-Mary Higgins: I will be very brief�  I am very glad to see this Bill passing 
Committee Stage with support�  I probably have some concerns�  I realise the Minister proposes 
to introduce his own legislation�  This is such strong legislation�  With regard to some of the 
language mentioned on negotiations, it is important that, given the power imbalance in many 
of these situations, we do not end up with anything whereby it may be perceived that persons 
can negotiate or waive their right to speak in relation to an incident�  That is important because 
the NDAs are damaging not only to the individuals who are pressured into signing or forced to 
sign them but also to institutions and other persons within institutions, and that is why there is 
a wider concern�  Again, individual negotiations should not leave us in a situation where those 
who have perpetrated sexual harassment are granted anonymity.  That is not the intent but we 
need to be vigilant about what comes next.

Regarding timeliness, we are being overtaken, as Senator Ruane has described�  Other ju-
risdictions are copying this legislation and passing it�  Senator Ruane and I have been asked to 
speak at international conferences of legislators who are seeking to copy this legislation�  We 
have a really important issue that has been led in this House by Senator Ruane�  I applaud the 
Minister again for taking the time to do the review and research and push it forward�  Let us 
retain that momentum�  It is crucial that it be a matter of legislation, not policy, and that there is 
no discretion regarding whether it should be used�  Let us keep up the momentum and see early 
progress�  Let us have Ireland lead in this really important area�  As Senator Ruane said, it is 
part of a wider shift towards transparency away from secrecy�  It is important and could be an 
international marker for us all�

06/07/2022SSS00700Acting Chairperson (Senator Gerry Horkan): We are all doing our best to get it through 
these Houses as fast as we can�

Question put and agreed to�

Title agreed to�

Bill reported without amendment�

06/07/2022SSS01100Acting Chairperson (Senator Gerry Horkan): When is it proposed to take Report Stage?

06/07/2022SSS01200Senator  Lynn Ruane: Next Tuesday.

06/07/2022SSS01250Acting Chairperson (Senator Gerry Horkan): Is that agreed?  Agreed�

Report Stage ordered for Tuesday, 12 July 2022�

Cuireadh an Seanad ar athló ar 9�17 p�m� go dtí 9�30 a�m�, Déardaoin, an 7 Iúil 2022�

The Seanad adjourned at 9�17 p�m� until 9�30 a�m� on Thursday, 7 July 2022�


